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ffloNITQR 
[Spectrum gets a facelift 

Pta«/4oa the spot_ 

Has Commodore come up with a 
new block-buster? With the 
bundling of applications soft¬ 
ware in a low-cost 64K micro it 
should give buyers pause for 
thought. 

A garden full of butterflies and poisonous mushrooms is the 
location Tony Crowther chose for this imaginative game, written 
exclusively for PCN.__ 

SprtMyiUwtnd_16 

We finally round off the series on creating sprites on the Amstrad 
with a large listing for you to hack in._ 

Spoctnaa's added cabins_18 

The humble Spectrum can print up to 64 characters per line with 
the machine code program by Stuart Nicholls._ 

_22 

The Commodore 64’s disk directory is unravelled with two 
utilities, one of which can be incorporated into other programs. 

Oricwargame_ 26 

Tank Assault is an arcade style maze game with plenty of action. 

AceramaworiM_29 

Monitor your micro’s memory—both random access and read only. 

PERIPHERALS 

Raven remembers 36 

Expand the BBC’s memory by 20K and add a few commands as well 
with the Raven-20 expansion board._ 

Cheetah choice_ _42 

Cheetah's version of a Spectrum keyboard looks upmarket, but 
does it live up to its image? 

SOFTWARE 

Sinclair has dropped the veil of 
secrecy surrounding its home 
micro plans and will launch the 
Spectrum Plus this week. 

The machine works like a 
Spectrum, looks likea QL and is 
likely to cost about £50 more 
than the current model. It is a 
48K system said to be complete¬ 
ly compatible with existing 
Spectrum software and with 
the Interfaces 1 and 2. 

Maybe with the MSX 
machines in mind, Sinclair is 
equipping the Spectrum Plus 
with a 'professional' keyboard. 
It hasn’t had to look too far to 
find one — the Spectrum Plus’s 
case is in effect a cut-down QL 
shorn of the Microdrives. 

Sinclair has gone overboard 
on the number of new keys 
wired in, possibly to make sure 
the Spectrum Plus outclasses 
any of the existing third party 
add-on keyboards. 

The keys are full-travel, us¬ 
ing a membrane beneath simi¬ 
lar to that used by the QL. There 
is a full space-bar, with cursor 

keys either side of it, QL- 
fashion, and punctuation, E 
Mode, Edit, Delete, Graphics, 
Break and True and Inverse 
Video keys have also been 
added. 

The machine also has twin 
Symbol and Caps Shift keys. 
Sinclair wouldn’t comment on 
internal modifications, but un¬ 
less the company has done 
something clever the ULA may 
have had to be changed. Manu¬ 
facturers of add-on keyboards 
have repeatedly run into 
crashing problems when 
they’ve tried to wire too many 
keys in. 

Only two weeks ago Sinclair 
was denying point blank that it 
had any plans for a new version 
of the Spectrum (issue 82). 
Either the company has done 
very well to keep it a secret or it 
has knocked the Spectrum Plus 
together over a weekend to take 
advantage of the late MSX. 

As a further sweetener the 
Plus will include a number of 
free software packages. 

Commodore tunes in _54 

Your Commodore can make beautiful music with the aid of 
Musicalc — if you can figure out how it works._ 

Macintosh on file_57 

Picture this—a database that uses pictures i nstead oflabels—and 
you have Filevision, Apple’s new package for the Mac._ 

Prices reach new low on Eighth Day 
Nervous software suppliers ment on how successful they’ve 
around the country will be been in a forthcoming issue, but 
reaching for the panic button as the games are available now via 
the price of games plummets mail order from Eighth Day at 
again. 18 Flaxhill, Moreton, Wirral. 

The first six products from a When Mastertronic made the 
company called Eighth Day £1.99breakthroughearlierthis 
will cost a penny-pinching year some established software 
£1.75. They are Quill-designed suppliersscoffed.Theysaidcon- 
adventures called collectively fidently that there weren’t 
Games Without Frontiers; this enough micros in the country to 
just happens to be the transla- make possible the kind of tur- 
tionofJeuxSansFrontiferesbut nover that Mastertronic would 
there's no joke intended. need. But the company has gone 

'We hope we’ve produced £7 from strength to strength and 
games for £1.75,’ said Mike has forced its competitors to 
White, one of the two directors look again at the prices they’ve 
ofEighth Day. We’ll passjudge- been charging. 

A wide variety of adventure and arcade magic for the Commodore 
64, Spectrum and BBC B. 

REGULARS 

Sinclair's Spectrum Plus, this 
page; Jupiter Ace lives on, page 
2; Basicode goes MSX, page 3; 
and QL revives megagames, 
Page 4._ 

PCX Charts_5 

Follow the fates of games and 
micros in our weekly charts. 

Random Access 7 

Is anybody out there? We want 
to hear from you._ 

Routine Inquiries 9 

PCN’s panel of experts solves 
your problems._ 

Microwaves 10 

More helpful hints, tips and 
routines. 

The best of the recent books 
reviewed. 

The weekly fix for adventure 
addicts. 

Our weekly round-up of the 
latest software. Find out what 
you should look for in your local 
software store. 

The best place to pick up a 
bargain, or to sell one — free. 

Qai_64 

Rumours, gossip, Mollusc and 
more — plus forthcoming com¬ 
puter events. 
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m ONITOR 
New support gives 
flagging Ace a boost 
The Jupiter Ace, that rare and 
endangered species, is still 
alive and kicking with a num¬ 
ber of new add-ons and software 
coming out for it. 

A new company called 
MegaTechnic Computing has 
produced three packages for the 
16K Forth veteran. Jupiter 
J umpman and Paint ’n’ Run are 
arcade style games. Ex-Forth 
84 is a utility program that has 
new Forth words. 

A spokeswoman for the com¬ 
pany said: 'Initially we’re test¬ 
ing the response to these pack¬ 
ages, before we go into a big 
launch. But we think there’ll be 
some demand.' 

The software costs £5.50 and 
is available by mail order from 
MegaTechnic, 8 East Langham 
Road, Raunds, Wellingbor¬ 
ough, Northants NN9 6LG. 

In terms of support, Ace users 
can still count on Boldfield 
(0487-840740) which rescued 
the machine from deep waters 
earlier this year (issue 73 ►. The 
company says that demand is 
still going strong for its £29.90 
micro—and Boldfield has even 
crossed the Channel into 
France to buy up Aces and 
reconfigure them for English 
buyers. 

Paul Downham of Boldfield 
said: 'We’ve got a full commit¬ 
ment to the Jupiter Ace and 
have produced a number of new 
products for users.’ 

On the list is a sound box with 
three-sound channel generator 
at £39, a 'professional' 
keyboard at £39, a joystick 
interface at £19.55, a video 
monitor connector at £12.65 
and an adaptor kit at £5.98. 

Buy now, pay later 
micros at Woolworth 
If it’s shortage of cash that’s 
stopping you buying a new 
micro, Woolworth is out to lure 
you with an interest-free credit 
scheme. 

The Woolies chain has been 
trying to live down the dime 
store tag for years, but it’s still 
somehow appropriate that the 
inventor of Mix ’n Match sweets 
should lead the way with Spec- 
trums on the never-never. 

Woolies’ computer deals app¬ 
ly to a range of home micros 
including the Electron, Am- 
strad, Spectrum, BBC, Vic 20, 
Commodore 64 and Atari 
600XL. In addition there are 
the Atari 2600 and Colecovi- 
sion games machines. 

If you buy a 48K Spectrum, 
for instance, you’ll get £58 
worth of soft ware in the £ 129.95 
package. Initially, you’d have 
to put down a deposit of £13.95, 
then 11 monthly payments of 

£9.66 and a final payment of 
£9.74 to bring you to the total 
credit price. 

The offer is available from 
most Woolworth stores 
throughout the country and 
will last indefinitely. Other big 
retail stores such as WH Smith 
and Boots have no plans to 
follow in Woolies footsteps. 

MSX software 
prices hit the roof 
Confirming fears that MSX 
software will be overpriced, 
Micro Peripherals has an¬ 
nounced that the games car¬ 
tridges it is importing from 
Japan will cost £18.95. 

'Well, they are 64K car¬ 
tridges. That’s as much mem¬ 
ory as there is in an MSX micro,’ 
said a company spokesman. 

All this memory is swallowed 
up by some of the games which 
include a version of the arcade 
hit Track and Field. Actually, 
this game comes on two car¬ 
tridges so it will cost you 
£37.90 if you want toeiyoy it in 
the seclusion of your living 
room. 

Other titles include Athletic 
Land ('fun and games in the 
park’), Time Pilot, Hyper 
Sports, Super Cobra, Monkey 
Academy, Antartic Adventure, 
Comic Bakery and Circus 
Charlie. 

Micro Peripherals reckons 
that all this action can be very 
taxing on your average joystick 
soitisalso sellings 'HyperShot' 
special controller for the athle¬ 
tic games. 

Money-laden MXS users can 
contact the company on Basing¬ 
stoke 0256-473232. 

Competition winners 
get Commodore 64s 

At last the results of PCN’s 
Commodore 64 competition, 
which closed a few weeks ago. 
The response was overwhelm¬ 
ing but after much digging in 
the hat, we’ve pulled out five 
winners. 

They are: Mrs NA Junik, of 
Peebles; HC Li. of London SW7; 
Andrew Carson, of Harbome, 
Birmingham; AG Pereira, of 
London E3; and JD Gorse, of 
BFPO 35. Commodore 64s will 
be on their way shortly. 

Most entrants had most of the 
right answers but all-correct 
entries were a bit on the thin 
side. Here’s what we were 
looking for: 1 The Kemal oper¬ 
ating system; 2 Vic chip; 3 SID 
chip; 4 Institute of Electrical 
and Electronics Engineers; 5 
5K; 6 Personal Electronic 
Transactor. 

Acorn dampens 
conversion hopes 
It’s official. Elite will not be 
available for micros other than 
the BBC and Electron for the 
foreseeable future. 

So says David Johnson 
Davies, Acomsoft’s managing 
director. Replying to PON's 
request, nay demand, that this 
addictive mega-game should be 
converted to run on other 
machines (see last week’s rave 
review), DJD stated: 'We don’t 
have any definite plans. 

'It would take time to convert 
and no work is being done in 
that connection. But we ha ven’t 
ruled the possibility out.’ 

'By the end of last week we 
had sold 13,000 copies,’ DJD 
said. That means within a 
couple of weeks it will become 
Acomsoft’s best selling title 
ever. 

This cuts no ice with the 
staff at PCN who are still 
queuing up to take turns at 
playing the game. 
• Acomsoft will shortly be 
announcing the first monthly 
winner of its Elite competition. 
PCN can exclusively reveal 
that the as yet un-named win¬ 
ner has managed a score of 
106,764.9 credits and achieved 
a 'dangerous' rating. 

Software Projects 
wraps up pirates 
Beauty is most definitely in the 
eye of the beholder as far as 
Soft ware Projects is concerned 
and it’s preparing a poke in the 
eye for any unlawful beholders. 

The attractive packaging of 
all Software Projects games 
that may seem to the user as a 
little extra decoration should 
present a big headache to any 
would be pirates. 

The new light blue cassette, 
which is probably more in 
keeping with the nature of the 
contents than the dowdy grey 
and black that we are used to for 
software, is non-standard — 
and must be specially ordered. 
In short, anybody who wishes to 
purchase similar blanks must 
buy at least 250,000. A transpa¬ 
rent leader section on each tape 
has the name Software Projects 
printed on it. 

The real deterrent, though, 
should be the simple security 
tape that binds the cellophane 
wrapper together, similar to 
those found on cigarette pack¬ 
ets. Each tape has the com¬ 
pany's name and logo and costs 
very little to produce. The sole 
manufacturer ensures that no 
one besides the original client 
can order duplicates. 

Software Projects already 
holds copyright on its name and 
the names of all its games. It 
hopes to further disadvantage 
the pirates by introducing holo¬ 
grams on to the packaging. It 
would be impossible to make 
realistic copies of these without 
the original artwork. 

Software pirates have shown 
themselves to be both resource¬ 
ful and enterprising but these 
new features may require a 
little too much enterprise. As 
managing director Allan 
Maton says: 'If they are pre¬ 
pared to put all that effort into 
pirating why don’t they make 
their own software.’ 

So keep your eyes open for 
features like these — if you buy 
a Software Projects tape that 
doesn’t have them, the com¬ 
pany isn’t going to bale you out 
if anything goes wrong. 

OUT Of SCHOOL—No need to go to school for ‘O' Levels any mors. Now you can 
thrill to the subtleties of comprehension, marvel at the oddities of spelling, and 
grapple with irregular plurals in your own home. Ludinski Computer-Assisted 
Learning (0784-58771) has released Micro English, which it claims is a full t)' 
Level course that covers all your favourites on a pair of disks or several tapes. For 
the BBC, K also features a speech synthesiser to warble through the course with 
you. It costs £24.50 but might prove to be priceless. 
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ONITOR 
Chip Shop serves up 
MSX Basicode 

A gap left in the specifications 
of Basicode 2+, the universal 
interpreter used by the BBC’s 
Chip Shop, has been filled. In 
addition to Dragon, Electron, 
Oric and Spectrum, MSX 
machines can now run Basicode 
2+ software. 

The BBC is rubbing its hands 
over the provision that Kuma 
(07357-4335) has made for 
MSX. This is the first time we 
have been able to offer the 
Basicode facility for hardware 
in advance of it appearing in the 
shops,' said Trevor Taylor, pro¬ 
ducer of the Chip Shop series. 

Unlike other MSX software, 
Basicode programs are as free 
as air — the BBC broadcasts 
them for users to download, 
provided they can see straight 
to plug their micros in at the 
transmission time — 5.55 am. 

Commodore, BBC, Apple and 
Tandy owners were already 
catered for in the original Basi¬ 
code. The translation program 
for Basicode 2 x comes on a tape 
with a manual, which costs 
£4.95 from BBC Broadcasting 
Support Services. 

Some readers reported diffi¬ 
culty contacting Broadcasting 
Support Services after our arti¬ 
cle on the new Chip Shop 
season, so here’s the address 
again: 2 Cater Road, Bristol 
BS13 7TW. Telephone 0272- 
279494. 

Speedy Amstrad runs 
dot matrix printer 
Amstrad has rounded ofTits line 
of micro products by launching 
a dot-matrix printer for the 
CPC464 and DDI-1 disk units. 

The printer should go on sale 
almost immediately at £200. If 
there are no hitches, Amstrad 
will deserve another pat on the 
back for the pace at which it is 
producing add-ons for the 
CPC464 — look at how long it 
took Oric, Sinclair and others to 

come up with storage systems 
and printer for their respective 
micros. 

Called the DMP-1, the prin¬ 
ter is a 50 cps 80-column 
dot-matrix unit. Amstrad has 
opted for a standard Centronics 
interface but the DMP-1 has 
instruction extensions to cope 
with the Amstrad micro’s dot- 
assembler graphics. 

It’s characters are formed 
from a 5 by 7 matrix, and in 
graphics mode the pitch is 60 
dots an inch. 

The chequered career of the Bytec 
Hyperion has finally ended 
with the decision by Anderson 
Jacobson to drop the portable 
IBM clone from its list. AJ 
launched the Canadian micro 
last year, calling it the Ajile. AJ 
will continue to support dealers 
’as long as the spares situation 
will permit’. 

Logo is due to get its very own 
trade early year, on London. 
The event is being organised by 
the London New Technology 
Network. There’s still time to 
get involved if you want to help 
plan it - LNTN (01-482 3816) 
wants to hear from you. 

Graftei has launched a fol low-up to 
the VP200 series of video pro¬ 
cessors that have proved such a 
handy add-on to IBM PC users. 
The new VP 201/2 dumps a 
colour graphics display from 
the PC’s screen to a printer and 
costs £560. Telephone 0252- 
510200. 

For a limited period Apple is 
knocking hundreds of pounds 
off the prices it charges schools 
and colleges. If you can twist 
somebody’s arm before Decem¬ 
ber 31 your school could pick up 
a Lisa for £3,099 (usual price 
£4,135), a lie plus disk drive for 
£595 (£795 to anybody else) or a 
128K Macintosh for £1,349 
(down from £1,795). 

OMEFRONT 

Twilight hour of 
the micros we know 
The nearest star (apart from the 
sun) is more than four light 
years away. And, as anybody 
who watches Top of the Pops 
will know, stars come and go. 
When you look at the night sky 
and see the twinkling pinpricks 
of light, it’s sobering to realise 
that the celestial body emitting 
that light could well have pop¬ 
ped its clogs years ago. It’s a 
romantic thought, in a way. The 
star dies but its final Bickerings 

struggle across infinity for 
years to give NASA, Patrick 
Moore, and lovers everywhere 
something to swoon over 

The Enterprise 64 has a lot in 
common with stars. 

Putting a brave face on mat¬ 
ters, the Enterprise has flick¬ 
ered intermittently — at the 
PCW Show last year, at a 
Scottish trade fair this summer, 
and again at the PC W Show this 
autumn. When it finally gets 
i nto the hands of whoever is still 
intent on buying it, something 
will have died. The smart 
money at the moment says that 
the casualty will be the market 
that the crippled Starship En¬ 
terprise was intended to serve. 
Home computers as we know 
them are on the way out. 

Says who? Says Sinclair, 
Acorn, Commodore, and Mar¬ 
ket Assessment Information 
Services. 

The big three home computer 
makers seem to regard Christ¬ 
mas 1984 as a shoot-out in the 
UK corral. There will be a final 
apocalyptic blaze of activity 
and the survivors will head for 
Re-Boot Hill as the market for 

home computers leaves the 
traditional offerings behind. 

The systems that are ex¬ 
pected to take their place will be 
more serious and useful, re¬ 
flecting a view that has been 
gathering strength all year. 
Market Assessment Informa¬ 
tion Services, in a survey pub¬ 
lished last week, predicts that 
'as a home work station, with a 
link to the place ofemployment, 
computers in the home have a 
strong future.’ 

This sounds about as exciting 
as watching grass grow but if 
it’s what the suppliers think, 
it’sprobably what you’ll have to 
get used to. The survey doesn’t 
say that home micros will be 
swept away overnight, but it 
does conclude that 'a reduction 
in the number of models avail¬ 
able seems inevitable’. 

Frivolity is finished—games 
have no future. By linking 
home computers to places of 
work, the manufacturers are 
putting a premium on the kind 
of features that haven’t been 
prominent in the past — re¬ 
liability for one. 

Don’t panic just yet. The 

leading machines will carry on 
and the kind of things you do 
with them will be hard for the 
old sober-sides in high places to 
stampout.Butthey will become 
a side-show. You’ll be on the 
point of annihilating the Thyr¬ 
oid Empire or discovering the 
all-important Key of Fleet 
Wood when a message will take 
over the screen: 'Pardon me 
while 1 take time out to activi- 
ate the curtain closing mechan¬ 
ism in your office by means of 
the miracles of telecommunica¬ 
tions.’ 

Or is the prediction just so 
much precious nonsense? What 
lies behind it is the suggestion 
that next year sales of home 
computers are going to start 
falling. 

When all the home micros 
that can be sold have been sold, 
the manufacturers have to find 
something else to offer. It will 
probably be the same machines 
doing the same thing. 

This being the case, there’s no 
reason for astronomers to start 
re-drawing their charts. If an 
occasional star drops out, 
another is sure to take its place. 
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ONITOR 
Imagined game rises 
again on the QL 
At last, proof that there is life 
after death in the microcompu¬ 
ter business. 

Bandersnatch, the 'mega¬ 
game' that was Imagines final 
undoing, has risen phoenix-like 
from the ashes with a Sinclair 
label and aimed at the QL. 

And the architects behind 
this revival are none other than 
David Lawson and lan Hether- 
ington—former Imagine direc¬ 
tors. 

Lawson and Hetherington 
have bought an off-the-shelf 
company called Fireiron, 
bought the game from Im¬ 
agined liquidator and sold it to 
Sinclair. 

Also involved with Fireiron 
is latter-day whizz kid Eugene 
Evans, the lead programmer on 
Bandersnatch before Imagine 
crashed. 

What is not clear is when the 
game will hit the streets and 
how much it will cost. 

In the Imagine days the 
suggested price-tag was around 
£40. The expense arises from 
the need to include a hardware 
dongle to improve the capabili¬ 
ties of the Spectrum and Com¬ 
modore 64 micros it was origi¬ 
nally written for. 

Unfortunately, the game was 

only 80 per cent complete when 
Imagine went under. 

Bandersnatch existed only in 
prototype form on a Sage de¬ 
velopment system. 

It just happens that the Sage 
uses a 68000 processor chip, 
similar to the QL 68008. 

64 connections get 
a sight more style 
Access Computer Company 
(061-477 6013) hopes to appeal 
to your sense of style with its 
serial printer interface and 
cable for Commodore micros. 

Until now, the company says, 
'the method of connecting an 
RS232 serial printer to either 
the Commodore 64 or Vic 20 has 

Access interface — serial with style. 

been both unsightly and expen¬ 
sive.’ 

We’d dispute this. Unsightly 
or expensive, perhaps, but rare¬ 
ly both. 

Either way, there’s no doubt 
that the Access interface and 
cable is a sightly piece of 
equipment. It costs £34.95 and 
hooks up to most serial printers 
equipment. It costs £34.95 and 
hooks up to most serial printers. 

Rodime aims to 
double disk store 
A tasty glimpse of the future is 
offered in reports of disk manu¬ 
facturer Rodime’s blossoming 
profits. 

The Silicon Glen firm was the 
world’s first manufacturer of 
3Vain Winchester disk drives 
(issue 1) and says it will be 
reporting a 56 per cent increase 
in its profits this year. 

The company also says it is 
working on a 20Mb hard disk 
and expects to release a 40Mb 
version in 1985-86. 

Which can only be good news 
for Apricot owners and others 
who find the current 10Mb 
capacity of Rodime's existing 
drives just a little limiting. 

TURNING 64 — Micromega is going 
64. The company used to focus 
exclusively on Spectrum games, 
many of them best sellers such as 
Full Throttle, Codename Mat and 
Deathchase. The authors of these 
games, Derek Brewster and Mervyn 
Estcourt, are likely to produce 
software for the 64 shortly but the 
company's first 64 release, linn 
Genie, was written by Hanan Samara 
— could she be the first female 
programmer of a chart-topper? This 
screen shot is a still from Jasper!, 
Derek Brewster’s latest and the two 
games are due to be released on 
October 22. jasper! will cost £6.95. 

JEW FROM JAPAN 

Brits lose their way 
on road to Japan 
As I’ve often written (or com- 
plained) in this column, so far as 
computers go, there’s more 
smoke than fire to the myth of 
superior Japanese technology 
(excluding the technology re¬ 
quired for manufacturing and 
assembly). When you stop to 
think, all they’ve really man¬ 
aged to come up with (or in some 
cases steal) are our cpus, our 
languages and our operating 
systems. So it should come as no 
surprise to discover they’ve 
even borrowed some of our 
people. Equipped with my new 
toy (an acoustic coupler) and 
the logic of electronic mail, I 
conducted an electronic inter¬ 
view with on such person. 

My choice was fortunate. 
Steve Bellamy is not only fore¬ 

ign, but British, from Sheffield, 
with creditable credentials. 

Doctorate in computer scien¬ 
ce. Research posts for both IBM 
andICL. Holder of26 patents in 
the computer field. Lecturer at 
four mqjor universities. 

Since then, he's managed to 
get his finger into a lot of other 
interesting pies. Director 
Mugen Associates (Computer 
Consultants). Director Interna¬ 
tional Apple Core. Lecturer in 
Computer Science. Consultant 
to the Foreign Correspondents 
Club of Japan. Technical con¬ 
sultant to Fqjitsu Research 
Centre. Contributing editor 
Byte, Infoworld. Author of 
books on Japan and computing. 

With this background, I 
thought he might be able to 
offer some insight into how 
Britain’s hard and software 
companies might get a foothold 
in Japan. 

'British efforts in Japan have 
never got beyond the token 
representation stage. British 
software is good, in many ways 
superior to that of both Amer¬ 
ican and Japanese manufactur¬ 
ers but the marketing is all 
wrong. On the one hand we 
have the hi-tech approach, all 
light and power. Good heavens, 
this is the land of hi-tech, 

nobody’s going to notice 
another bell-and-whistle com¬ 
pany. Then we have the so- 
called joint venture company 
which usually means British 
ideas packaged with Japanese 
wrapping. Wrong! Wrong! 
Wrong! We need some defined 
purpose to our efforts. 

'One good way would be a 
hardware and software blend 
coupled with strategic pricing 
to take into account the 
Japanese penchant for high- 
ticket foreign goods. 

'A well-supported item, plen¬ 
ty of documentation, quality 
finish and a good marketing 
ploy such as IBM did with their 
5550 (for which Mugen Associ¬ 
ates can take a little credit) 
would really establish the UK 
as a viable entity over here.' 
Any takers? 

I also suggested that with 
MSX Basic about to burst on the 
scene in Britain Steve might 
give us an idea of what to 
expect. His answer was hardly 
encouraging. 

'Frankly MSX is a dud that 
just doesn't wanttogoaway. It’s 
not a programmer’s environ¬ 
ment at all, more a packaging of 
a few general concepts. Unix is 
where we are seeing some real 
advances — in about two years 

it will just have blown away all 
this non-compatible, non-ex- 
pandable nonsense we have 
now. Alan Kay was right when 
hesaid the IBM PC was beneath 
comment. I can't believe that it 
isgoingto be around foranother 
five years. Candidly, neither 
can IBM. Programmers have 
got to move up and away from 
this one machine, one user 
concept.’ 

Japan stands on the 
threshold of a breakthrough in 
hardware that will really stand 
the Americans on their heads 
but it’s a case of so near, yet so 
far. 

'Artificial Intelligence is all I 
hear recently. The software is 
really weak, just souped up 
CP/M and Cobol. It’s when the 
hardware guys deliver: that 
will be the time to stand back — 
w-a-y back. I like what Sony has 
done with its disk drives, more 
for less and the laser storage 
technology of Toshiba is awe¬ 
some. Pretty soon we are going 
to wake up one morning and 
find all our much beloved equip¬ 
ment obsolete. That’s RSN — 
Real Soon Now. Anyone want to 
buy my IBM AT?’ ' 

Now, if I can just figure out 
how to use this modem to avoid 
goingtotheoftice. SergePowell 
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ONITOR 
Nutcracker Suite 
on the programme 
'A sledgehammer to crack a nut’ 
is how Lutterworth Software 
describes the popular word pro¬ 
cessing systems. So it calls its 
own the Nutcracker Suite and 
charges just under £50 for it. 

’I’ve been lumbered with Per¬ 
fect Writer,’ said Lutterworth’s 
John Everett, ’and it’s fine for 
producing a manual but you try 
writing a four-line address with 
it. It can become very frustrat¬ 
ing. And Wordstar is fine, but 
it’s very difficult to remember 
all the things you need to 
remember.’ 

His verdict is that these 
systems are ’over-powerful’ for 
many jobs and that they need a 
simple side-kick to take on the 
menial jobs. In the old days this 
would have been a typewriter, 
and the Nutcracker Suite is 

intended to give you old tech¬ 
nology with on-screen editing. 

The version due to be re¬ 
leased on November 1 is for the 
IBM PC. Everett says the next 
target machine is the Sirius, 
and later on the Epson QX-10 
and the Wren portable may be 
cracked. 

The suite — three separate 
programs — is supposed to 
operate alongside other word 

document files. 
It can be learnt 

The system will be availabl 
through IBM dealers. 

Vcr&mfr 

STC slashes Xtra 
prices and range 
One of the more highly fancied 
IBM-compatibles has come 
down in price but there’s a hint 
of the way the wind is blowing 
in a second move from STC 
Business Systems. 

STC, which sells the ITT Xtra 
in the UK, has cut the 256K 
Xtra 130 by just over £700 to 

— this price 

1BI1 
Xtra for less—but las* choice of Xtra* from STC. 

As featured on Radio l’s 
Saturday morning Chip Shop. 

GAMES 
i TW LW TITLE PUBLISHER MACHINE PRICE 

, I 1 1 Daley’s Decathlon Ocea in SP, C64 £7.90 

J 2 2 Sherlock Holmes Melt >ou me SP.C64 £14.95 

3 7 Elite Acor nsoft AC £15.00 

P 4 3 Beach Head l S (lohi SP. C64 £9.99 

s 5 4 KokotoniWilf Elite SP, C64 £6.95 

a 6 7 Avalon Hewson SP £7.95 

e 7 5 Monty Mole Gremlin SP. C64 £7.95 

n 8 6 Full Throttle Micromega SP £6.95 

,f 9 13 Int Soccer Commodore C64 £9.99 

| 10 10 Lords of Midnight Beyond SP £9.95 

1 11 9 SabreWulf Ultimate SP £9.95 

m 12 11 Decathlon Activision C64 £9.99 

■ 13 12 Jet Set Willy Soft Projects i SP £5.95 

H 14 Summer Games Quicksilva C64. £14.95 

■ 15 16 Scrabble Leisure Games SP. C64, AC £1495 

1 16 14 Match Point Psion SP £7.95 * 

1 17 20 ZimSalaBim Melbourne C64 £9.95 

II 18 — Zaxxon US Gold C64.AT £9.95 

■ 19 - Havoc Dynavision C64 £9.95 

1 20 Pyjamarama Microgen SP £6.95 

SPECTRUM f I COMMODORE 
■ 

TW TTTl£ PRICE TW TITLE PRICE 

1 Daley 's Decathlon i £7.90 1 Daley's Decathlon i £7.90 

2 Sherlock Holmes £14.95 2 IntSoccer £9.99 

i 3 Beach-Head £9.95 3 Decathlon £9.99 

4 Avalon £7.95 4 Beach Head £9.95 

1 5 Monty Mole £7.95 5 Monty Mole £7.95 

6 KokotoniWilf £6.95 6 SummerGames £14.95 

7 Full Throttle £6.95 7 KokotoniWilf £6.95 

8 LordsofMidnight £9.95 8 ZimSalaBim £9.95 

9 SabreWulf £7.95 9 Zaxxon £9.95 

| 10 JetSet Willy £5.95 1 10 Havoc £9.95 
| 

MU Cl R !0! 5 
OVER £1,000 UP TO £1,000 | 

TW MACHINE nocc TW MACHINE PRICE 

5 1 IBM PC £2,390 1 Spectrum £99 

' 2 Apricot £1,760 2 Commodore 64 £199 

3 Televideo TS1603 £2,640 3 Electron £199 

’ 4 Compaq 
. c A III 

£1,795 4 Amstrad 

BBC B 

£349 

| 5 Apple til 

1 6 Sirius £2.525 6 Vic 20 £140 

1 7 Wang Professional £3,076 7 Amstrad £299 

8 HP85 £1,917 8 Atari 800XL £199 

9 NCR Dec. Mate V £1,984 9 Memotech £199 

| 10 Kaypro £1,604 10 Oric £99 

These charts are compiled from both independent and multiple sources across 
the nation. Theyreflect what's happening in high streets during the week up 
to October 11 The games chart is updated every week The prices quoted are 
for the no-frills model and include VAT Information for the top-selling micros 
is culled from retailers and dealers throughout the country and is updated 
every month PCN Charts are compiled exclusively for us by RAM C. who can 
be contacted on 01-892 6596. 
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Do you have a 1st Class 
Honours Degree? 

OASIS SOFTWARE are looking for an in house programmer to 
work with a team producing highly innovative dedicated languages 
The successful applicant will have: 

a) A first class or upper second honours in computer science, 
elecironics or mathematics. 

b) At least twelve months experience of Z80 Assembly Language 
programming. 

cl An ability to work long hours whan required, 

d) A love of computers. 

The rewards are challenging work with a young and enthusiastic 
team in a very pleasant seaside town close to Bristol. Salary 
negotiable. 

Send CV and address of one academic and one non academic 
referee to: 

Programmer. 
Oasis Software. 
Alexandra Parade. 
Weston-super-Mare. 
Avon, 
BS23 1QT. 

QUEN-M1 
Dot Matrix and 
Daisy Wheel Printers 

DP 80/81 £196.00 
DP 100 £263.00 
DWP1120 £299.00 

PLUS VAT 

• 80 columns/100 CPS 
• 9 x 11 

printing 

• High resolution graphics 

• Adjustable tractor feed 
• 2 interlaces selectable by dip- 

switch: parallel'Centronics + serial 
EIARS-232C 

DP-100 

10% DISCOUNT 
FOR 
CHEQUES WITH ORDER 

SEND NOW TO: 

SOUTH COAST CASH REGISTERS LTD 
FREEPOST, BLANFORD, DORSET 
PLEASE ALLOW 14 DAYS DELIVERY 
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ANDOM ACCESS 
If something we’ve said has outraged, or impressed you, this is your chance to answer 
bock. To celebrate the new-look PCN we decided to give our ‘star’ contributors a pay rise — 
the best letter of the week will now earn you £15. So send In yo«ir contributions to: Random 

Access, Persona! Computer Newt, Evelyn House, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 2HC. 

Why Memotech 
came out on top 

In issue 81, J 
Waller noted 
that the 
Memotech gets 
little magazine 
support. My 

own experiences may help to 
emphasise the injustice of this 
'Catch-22' situation. 

I decided to spend £300-£400 
on a computer. I spent months 
looking and reading round; 
eventually shortlisting four 
machines: Electron, BBC B, 
CPC 464 and MTX 512. After 
isolating the strengths and 
weaknesses of each in relation 
to my own needs, I wrote to 
Acorn, Amstrad and Memotech. 

Acorn did not reply. Amstrad 
was helpful, but sent me prom¬ 
otional literature printed in 
French. Memotech was equally 
helpful, and also supplied a list 
of local dealers. 

After further research, and a 
visit to MEP in Manchester, I 
reduced my shortlist to two 
machines: CPC464 and 
MTX512.1 was then able to be 
much more specific about my 
requirements and queries. 

Consequently I wrote once 
again to Amstrad and 
Memotech, and also to Kuma 
whose Logo package for the 
CPC464 looked interesting. I 
also asked Amstrad for an 
English version of its leaflets. 

Neither Amstrad or Kuma 
replied. Memotech replied 
promptly (this time my queries 
were answered by its technical 
advisor) and put me in touch 
with a local user group. 

Memotech is clearly commit¬ 
ted to supporting its products 
with an effective before and 
after sales service. Dealerships 
— although rather too thin on 
the ground — appear to be well 
informed and expert. 

PCN is right: it is a 'chicken 
and egg' situation. But don’t 
ignore Memotech just because 
of weak support in magazines. 
It’s largely up to you. Send in 
those listings. 
Alan Sturgess, 
Keighley, Yorks. 

Dongling a solution 
to piracy... 
The most popular topic of dis¬ 
cussion in PCN — right from 
issue one has without doubt 

been software piracy; in fact, I 
was one of the first people to 
correspond on the subject. 
However, although I condemn 
software piracy in all its man¬ 
ifestations, I have recently had 
much less sympathy with the 
software companies. 

What is the only sure method 
to prevent both commercial and 
home software piracy, and yet 
allow the user to make back-up 
copies of his own software? The 
answer is, of course, the fabled 
'dongle', which — for the unin¬ 
itiated — is a small piece of 
hardware attached to your com¬ 
puter, without which software 
is unable to run. 

'Aha!' argue the software 
companies, 'dongles are much 
too expensive to produce—they 
would increase the price of 
software and thus reduce the 
amount sold.’ But I thought 
Nick Alexander said in issue 80 
that 'all forms of piracy cost the 
industry £100 million last 
year’. 

If this were the case, surely 
this money could be saved by 
'dongling' all software, (which 
would cost only a fraction of the 
'lost' £100 million). 

James Mortleman 
South Woodford, London El 8. 

... but slapped 
wrists to us 
After reading the article in 
PCN (issue 80), regarding soft¬ 
ware piracy, I was somewhat 
amazed to see a blatant advert 
in the classified columns for 
pirated software. The advert in 
question: 

BBC B, radio cassette, 
b/w TV, 150 games 
(mostly copies), m/c 
book vgc £600... etc. 

It does not take any intelli¬ 
gence to see that this person is 
openly offering pirated soft¬ 
ware for sale. I often see adverts 
for copied software in your 
magazine and I object to paying 
for a magazine that carries this 
sort of advertising. I am fed up 
with reading about loss of 
revenue due to piracy but to 
read about it and then to see an 
advert in the same magazine is 
a little too much. 

Perhaps I am a little unusual 
in not having any copied soft¬ 
ware, but I believe that if I want 
a program badly enough I will 
pay for it. I object to paying 
inflated prices for my sofware 
due to piracy etc and feel that it 
should be stopped. Your maga¬ 
zine could help by not allowing 

ANY adverts of this kind to 
appear in PCN. 
Ian White, 
Reigate, Surrey. 

Dear Angry of Reigate, we try to 
stop that kind of thing appear¬ 
ing in Billboard but they do 
occasionally slip through. 
You're absolutely right, how¬ 
ever... you are a little unusual— 
Ed. 

Auction prices were 
not high — Crocker 
We object to Mr Phillips’ com¬ 
ments (issue 82) that the re¬ 
serves at our recent auction, 
were'... ridiculously high’. 

In the first place, the majority 
of lots were sold. Second, vie 
know what prices the equip¬ 
ment should make. If there was 
no-one among the bidders who 
could find £800 for a brand new 
Macintosh sealed in the mak¬ 
er’s box, with MacPaint and 
MacWrite, the fault is not with 
the reserve prices. 

If a lot is entered as brand 
new, and it is still sealed, we do 
not open it. If we did, it would 
have to be classed as a demo/ 
second-hand unit. This is why 
we issue a technician’s report 
on most items that are not new. 
This goes further than any 
other caution that we know of to 
help the would-be buyer. 

We are glad to note that Mr 
Phillips intends to come to our 
next sale, at the Bonnington 
Hotel on November 27 — (en- 

■ tries still being accepted). 
RENicklin 
Crocker Computer A uclions, 
London Wl. 

Are you a forgotten 
Star winner? 
Due to an administrative slip¬ 
up, we have cheques outstand¬ 
ing to the following winners of 
the Star Letter award. If the 
authors would send us their 
addresses, we’ll be happy to 
send off the cheques im¬ 
mediately. The same applies to 
contributors to other sections of 
the magazine, particularly 
Microwaves. 

Roy Tipping, of Blunham, 
Bedford; J Skidmore, of 
Trowell, Notts; R K Nicholls, of 
Sevenoaks, Kent; G K Mallin- 
son, of Maesteg, Glamorgan; B 
Reid, of Newport-on-Tay, Fife; 
and M Jeanes, of Formby, 
Merseyside. 
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ja* 
(Sjerman 
jHaster 
Level A 

Please supply the following programs 
The Trench Mnireu level a • £9 95 :: 'he Trench M^neis i 
The Gemson Master level A • £9 9$ The German Motler i 
The Sporvsh Mot level A • £99$ □ The Sponah Tutor I 
ANSVrtB BACK Owl (Senior) • £109$ U 

I hove o BBC Electron Spectrum computer (delete ( 

Mr/Mrs/Mrss 

REGARDEZ 
LANGUAGE LEARNING AIDS FOR 

FRENCH, GERMAN & SPANISH 

fiO# £SCfJ2/0 • ftfC/XV/V 
spfc/xmr (w/y 

As used m numerous schools and colleges these programs provide a 
highly successful aid to modem longuoge learning Each cossette 

contains a sophisticated control program and a comprehensive senes of 
vocabutory lessons which con be used m a variety of setf poced teaming 

ond test modes Words phrases etc ore displayed with oil necessary 
occents ond special characters different cotours ore used tor masculine 

feminine and neuter words to assist gender leornmg 

The programs are suitable tor begmers. 0-level and beyond os simple 
commands enoble new lessons *n vocabulary or grammar to be created 

by the user edited as required, men permanently saved lor later use 
invaluable for homework ond exam revision' 

Two cassettes ore available tor eoch longuoge together these contain a 
vocabutory o» thousands of words, level A provides 16 lessons m general 

subtects level B provides a further 16 lessons including adiectrves adverbs 
ond fully conmgoted verb lists 

Available from your computer store or by moil order Price £9 95 
Also Available ANSWER BACK Generot Knowledge Out;' Price £1095 

Don't blame the 
equipment- 

it’s most likely 
the mains! 

In a perfect world, with a perfect power supply you’d have a 
nght to expect perfect results from your computer, word 
processor. VDU or other electronically controlled 
equipment. Sadly, this is not always the case, due to mains 
borne interference. Even a dedicated line is only a 
partial solution because interference ts generated by 
other equipment being used around you, typewriters, 
copiers, fluorescent lights and even the office 'fridge. 

Galatrek do have an answer— 

s ^ 

the Ferro-Resonant Line Conditioner. 
Simply plug it into the mains and your unit into the socket 

provided. Spikes, transients and other mains borne 
interference are now trapped in its circuits and voltage 
surges or dips are also catered for, as the output is highly 
stabilised. It also protects itself and the equipment against 
overload and gives system isolation. If you specify when 
ordenng. it can be used as a step down or step up voltage 
supply. 

You’ve nearly arrived at your perfect world — for as little 
as£145 + VAT. 

The Galatrek Filter Plug, whilst only rated to carry 
2 amperes of current, is designed to protect micros, minis 
and word processors from 
interference and surges. 
The transverse and common mmw 
mode attenuation circuits pJWSfcfW 
are very effective for these 
low powered units. Easily 
fitted, it simply replaces your 
existing 3 pin plug. 
Price £19.95+VAT. mmr 

Send for details or cash with order. I 

Master Distributor and Dealer applications invited. 

02ALATREK<t) 
Xrf (J ItMTTEWIMATIOfMAL. 7 - J 

/ Galatrek International Ltd 
Scotland street. Uanrwst. Gwynedd. LL260AL, North Wales. 

Telephone: Llanrwst (0492) 640311 Telex: 617114 A/B GALAHU 

SWSWSU 
TUTOR 

Close Hotiiop 

KOSMOS SOFTWARE 
1 Pilgrims Close. Horlington DUNSTABLE Beds IU5 61X 



LOUTINE ENQUIRIES 
If something we’ve said has outraged, amused or impressed you, this Is your chance to answer 

back- To celebrate the new-look PCW we decided to give our ‘star’ contributors a pay rise — 

_ the best letter of the week will now eam you £15. So send in your contributions to: Random_ 

Access, Personal Computer News, Evelyn House, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 2HG. _ 

Poor connection is 
at root of problem Ql have a slight problem with my 

48K Spectrum. It's to do with the 
power supply — every time I move 
the connection at the bach of the 
computer the whole thing crashes. 

I would have taken the computer 
bach to where I bought it from but the 
guarantee is void as I fixed a ‘real 
keyboard' to it I phoned Sinclair and 
K will cost £30 to repair that small 

Could you tell me first where I can 
get insurance against my computer 
going wrong, and second, where I 
can get it fixed locally? 
J Mayo, 
Great Yarmouth. A Getting someone else to 

repair it may not be neces¬ 
sary, as from the sound of it 
you’ve only got a very small 
problem. If it’s only crashing 
when you move the jack plug 
then it’s the connection that’s 
wrong. 

This could be one of two 
things. If you look inside the 
power input, you’ll see a little 
spring which holds it in place, 
and if this has worn out you’ll 
get a bit of wobble, cutting the 
power at inopportune mo¬ 
ments. It might be worth your 
while soldering it in (making 
sure you don’t short out the two 
terminals on the jack plug) and 
just using the wall switch to cut 
out the power. 

Alternatively, the jack itself 
could be malfunctioning (if it 
still fits snugly this is probably 
your problem). This is cured by 
putting a new jack plug onto the 
end, and again you don’t need a 
degree in electronics to fit it. 

If you’re wary of doing any of 
this, a local electrical shop 
might help you out if you 
explained the problem. We 
don’t know of any repair ser¬ 
vices in you area, but you could 
try phoning the Hemel Compu¬ 
ter Centre on Hemel Hemp¬ 
stead 212436, Trident Enter¬ 
prises on Slough 48785, or 
Mancomp on 061-224 1888 

We reckon it's difficult to 
justify insurance for a micro as 
cheap as the Spectrum. The 
Micro Repair Club on 01-946 
7777 will guarantee you repairs 
for £24.95 for the first year and 
£14.95 a year thereafter, and 
cover for more expensive 
machines can be arranged by 
Geoffrey Hoodless & Associ¬ 
ates, Woking 61082. 

Searching for the 
elusive Aquarius 
A Please could you tell me my 
Wnearest stockist of Aquarius 
Software, as I’ve been searching 
everywhere for a shop with no luck. 
Brett Emms, 
Rain ham, Essex. A Your chances of finding 

someone who regularly 
stocks anything from 
Aquarius, never mind soft¬ 
ware, are strictly limited. The 
machine's never been a big 
enough hit to appear in many 
shops, and even with the 
launch of the Aquarius 2 that’s 
unlikely to change. 

Fortunately, Radofin, the 
manufacturer of the machine, 
seems to be doing the decent 
thing. The company is hand¬ 
ling support by organising an 
Aquarius User Group. If you 
want to make the most of your 
Aquarius your only option is to 
contact it on 01-205 0044. 

Meanwhile, if there are any 
dealers out there who support 
the Aquarius on a regular 
basis PCN would be pleased to 
hear from them. 

The business of 
winning the pools 
Al am thinking of buyif 

Commodore 64 for busi 
Al am thinking of buying a 

Commodore 64 for business 
use, and I’d like it to assist me in 
doing football pools. Can you tell me 
what I would need to use for this? 
PBush, 
Lyndhurst, Hants. 

/| There are football pools 
Aprograms available for most 
of the mqjor micros, but as it’s 
not really mass-market, you’re 
unlikely to find a major manu¬ 
facturer doing them. All you 
really need is a tape of the 
program, and you should find 
ads for these in the back pages of 
most micro magazines. 

But a word of warning. The 
general idea is that the prog¬ 
rams should come with an 
up-to-date database covering 
the form of the various teams in 
al 1 the di visions. What you ha ve 
to do, each week of the season, is 
sit down and hack in the results 
of all the matches. 

This will take a long time, 
and unless you’re prepared to do 
it every week (and bring it up to 
date, as we’re well into the 
season already) it’ll be worth¬ 
less. 

Dutch choices for 
home computer QPm my interested in buying a 

home computer. I want to do my 
correspondence and my home fi¬ 
nances on it, and in the future I’d like 
to extend it with a modem. Consider¬ 
ing that in HoAand the software mar 
ket isn't as huge as in the UK, I’m 
thinking of three machines: the 
Enterprise; the Sony Hit Bit HB75; 
and the Spectravideo 328 Mkll. 

I can’t get any information about 
the first two in Holland, so could you 
tell me a little about them? Do you 
know if Enterprise is planning to loin 
the MSX market, and is there a 
particular data recorder for the 
machine? 
R Vermond, 
Holland. A The Enterprise’s launch has 

been put back until next 
spring. Apparently there are a 
couple of nearly finished pro¬ 
totypes doing the rounds, but in 
light of the number of changes 
that have been made to its 
specifications since the first 
announcement in autumn, 
1983, PCN won't be reviewing 
it until we’re sure it’s the 
finished product. 

We’ll answer your other two 
queries when we see it. 

As for the Sony, it’s an MSX 
machine of a sort. And with any 
MSX we’d advise you to buy the 
cheapest machine you can find 
with a good keyboard and 64K 
RAM. Best bids so far are the 
Goldstar (reviewed in next 
week’s issue) and the Spectra¬ 
video 728. 

Now our question. What’s a 
Spectravideo 328 Mkll? If it’s a 
728 then that’s OK, but if it's a 
328 with the legendary MSX 
adaptor installed, please write. 

Mail order house 
is out of stock 
Ain January 1984 my wife bought 
Ua Bfrtec Pad electronic diary/ 
computer via a mail-order cata¬ 
logue. In the instruction* a 'print out' 
machine is mentioned, and the mail 
order people put me in touch with the 
distributors. Domic rest. 

I have written to them four times 
and phoned once, and they have not 
as yet replied to my enquiry about 
purchasing this printer. 
Can you help me? Does the printer 
exist? 
Gary French, 
Clacton-on-Sea, Essex 

A The way the mail order 
trade works—excl uding Sir 

Clive — means that it isn’t 
usually a very good idea to try to 
buy a range of compatible items 
by mail order at different times. 

In the main, the way these 
firms operate is to buy in a 
quantity of cheap and quite 
often little known products and 
sell them at a good price. They 
don’t usually sell a set range of 
products for any length of time, 
so if you’re trying to get add-ons 
for a specific product you’ll all 
too often find yourself on a wild 
goose chase. 

In the case of the Biztec you 
may be luckier than most. 
Domicrest tells us that it should 
be in stock by the beginning of 
next year, so if you sit tight, all 
should be well. 

64 or Plus/4 which 
is the better machine? 
Al was on the verge of buying a 

Commodore 64. Now after read¬ 
ing several review* of the PW4,1 
find it suitable for my needs. 
However, I am worried by the fact 
that the Plus/4 has dropped the 
sprite and sound capabilities of the 
64, making it a less likely choice for 
games software. 

Will the popular games be con¬ 
verted to run on the Plus/4 and will 
the 64 die out as a direct consequ¬ 
ence? 
Vincent Tuck wood, 
Watford, Herts. 

A You’ll have Commodore eat- 
Aing its words, Mr Tuckwood. 
The company has always 
claimed that the machines are 
aimed at different markets. 
Sounds like it missed. 

You’re right about one thi ng, 
though. The Plus/4 isn’t halfthe 
games machine the 64 is... or to 

| put it another way, it isn’t half 
the music machine. 

Many of the best games 
around run on machines that 

1 don’t offer sprites, so that isn’t a 
' big problem. However, it takes 
' a while for any machine to 

attract a range of software and 
I peripherals, so you won’t see 
► much for the Plus/4 this side of 

spring '85. 
1 The only valid reason for 
1 preferring the Plus/4 over the 
I 64 is if you think you can make 

real use of the former’s inte- 
r grated word processor and data¬ 

base, as opposed to buying 
similar or better independent 
programs for the 64. 
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MICROWAVES 
Tips from readers to make programming easier or open up new avenues of possibility. A new 

Jook to PCffs pages means a new look to the payments too. Now £10 for every hint in print, 
and a hefty £50 for the Microwave of the Month. Send your hot tips to Microwaves, PCN, 

I fvwfrw House, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A2HG. 

Scrolling up an 
Amstrad window 
A feature absent from Amstrad 
Basic is a scroll command. In 
Issue 77 one article featured a 
machine code routine produc¬ 
ing upward or down ward scrolls 
of the entire screen by a simple 
ROM call. Since the entire 
screen is scrolled any windows 
are ignored, and what one 
would often like to be able to do 
is to simply scroll an individual 
window. 

A simple means of achieving 
an upward scroll is to locate the 
cursor at the bottom line of the 
window involved (remember¬ 
ing that within windows the 
Amstrad requires the cursor 
location to be the disposition 
from the top left corner of that 
window and not from the top left 

of the screen) and then issue 
empty print instructions. 

The required format is lo¬ 
cate #X,y^:PRINT#X:PRINT#X 
where x is the window number 
and y and z are the necessary 
cursor locations. The number of 
print statements must be one 
greater than the number of 
scroll commands required. 

Where you wish to scroll up 
several lines, a for/next loop is 
more economical. Note that 
making the window which will 
most often be scrolled 
window#0 can also save mem¬ 
ory since the window number 
can be omitted from the location 
and print commands will de¬ 
fault to it. 

This program is an illustra¬ 
tion of the general technique. 
K Denham, 
Wimborne, Dorset 

The messages are contained 
in data statements at the end of 
the routine. Any messages that 
will not fit in one data state¬ 
ment can be contained in sever¬ 
al and concatenated (as seen in 
the example) as long as the 
overall message does not exceed 

211 characters. 
The routine can be used to 

display instructions at the start 
of a game, or maybe adapted to 
flash up messages during a 
game. 
David Walker, 
Ellesmere Port, South Wirral 

Amstrad’s strength 
of character 
The Amstrad's 100-character 
limit on function key expan¬ 
sions can be changed to a much 
greater value by allocating a 
new buffer using the firmware 
entry km_exp_Buffer. The 
following program sets up a 
1000-character buffer — the 
1000 figure could be changed to 
any other value in the range 12 
to 32,000 or more. 

Since the patch to invoke 
km_exp_buffer is overwrit¬ 
ten by the buffer itself you can 
only run this code once. The 
function keys are reset to their 
default state, but it is now 
possible to store up to 1000 

characters on them, though 
you’ll find each expansion 
token is limited to 255 charac¬ 
ters — which should be enough 
for anyone. 

Note that the program is 
meant for incorporation into an 
existing program and doesn't 
generally affect the behaviour 
of commercial programs loaded 
into your CPC 464 because the 
loading process resets the 
machine into an intitial state 
which discards patches such as 
the ones given above. Also, 
since the program alters himkm , 
care must be taken to alter 
SYMBOL AFTER first if it is 
necessary. 
Locomotive Software Ltd, 
Dorking, Surrey 

Flash a message taneously scrolling across the 

nn Vie 20 crrppn top and 1)0410,11 of your Vic 20 on VIC screen screen. The top message scrolls 

This routine will allow you to from right to left and the bottom 
have two messages simu- from left to right. 

10 PRINT CHR*(147>SPOKE 36879,8 
20 FOR 1-7168 TO 7679s POKE I,PEEK(I+25600)sNEXT 
30 FOR 1-7168 TO 7175s READ AsPOKE I,As NEXT 
40 DATA 24,24,24.231,231,24,24,24 
50 POKE 36869,255 
60 FOR 1-7680 TO 8185sP0KE 1,0:P0KEI+30720,2sNEXT 
65 1-7168 
70 A-PEEK(I)s B-PEEK <I*1> sC-PEEK(I♦2)s D-PEEK< 1+3) 
75 E-PEEK (1 *4) s F-PEEK (1 +5) : 8-PEEK (I •*•6) s H-PEEK (1*7) 
80 POKE 1+1,At POKE 1+2,Bs POKE 1+3,Cs POKE 1+4,D 
85 POKE 1+5,Es POKE 1+6,Fs POKE 1+7,6s POKE I,H 
90 GOTO 70 

Vic 20 in 
scroll mode 
The following routine prints a 
grid on the screen and then 
scrolls it down pixel by pixel in a 
downward direction. 

This is achieved by swapping 
the bytes around in the user 

defined character to create a 
constantly inverting character, 
thus giving the illusion of 
scrolling. Note this does not 
have to be used with a grid but 
can be altered to be used with 
any rectangular character. 
Jamie Ketskemety, 
Heron Grange, Worcester 

25 DS-BS+DS+BS 
26 A-l i C—LEN(DS)-22 
30 PRINT “CCLR/HOME3CCD * 1IIPRESS ANY KEY TO CONT." 
40 PRINT "CHOME3CCD3" 
50 PRINT “CRVS 0N3CRED3“MID*<AS,A,22)t"CRVS 

OFF 1CBLUE 3“ 
51 PRINT “CHOME 3 CCD 4213*1 
53 PRINT “CRVS ON1CPURPLE3" N1DS(DS,C,22)I"CRVS 

OFF 1CBLUE It 
55 GET ZS 
56 IF ISO”“THEN 150 
57 FOR D-l TO 25s NEXT D 
60 A-A+l : IF A>-LEN(AS)-20 THEN A-l 
65 C-C-llIF C<1 THEN C=LEN(DS)-22 
70 GOTO 40 
100 DATA “TO HAKE A MESSAGE SCROLL FROM RIGHT TO LEFT 

ACROSS THE TOP OF THE SCREEN 
110 DATA “SEPARATE IT INTO SMALL SECTIONS AND PUT IT 

IN 
120 DATA "DATA STATEMENTS. INCLUDE IN LINE100 1 

STRING VARIABLE FOR EACH DATA STATEMENT. 
130 DATA “211 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM1" 
150 PRINT "CCLR/HOME3CGREEN1FINISHED'C8LUE1" 

Earth-shaking 
Atari display 
A handy visual effect for use in 
games programs is a shaking 
screen to simulate an earth¬ 
quake or large explosion. An 
obvious way of achieving this 
effect would be to use the Atari’s 
scroll registers. 

However, the following prog¬ 
ram demonstrates a much aim- 

10 DC-PEEK(S60) 
♦236»P£EK <361 > 
20 SOUND 0.34,0.14 
30 FOR 1-0 TO 40 

pier method. The first byte of 
the Display List holds an *8 
blank lines’ instruction (decim¬ 
al 112). 

By poKEing different 'blank 
lines’ instructions (eg 
0,16,32,48.64,80,96) into this 
location, the screen’s vertical 
position may be shifted by up to 
7 scan lines. 
Nick Pearce, 
St Leonards-on-Sea, Sussex 

40 POKE DC, INT (RND(0)*8) *16 
SO NEXT I 
60 POKE DC,112 
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ISBN 024612317 6 Price £595 

GET MORE FROM YOUR 
BBC MICRO 

TfOMQUtS 

The odvortced componton to DUCOYSODO BBC 

mastery 
ISBN 024612227 7 Price E79S_ 
Owen Bishop orto Audrey Bishop 
PRACTICAL PROGRAMS FOR THE BBC 
MICRO 
Fourteen highly practical programs ter use 
both at home and in the office 
ISBN 0 24612406 9 Price £6.96 

Mike James ond S M Gee 
ADVANCED PROGRAMMING FOR THE BBC 
MICRO 

All the advanced techniques needed to go 
beyond introductory BASIC 

ISBN 0246121580 Price £6.96 
Steve Money 

GRANADA-COUINS 

sMWMiIkisS 
ISBN0246121564 Prtce£695 
Vince Apps 
40 EDUCATIONAL GAMES 

eEHMuaJitefi 
Available through W H Smith h Sons, larger 
Boots stores ond motor booksellers. 

BOOKS AND SOFTWARE 

EADOUT 

| 1 Micro’by Clive 
■T ■ I Williamson, 

published by 
| Penguin at £5.95 

Li.vt.TTOJ (paperback, 208 

1 .-J mmI. 
A committed user with a jour¬ 
nalist's training should be an 
ideal choice to write something 

and a series of drawings to show 
you what you’ve bought and 
how it fits together. The first 
notes on programming aren’t 
encouraging either — if any¬ 
body ever patented the flow¬ 
charts for making a cup of tea or 
starting a car they’d have made 
a fortune by now. 

But at least it offers more on 
programming than merely list¬ 
ing and explaining the com¬ 
mands. The book also delves 
inside the machine to explain 
exactly what it is doing, laying 
the groundwork for later chap¬ 
ters on advanced techniques. 

From this point, Mr William¬ 
son assumes more computer 
expertise than you’ll have pick¬ 
ed up from the opening chapters 
— not that his writing is 
jargon-ridden or obscure, but 

with the thoroughness of 
Acorn’s publication, Mr Wil¬ 
liamson concentrates on the 
subjects that the BBC User 
Guide leaves alone. 

The book makes a stuttering 
start; there is some 1 ip service to 
The People’s Friend, Sir Clive, 

XJfc ‘Commodore 64 
Data Files’ by David 

125- Miller, published 
by Prentice/Hall at 
£8.95 (paperback, 

- 428 pages). 

You never thought anyone 
could come up with more than 

400 pages of things to say about 
file-handling on the 64, did you? 
Well, neither did I. We were 
wrong — Mr Miller has done 
just that, and without a trace of 
padding anywhere. 

Everything you ever wanted 
to know about files and data 
handling is here .. . program 
files, sequential files, those 
tricky little random access files, 
even more tricky bits of sequen¬ 
tial filing, even a chapter on 
DIF files (you didn’t know about 
DIF files? Then this is the book 
for you). 

Of course, not every right- 
thinking 64 owner is going to 
want this much detail on plan¬ 
ning and creating a database, 
but those who do are not going 
to find a better guide. PW 

The Wordstar 
User’s Reference 
Manual’ by Valerie 
Hancom, published 
by Duckworth at 
£12.50 
(paperback, 204). 

It is truly remarkable how a 
piece of software can continue 
to sell in large quantities long 
after the technology it was 
designed to work on has been 
superceded. 

Wordstar was the among the 

first, full-function word proces¬ 
sing programs for microcompu¬ 
ters. 

It has gone through its own 
transformations and is now 
available on a wide range of 
machines including 16-bit 
machines like the IBM PC. 

This reference guide is aimed 
squarely at the IBM PC user 
with only passing reference to 
CP/M machines. Thus the 
screen illustrations feature the 
bottom status line, detailing 
the purpose of the IBM’s func¬ 
tion keys — a luxury not 
available to most owners of 
8-bit CP/M micro®. 

It is difficult to assess the real 
value of the book. In places it is 
patronising and seems to be 
directed at the absolute begin¬ 
ner who knows nothing about 
micros and has to be told what a 
byte is. 

Asa reference manual, I have 
my doubts. There is little in the 
book that is not also in Micro¬ 
Pro’s comprehensive Wordstar 
manual. And the layout and 
structure of the book is little 
better. 

As a regular Wordstar user I 
would find little time for this 
book and would suggest that 
most users would be better off 
sticking with their Wordstar 
manuals. At least they come 
free with the program! RB 
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1 : COMMODORE 64 

| Tony Crowther's latest game is a challenging variation of an old favourite. | Here’s something you can’t afford not 
to type in — a game for the 
Commodore 64 by Tony Crowther. 

author of such best-sellers as Monty Mole. 
Potty Pigeon and Suicide Express. 

Gremlin’s Garden features some bril¬ 
liant sprite animation and user defined 
graphics, and the action is machine code 
controlled for speed and smooth motion. 

It’s an update of an old favourite, 
Snake—in which you guide a caterpillar 
round a garden, collecting butterflies 
and avoiding mushrooms. To complicate 
matters, every time you pick up a 
butterfly, another mushroom grows and 
if that isn't tough enough, you have the 
option of adding an extra hazard in the 
form of a bird which sets after you in 
non-stop pursuit. 

Average scores should be around 
4,000 points — high scorers should look 
for 8-10,000 points. 

How it works 
0 Sets screen and border colours to blue, 
sets up four user defined graphics for the 

mushrooms. Calls set-up routine at line 
3050. 
I- 9 Switch to user defined graphics, set 
volume to maximum, select multicolour 
sprites and set sprite pointers. 

10 Sets all sprite positions to 0, calls title 
screen. 
II- 16 Set initial positions. 
18 Prints mushroom and updates score 
20 Calls machine code routine for 
movement. 
30 If nothing happens then loop. 
35 If butterfly collected then update 
score, print another mushroom. 
40-110Printcollisionmessage,checkfor 
high score and update, restart game. 
500-711 Data for redefined characters 
and sprites. 
800-853 Data for machine code routines. 
1000-1004 Define screen and colour 
strings and take a slice for random 
positions. 
2110-2130 Get input for bird option and 
check joystick for start. 
3000-4001 Set up sprites and machine 
code. 

Program listing 

O P0KE53280,6:P0KE53281,6:FQRI*0TQ31:REA 
DA: POKE 12288+ 192*8+I,A:NEX T: G0T03050 
1 SYS49152!P0K.E53248+24,29:P0KE53275,255 
2 PRINT"(CLR)":P0KE54296,15 
3 P0KE53286,0:P0kE53285,1 
4 P0KE2040,201:FORI=0T04:P0KE2041+I,200: 
NE XT:PQKE2047,210 
5 P0KE53248+21,255 
6 P0KE53264,O 
7 P0KE53248+28,255 
8 P0KE53288,3:P0KE53289,5:P0KE53290,3: PO 
KE53291,5:P0KE53292,3 
9 P0KE53287,2 

10 SYS49225:FURI=OT011:P0KE53248+I,0:NEX 
T:G0SUB2000 
11 P0KE53262,150:P0KE53263,150 
15 A=RND(1)*200+40:P0KE2046,209:P0KE5329 
3,2 
16 B=RND(1> *170+50:P0KE53260,A:P0KE53261 
,B 
17 FORI = 1T010:A=PEEK(53278):A=PEEK < 53279 
>:NEXT 
18 GOSUBIOOO 
20 SYS49253 
30 1FPEEK(1022)=0THEN20 
35 IFPEEk <1022)=2THENG0SUB150:GOTO15 
40 PRINT"{HONE){CUR DNJ{CUR DN){CUR DN>{ 
CUR DNXBLK) YOU ARE HIT" 
50 F0RI=010100:P0KE54276,0:PGKE54273,I:P 
01 E54277,2:P0KE54276,33:NEXT 
60 GOTO100 
100 IFSC >HITHENHI=SC 

105 PRINT"{HONE){CUR DN) {UIHT) {CUR DNJ{CU 
R DNJ <CUR DN){CUR DN){CUR DN){CUR DN){CU 
R DN){CUR DN)"TAB(31)HI 
110 G0T09 

150 P0KE54276,0:P0KE54273,200:POKE54277, 
27+32:P0KE54276,17:RETURN 
500 DATA3,15,15,31,31,31,63,63 
501 DATA192,240,240,248,248,248,252,252 
502 DATA29,1,1,3,3,7,28,O 
503 DATA184,128,128,192,192,96,184,0 
600 DATA0,0,0,2,160,0,10,168 
601 DATAO,10,168,0,42,170,0,42 
602 DATA170,0,42,170,0,42,170,0 
603 DATA10,168,0,10,168,0,2,160 
604 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
605 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
606 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
607 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
608 DATAO,0,0,48,3,0,14,172 
609 DATAO,11,184,0,42,170,0,42 
610 DATA170,0,42,170,0,37,150,0 
611 DATA41,154,0,10,168,0,2,32 
612 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
613 DATAO,0,0,0,0.0,0,0 
614 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
615 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
616 DATAO,48,0,2,176,0,lO,176 
617 DATAO,38,184,0,41,170,0,38 
618 DATA175,192,42,154,0,10,102,0 
619 DATA42,168,0,2,160,0,2,0 
620 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
621 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
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622 DATAO,0,0,0,0.0,0,0 654 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 

623 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 655 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 

624 DATAO,0,0,2,160,0,10,168 656 DATAO,0,0,2,160,0,202,168 

625-DATA192,10,107,0.41,110,0,10 657 DATAO,58,104,0,46,90,0,42 

626 DATA170.0.10,170,0.41,110.0 658 DATA168,0,42,168,0,46,90,0 

627 DATA10,107,0,10,168,192,2.160 659 DATA58,104,0,202,168,0,2,160 

628 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 660 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 

629 DATAO,0,0.0,0,0,0,0 661 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 

630 DATAO,0,0,0,0.0,0,0 662 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 

631 DATAO,0,6,0,0,0,0,0 663 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0.,0- 

632 DATAO,0,0,2,0,0,2,160 664 DATA3,0,0,3,160,0,3,168 

633 DATAO,42,168,0.10,102,0,42 665 DATAO,11,166,0,42,154,0,254 

634 DATA 154,0,38, 1 73, 19.:. 41 . 1 70,0 666 DATA166,0,41,170,0,38,104,0 

635 DATA3B. 184 10.1 76,0,2. 176 667 DATA10,170,0,2,160,0,0,32 

636 DATAO,0,48,0,0,0.0,0 668 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 

637 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 669 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 

638 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 670 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 

639 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 671 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 

640 DATAO,0,0,2,32,0,10,168 672 DATAO,0,0,12,12,0,43,58 

fo41 DATAO,41,154,0,37,150,0,42 673 DATAO,150,229,128,149,149,128,149 

642 DATA170,0,42,170,0,42,170,0 674 DATA149,128,37,150,0,37,150,0 

643 DATA11,184,0,14,172,0.48,3 675 DATA9,152,0,37,150,0,150,37 

644 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 676 DATA128,150,37,128,40,10,0,0 

645 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 677 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 

646 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0.0 678 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 

647 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 679 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 

648 DATAO,0,0,0,32,0,2,160 680 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 

649 DATAO,10,170,0,38,104,0,41 681 DATAO,0,32,0,0,32,0,0 

650 DATA170,0,254,166,0,42,154,0 682 DATA84,0,4,84,64,21,17,80 

651 DATAU,166,0,3,168,0,3,160 683 DATA21,85,80,85,85,84,85.85 

652 DATAO,3,0,0,0,0,0,0 684 DATA84,81,85,2&, 64,84,4,0 

653 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 685 DATA84,0,0,16,0,0,16,0 

9 9 
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How to write for Personal Computer News 

PCN WANTS YOU! 
Whatever you want PCN will try to 

bring you . . . but we need your help. 
You tell us you want more programs, 
more features to help you get the most 

from your machine. Well, we’ve listened 
and we’re offering more programs, 
projects and useful information than 
any other magazine. But ifyour machine 
isn’t featured you’ve only yourselves to 
blame. 

So we’re making you an offer you can’t 
refuse. Send us your programs and in 
return we’ll send you upwards of £80 for 
each one published. We also welcome 
written contributions — tell us about 
the ways that you’ve conquered your 
machine; your best sound routines, 
those great graphics features, how you 
mastered disk and printer. 

What we want 
We’re looking for programs and articles 
on any aspect of using personal compu¬ 
ters — including games, graphics, utili¬ 
ties, and applications. 

If you’re sending a written contribu¬ 
tion we require it in typed form (dot 
matrix printout is fine), with double 
spacing on one side of the paper only. 
Where possible include short, example 

programs to illustrate the article. 
If you’ve written a program we require 

a working version, on tape for any 
machine, or on disk if you prefer for 
Commodore 64, Atari, BBC or Apple. 
We’d also like notes on how the program 

works, what it does, and any special 

features that you’ve included. A printed 
listing would be nice but isn’t essential 
— on the other hand we can’t consider 
listings without a working copy on tape 
or disk. 

If you would prefer to make prelimin¬ 
ary enquiries before submitting mate¬ 
rial, you should wri te—don’t phone—to 
Personal Computer News, Evelyn 
House, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 

2HG. Questions about articles should be 
addressed to John Lettice, Features 
Editor; program queries should go to 
Nickie Robinson, Programs Editor. 

If we decide not to use you contribution 
it will be returned to you if you enclose a 
stamped, self-addressed envelope but 
give us at least six weeks. You should 
receive payment four weeks after pub¬ 
lication. 

If you want to enclose photographs 
and screen shots, feel free to do so but 
make sure they are of good quality and 
make them colour transparencies or 
black and white prints. Do not send 
colour prints. 

So, get cracking. Just think . . . two 
articles could pay for that printer, disk 

drive, or even a new machine. 

If an advertisement 
is wrong we’re here 

to put it right. 
If you see an advertisement in the press, in print, 

on posters or in the cinema which you find 
unacceptable, write to us at the address below. J 

The Advertising Standards Authority. Jf 
ASA Ltd, Dept 3 Brook House, Torrington Place, London WC1E 7HN 



€ UTPUT: COMMODORE 64 
Program listing continued 
686 DA TAO,84,0,0,84,0,0,68 
687 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
688 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
689 DATAO,0,32,0,0,32,0,0 
690 DATA84,0,4,84,64,5,17,64 
691 DATA21,85,80,21,85,80,21,85 
692 DATA80,17,85,16,16,84,16,0 
693 DATA84,0,0,16,0,0,16,0 
694 DATAO,84,0,0,84,0,0,68 
695 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
696 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
697 DATAO,0,32,0,0,32,0,0 
698 DATA84,0,4,84,64,5,17,64 
699 DAT AS,85,64,5,85,64,5,85 
700 DATA64,5,85,64,4,84,64,4 
701 DATA84,64,0,16,0,0,16,0 
702 DATAO,84,0,0,84,0,0,68 
703 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
704 DATAO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
705 DATAO,0,32,0,0,32,0,0 
706 DATA84,0,0,84,0,1,17,0 
707 DAT AS,85,64,5,85,64,21,85 
708 DATA80,17,85,16,16,84,16,0 
709 DATA84,0,0,16,0,0,16,0 
710 DATAO,84,0,0,84,0,0,68 

711 DATAO ,0,0, O, O ,0,0,0 
800 DATA120,169,51,133,1,169,0,133 
801 DATA250,169,204,133,251,169,0,133 
802 DATA252,169,44,133,253,160,0,152 
803 DATA41,7,201,5,144,8,177,250 
804 DATA10,145,252,76,54,192,201,2 
805 DATA176,8,177,250,74,145,252, 6 
806 DATA54,192,177,250,145,252,200,208 
807 DATA222,230,251,230,253,165,253,201 
808 DATA50,208,210,169,55,133,1,88 
809 DATA96,162,0,169,50,157,80,195 
810 DATA169,150,157,81.195,232,232,224 
811 DATA100.208.240.96.1.2.4.8 
811 DATA100,208,240,96,1,2,4,8 
812 DATA16,32,64,128,173,173,0,220 
813 DATA41,2,240,3,206,80,195,173 
814 DATAO,220,41,1,240,3,238,80 
815 DATA195,173,0,220,41,4,240,3 
816 DATA23B,81,195,173,0,220,41,8 
817 DATA240,3,206,81,195,173,0,220 
818 DATA73,127,24,141,255,3,234,234 
819 DATA234,162,100,189,79,195,157,81 
820 DATA195,202,208,247,162,0,160,0 
821 DATA185,80,195,157,1,208,185,81 
822 DATA195,157,0,208,232,232,152,24 
823 DATA105,12,168,224,12,208,233,173 
824 DATA255,3,240,40,160,201,201,2 
825 DATA240,31,200,201,6,240,26,200 
826 DATA201,4,240,21,200,201,5,240 
827 DATA16,200,201,1,240,11,200,201 
828 DATA9,240,6,200,201,8,240,1 
829 DATA200,140,248,7,76,241,192,0 
830 DATA234,238,239,192,173,239,192,201 
831 DATA3,144,54,162,0,142,239,192 
832 DATA173,0,208,56,237,14,208,141 
833 DATA252,3,173,1,208,56,237,15 

834 DATA208,141,253,3,201,128,144,6 
835 DATA206,15,208,76,33,193,238,15 
836 DATA208,173,252,3,201,128,144,6 
837 DATA206,14,208,76,49,193,238,14 
838 DATA208,173,239,192,201,1,208,15 
839 DATA238,255,7,173,255,7,201,214 
840 DATA144,5,169,210,141,255,7.169 
841 DATAO,141,254,3,173,30,208,141 
842 DATA251,3,41,128,240,13,173,251 
843 DATA3,41,64,208,6,169,1,141 
844 DATA254,3,96,162,200,160,230,200 

845 DATA208,253,232,208,248,173,251,3 
846 DATA41,64,240,13,173,251,3,41 

847 DATA128,208,6,169,2,141,254,3 
848 DATA96,173,31,208,141,249,3,41 
849 DATA128,240,9,173,249,3,56,233 
850 DATA128,141,249,3,173,249,3,41 
851 DAT A64,240,9,173,249,3,56,233 
852 DATA64,141,249,3,173,249,3,240 
853 DATA6,169,1,141,254,3,96,76,101,192 
1000 A*="(RVS ONX^X^AXCUR DNXCUR L> 
{CUR L> {''BJ (''C} " : B$=" (CUR RT> (CUR RTXCU 
R RTXCUR RTXCUR RT> (CUR RTXCUR RTXCU 
R RTXCUR RTXCUR RTXCUR RTXCUR RTXCU 
R RTXCUR RTXCUR RTXCUR RTXCUR RTXCU 
R RTXCUR RTXCUR RTXCUR RTXCUR RTXCU 
R RTXCUR RTXCUR RTXCUR RTXCUR RTXCU 
R RTXCUR RTXCUR RT>" 
1001 D*=" (HOMEXCUR DNXCUR DNXCUR DNX 
CUR DN}(CUR DN}(CUR DN}(CUR DN>(CUR DN>( 
CUR DNXCUR DNXCUR DNXCUR DNXCUR DNX 
CUR DN>(CUR DN>(CUR DN>(CUR DN>(CUR DN>( 
CUR DNXCUR DNXCUR DNXCUR DNXCUR DN} ** 
1002 C*«" (ORXBRNXLT RED) (BY 1XGY 2XL 
T 6RNX8Y 3XLT BLUXBLKXWHTXREDXCYN> 

(PUR>(GRN>(YEL>":A*INT <RND<1)*14)+1:PRIN 
TMID*(C$,A,1) 
1003 A=INT(RND(1>*12)*2:PRINTLEFT*(D*,A+ 

1); 
1004 A=INT(RND(1)*14)*2:PRINTLEFT*(B*,A+ 
1>;A$"(HOME}M 
1005 SC=SC+(L*10>:L=L+1 
1006 PRINT" (HOMEXCUR DNXCUR DNXCUR DN 
> (CUR DNXCUR DNXCUR DNXWHTi "TAB (31) SC 
1010 RETURN 
2000 PQKE53269,O:G0SUB3000:L=0:SC=0:POKE 
198,0 
2010 PRINT" (GRN> GREMLIN'S GARDEN 
2020 PRINT"(CUR DN) (WHT) WRITTEN BY A 
.CROWTHER 
2030 PRINT" (CUR DNXCUR DNXCUR DNXYEL> 

COLLECT BUTTERFLIES 
2040 PRINT" AVIOD MUSHROOMS AND BIRD 
2050 PRINT" (CUR DNXLT BLU> OPTIONS 

'A B' 
2060 PRINT" BIRD YES NO" 
2065 PRINT" (CUR DNXCUR DN} (CUR DN} (CYN} 

JOYSTICK PORT 3C” 
2070 PRINT"(HOME}(CUR DN}(CUR DN}(CUR DN 
}(CUR DN}(CUR DN}"TAB(32)"(BLK}SCORE" 
2080 PRINTTAB(31)SC"(CUR L} 
2090 PRINTTAB(32)"(CUR DNIH1SC0RE" 
2100 PRINTTAB(31)HI 
2110 GETA* 
2111 IF(PEEK(56320)AND16)=0!HENA*="A" 
2120 IFA*="A"THENP0KE53269,255:L=20!GOTO 
5000 
2130 IFA$=“B“THENP0KE53269,127:G0T03000 
2135 GOTO 2110 
3000 PRINT"(HOME}"; 
3001 A*=" 
3002 FORI*1T024:PRINTA*:NEXT:PRINTA*"(HO 
ME>" 
3003 RETURN 
3050 PRINT"(CLR}LOADING DATA FOR PROGRAM 

3060 PRINT"PLEASE WAIT'!" 
4000 FORI®0T0895:READA:POKE12800+1,A;NE X 

T 
4001 FORI=0T0433:READA:P0KE49152+1,A:NE X 
T: GOTO 1 

READY. 
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ADDING MORE TO 
1 In the final part of our series, Keith Hook | H I B^^ 
i gives the two remaining listings which will ^kW B ■ I I ^^^0 II H ™ 

-rsrszr TUUV\ BMOIv 
In the last two parts, Keith Hook showed around the screen without destroying should be able to find many new ways of 

you how to create your own Basic the background design, and as it is more using your Amstrad. Here we show you 
Extension and take the first steps to or less impossible to peek the 464’s just one possibility. Simply type in 
creating your own real-time game. Here screen, a routine must be devised to listing 2 and save it to tape. Then type in 

he completes the process. overcome this. With the help of the new listing 3, save it, and then run the 
It is essential for a sprite to move Basic commands (PCN, issue 81) you program. m 

Listing 2 
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Choosing a printer is 
a lot easier than 

choosing a computer. 
T'HERE are dozens of quality’ primers from which to choose. With 

quality price tags of around £250. 

The Brother M-1009, however, breaks all the rules. 

Stays defiantly below the £200 barrier. 

Though it has far more than its fair share of features, it maintains 

the extraordinarily low price of £199.95. 

Travels at a steady fifty. 

In the speed stakes, the M-1009 is certainly no slouch, being 

fully capable of up to 50 characters per second. 

Providing bi-directional and logic seeking printing for normal 

characters and uni-directional printing for super and sub script 

an<l graphics. Prints on any paper. 

Being an impact printer, the M-1009 will print on vinually 

any paper, including letter headings, invoices and standard office 

stationery. 

It will even print two copies together with your original. 

A superb character recommendation. 

In its price range, the M-1009 has a great deal more character 

than many printers. 

96 no less, plus international type and graphic characters. 

Reliability comes as standard. 

Built to the same exacting standards as Brother’s elite office 

printers, the Brother M-1009 already has fauldess credentials for 

reliability. 

Its 9 x 9 dot matrix head, for example, has an astonishing 20 

million character service life. 

One printer that doesn’t block out the light. 

Many home computers tend to be a little on the large side. 

In contrast, the compact M-1009, at only 7 cm high, keeps a 

discreet profile. 

Well designed, reliable - and conscientious. 

The Brother M-1009. 

The future at your fingertips. 
UCPT P. BROTHER Of HU EQUIPME NT DIVISION. JONIS + BROTHER. SHI HI V STREET, 

GUIDE BRIDGE. ALIDENSIIAW, MANCHESTER M )4 SJD. 
TEL: Ml IK>tS)l(IOUNES)MI HOOIII <*. UNES>0fcl 1)0 lOfc.<4 LINES)TELEX M9092 

BROTHER INDUSTRIES LIMITED. NAGOYA, JAPAN. 

brother 



UTPUT: SPECTRUM $ 
ADDING 
COLUMNS 

A 64-column ZX Spectrum without an 
Interface 1? Follow this program by 

Steart Nichols to achieve this. With this machine code routine you 
can use the Basic print, list, 
lprint and lust commands in 

the normal way to produce 64 characters 
per line, which in the case of the print 
and ust commands allows all 24 screen 

lines to be used. 
There are also several extra com¬ 

mands that are not normally available 
to Basic programmers. What is more, it 
works on a standard 48K Spectrum 
without the Interface 1 shadow ROM, 
does not use interrupts or plot the 
characters, but pokes each character 
onto the screen using an 8 byte form held 
in a new character generator as in the 

normal ROM print routine. 
The routine works, without the need 

to access it with a usr call, by diverting 
the ROM from its own print routine to 

mine. 

To enter the Machine code use your 

Listing one 
ZX Spvcti 
Spec Hid i 
F80D AA 
F81S AA 
F81D 00 
F823 FF 
F82D 00 
F833 00 
F83D 00 
F843 00 
F84D 00 
F833 00 
F83D 00 
F86S 00 
F86D 00 
F873 00 
F87D 00 
F883 00 
F88D 00 
F893 00 
F89D 00 
F8AS 00 
F8AD 00 
F8B5 00 
F8BD 00 
F8C3 00 
F8CD 00 
F8D5 00 
F8DD 00 
F8ES 00 
F8ED 00 
F8F3 00 
F8FD 00 
F903 00 
F90D 00 
F913 00 
F91D 00 
F925 00 
F92D 00 
F933 00 
F93D 00 
F943 00 
F94D 00 

urn 48K HEXDUMP 
• t CODE 63301,2033 
S3 AA 33 AA S3 AA S3 
S3 AA 33 00 00 00 00 
00 00 00 AA S3 AA 33 
99 99 99 99 99 99 FF 
66 66 66 66 66 66 00 
00 FF 99 99 FF 00 00 
00 00 66 66 00 00 00 
00 66 FF FF 66 00 00 

22 22 
S3 33 
00 S3 
22 77 
CC DD 
66 AA < 
22 22 I 
22 44 - 
22 11 I 
00 33 : 
00 22 ; 

22 22 00 22 < 
00 00 00 00 ( 
77 33 77 33 ( 

> 22 00 
, 22 00 
> S3 00 

00 00 00 00 22 
00 00 00 77 00 
00 00 00 00 00 

22 22 44 
33 33 33 
22 22 22 
11 22 

11 11 
33 S3 
66 22 
22 33 
77 11 
44 S3 
77 44 
33 44 

00 44 
22 S3 
66 DD 

44 00 
00 00 
22 00 

44 77 00 
22 1 
33 77 11 11 ( 
66 11 11 66 ( 
66 S3 S3 22 C 
11 22 44 44 C 
22 33 S3 66 t 
S3 33 II 66 i 
22 00 22 00 i 
22 00 22 44 S 
22 44 22 11 t 
77 00 77 00 C 
22 11 22 44 < 
11 22 00 22 « 
DD BB 88 77 ( 

favourite hexloader and enter the hex- 
dump as in ust 1 which starts at address 
65301 and is 2035 bytes long. Remember 
to clear 653oo before entering the 

machine code, as failure to do so will 
result in the machine stack being 
overwritten, causing a crash. Once 
entered then save the code using save 
“Specwide" code 635oi, 2035. 

Instructions 
To switch to 64 character printing enter 
the following lines as direct commands 
or at the start of your Basic program: 
LET AA = PEEK 23631 + 256*PEEK 23632 
POKE AA+6,244:POKE AA + 6,251 
To revert back to the Spectrum 32 

character mode si mply use the Enter key 
to obtain an automatic listing or enter 
CL8, both of which will switch to the 
normal print mode. If you wish to switch 
to normal printing use: 
POKE AA + 6,244:POKE AA+6,9 

To switch the 64 character mode on 
again use: 
POKE AA+5,244: POKE AA+6,251 

The ZX Printer is switched to 64 
column mode using: 
POKE AA+ 15,244:POKE AA +16,251 
and will stay on until switched off by 
U8ing POKE AA + 15,244:POKE AA+16,9 

Print commands 
cls: Because you cannot use this com- 

F933 
F93D 
F965 
F96D 
F973 
F97D 
F983 
F98D 
F993 
F99D 
F9A3 
F9AD 
F9B3 
F9BD 
F9C3 
F9CD 
F9D3 
F9DD 
F9ES 
F9ED 
F9F3 
F9FD 
FA03 
FA0D 
FA1S 
FA ID 
FA25 
FA2D 
FA33 
FA3D 
FA43 
FA4D 
FA33 
FA3D 
FA6S 
FA6D 
FA73 
FA7D 
FA8S 
FA8D 
FA93 
FA9D 
FA A3 

I 22 33 ! 
I 66 33 t 
I 33 44 ‘ 
1 66 33 J 
1 77 44 t 
I 77 44 t 
t 33 44 * 
I S3 35 ; 
I 77 22 5 

- 33 33 < 
l 33 66 I 
I 44 33 < 
> S3 66 I 
1 44 77 1 
1 44 44 J 
I 33 33 I 
i 33 S3 1 
’ 22 77 I 

11 11 11 11 11 i 
I S3 S3 t 
I 44 44 < 
I 33 77 / 
I 66 33 I 
1 22 33 ! 
I 66 33 ! 
I 22 33 ! 
I 66 33 ! 
1 33 44 : 
I 77 22 ! 
I 33 33 I 
I 33 33 ! 
I 33 33 ! 
I S3 33 : 
1 33 33 ; 
I 77 11 i 
I 66 44 4 
I 44 44 2 
I 33 11 I 
I 22 77 2 

1 S3 S3 00 
1 44 77 00 
1 S3 S3 00 
1 33 33 00 
1 S3 22 00 
, 44 44 00 
I 77 33 00 
■ 33 S3 00 
1 11 66 00 
t 22 22 00 
1 S3 33 00 
i 33 22 00 
’ 77 33 00 
[ 33 33 00 
> 22 22 00 
* 44 77 00 
I 44 66 00 
> 11 11 00 
. 11 33 00 
! 22 22 00 

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 FF 
1 33 44 
I 00 66 
I 44 66 
I 00 33 
I 11 33 
l 00 22 
I 11 22 
I 00 33 
I 44 66 
I 22 00 
I 22 00 
I 44 33 

66 22 44 77 00 
11 77 33 77 00 
S3 S3 S3 66 00 
44 44 44 33 00 
33 33 33 33 00 
53 77 44 33 00 
77 22 22 22 00 
S3 S3 S3 33 66 
33 S3 33 S3 00 
22 22 22 11 00 
22 22 22 22 44 
66 66 S3 S3 00 

i i H 
SH *.HH «it| nr,Mi« t» 

ihhlilil 
miumimm 

'fMMI <Mt S3. 1 
K. 

i 
s; sr isp, sb? as* et 

Mi MtMl <*uk* III MM rm 
ar mu? ;sr tr gs BU1* ir 
CU MM (KM HIM* (MI 

Tim Ran »><*us 

mand in the 64 character mode I have 
incorporated a cls routine which clears 
all 24 lines: printchr$3,; this also resets 

the print position to 0,0; 
print chr$ 4; = scrolls down the whole 
screen (note semicolon) 
print chr$ 5; * scrolls up the whole 
screen (note semicolon) 
pri nt chr$ 6 or print, = print at next tab 
position 
Tabs may be set up in Basic to give 2,4,8, 
16 and 32 tab column. The initial setting 
i8 4. 

To alter the setting use this table: 
TAB POKE 64S61, 

You may experiment with other values 
to give uneven tab spacing. 
print chr$ 7; - no print (ignores this 

FAAD 
FAB3 
FABD 
FACS 
FACD 
FADS 
FADD 
FAES 
FAED 
FAF3 
FAFD 
FB03 
FB0D 
FB13 
FB1D 
FB23 
FB2D 
FB33 
FB3D 
FB43 
FB4D 
FB33 
FB3D 
FB63 
FB6D 
FB73 
FB7D 
FB85 
FB8D 
FB9S 
FB9D 
FBA3 
FBAD 
FBB3 
FBBD 
FBC3 
FBCD 
FBD3 
FBDD 
FBE5 
FBED 
FBF5 
FBFD 

11 00 
35 00 
35 00 
22 00 
66 44 
33 11 
44 00 
66 00 
11 00 
33 00 
22 00 
S3 00 
S3 00 
33 66 
77 00 
11 00 
22 00 

33 33 
33 33 
33 33 
33 33 
CC CC 
CC CC 
CC CC 
CC CC 
FF FF 
FF FF 
FF FF 
FF FF 

00 00 FD CB 01 6E 28 FA 
FD CB 01 AE 06 00 3A 08 
SC 4F FE 06 C0 3A 6A SC 
EE 08 32 6A 3C 18 E3 FE 
01 CA C9 FE FE 03 CA FE 
FE FE 04 CA 7C FE FE 03 

FF FF 

22 22 22 22 
33 77 77 33 
66 S3 S3 S3 
22 33 33 33 
66 S3 S3 33 
33 S3 33 S3 
33 44 44 44 
33 44 22 11 
77 22 22 22 
33 33 S3 33 
33 33 S3 33 
33 33 77 77 
33 33 22 33 
S3 S3 33 33 
77 11 22 44 
22 44 22 22 
22 22 22 22 
22 11 22 22 
AA 00 00 00 
FF DD FF 99 
00 00 00 00 
33 33 00 00 
CC CC 00 00 
FF FF 00 00 
00 00 33 33 
33 33 33 33 
CC CC 33 33 
FF FF 33 33 
00 00 CC CC 
33 33 CC CC 
CC CC CC CC 
FF FF CC CC 
00 00 FF FF 
33 33 FF FF 
CC CC FF FF 
FF FF FF FF 
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chr. ie no'?’ as in the normal Spectrum 
print) 
print CHR$ s; = cursor left (with 
corrected backspace to top line error that 
occurs in the normal print mode). If at 

position, 0,0; this will scroll the whole 
screen down and print at 0,63; 
print chr$ 9; = cursor right. If at 
position 23,63; then the screen scrolls up 
and printing will continue at 23,0; 
print chr$ 10; = cursor down. If on line 
23 the screen will scroll up. 
printchr$ n; = cursor up. IfonlineOthe 

screen will scroll down. 
printchr$ 12; = delete character behind 
the present print position and it will 

scroll down if at 0,0; 
print chr$ is; = new line. 
print chr$ u and is = no print 
print chr$ isto2i as the Spectrum codes 
ie ink to over. But note that inverse has 

no effect. 
print at (chr$22) line, col; allows line, 
col values of 0 to 255, but line values 
greater than 23 and column values 

greater than 63 will wrap around the 
screen ie print at 29,70; = print at i,«; 
print tab (chr$23); allows values of 0 to 

255 but see above for 63. 
print chr$ 24 to si : new graphics 

characters (not available from the 

keyboard). 
All Spectrum characters will print 
including graphics, UDGs and 
keywords. Also embedded print control 

codes are acceptable. 
input will use the normal edit lines and 
print 32 characters per line. 
error messages will print on line 22 in 
32 character mode. Programs can be 

edited normally. 

Lprint commands 
copy: this will work in the normal way, 
copying the first 22 lines. However a new 
routine is included to copy all 24 lines or 
a block of screen lines: 
lprint chr$ i;chr$ line start; chr$ line 
end; 
Line start and end must be in the range 0 
to 23. For example, to copy lines 3 to 10 

inclusive use lprint chr$ 1 ;chr$ 3;chr$ 
10; note the semicolons must be used. 
print chr$ 3; = clear printer buffer 
without printing and set the lprint tab 
too. 
print chrS e or lprint, as the print, 

command. 
print chr$ b; as print chr$ b; if at tab 0 

this will be ignored. 
printchrS »; as print chr$ 9; If at tab63 

this will cause a printout of the buffer 

and the new tab will be 0. 
print chr$ 12; as print chr$ 12; (but see 

LPRINT CHR$ s;) 
print chr$ 13; = lprint contents of the 

buffer then empty the buffer and set tab 
toO. 
print chr$ 14 to 20 = no lprint 
printchr$2i; = LPRiNTQVERleitherOor 

FC05 CA 2B FE D8 CD 29 FD FE BC FD3D 29 29 29 09 Cl EB 79 D6 7F 

FC0D 18 D2 10 FD 21 18 FC 5F 8B FD63 03 3E 43 20 10 03 4F FD 03 

FC 15 16 00 19 3E 19 E5 C3 29 77 FD6D CB 01 4E 28 08 D3 CD 31 ID 
FC 1D FD 73 11 2B 48 4A 3A D4 6C FD73 FC D1 79 18 06 B9 D3 CC BE 

FC23 0C 0A 09 7E 7D 7C 7B 7A 8B FD7D IF FE D1 C3 E3 FD CB 01 61 
FC2D 79 73 72 C9 FD CB 01 4E 3E FD83 4E 20 03 3A 7A FE 18 03 40 

FC3S 28 0B CD CO 0E 0E 43 21 4D FD8D 3A 3D FF 06 F0 0E 0F CB 34 

FC3D 00 3B C3 21 FD 0E 43 CD 3A FD93 47 20 03 41 0E F0 3A 91 74 

FC43 IF FE 03 C3 F2 FD 0C 3E IE FD9D SC CB 47 28 02 0E FF 3E E3 
FC4D 44 B9 20 13 FD CB 01 4E 49 FDA3 08 A7 FD CB 01 4E 28 03 F3 

FC33 28 04 0E 43 18 0B 04 0E B2 FDAD FD CB 30 CE 37 08 1A A0 BF 
FC3D 04 3E 19 B8 20 03 CD 7C 7F FDB3 F3 7E A1 77 FI AE 77 08 A9 

FC63 FE C3 F2 FD C3 DE FD FD 4B FDBD M 17 24 13 3D 20 EE 25 F 6 
FC6D CB 01 4E C0 03 20 06 CS CA FDC5 FD CB 01 4E 20 03 CD DB E2 
FC73 CD 2B FE Cl 04 C3 F2 FD 6D FDCD 0B El Cl 0D CB 41 C8 23 B 1 

FC7D FD CB 01 4E C0 04 3E 19 32 FDD3 C9 08 3E 20 83 6F 08 18 43 

FC83 B8 20 06 C3 CD 7C FE Cl AB FDDD E2 D3 D9 3A 91 SC F3 3E EA 

FC8D 03 C3 F2 FD 79 D6 03 E6 EF FDE3 20 FD 36 37 01 D7 FI 32 AS 

FC93 m C3 EF FC 11 B3 FC 32 AF FDED 91 3C D9 D1 C9 FD CB 01 29 

FC9D 0F SC 18 0B 11 99 FC 18 4C FDF3 4E 28 03 21 00 SB 18 03 14 

FCA3 03 11 B3 FC 32 0E 3C 2A 89 FDFD CD 0E FE Cl 3E 43 91 71 
FCAD 31 sc 73 23 72 C9 11 F4 83 FE03 CB 3F 3F 16 00 19 C3 13 6E 

FCB5 FB CD AC FC 2A 0E 3C 37 SB FE0D FD 3E 18 90 37 0F 0F 0F 67 
FCBD 7D FE 16 DA 11 22 20 21 DF FE 13 E6 E0 6F 7A E6 18 F6 40 E3 

FCC3 7A E6 3F 4F 3E 3F 91 C6 C2 FE1D 67 C9 FD CB 01 4E C0 11 18 

FCCD 04 4F FD CB 01 4E 20 0E 98 FE25 F2 FD D5 78 A7 C0 FD CB 6B 

FCD3 7C D6 18 30 FC 28 02 C6 86 FE2D 01 4E C0 21 20 40 06 08 9E 

FCDD 18 47 3E 18 90 47 C3 F2 41 FE33 ES 0E 03 CS EB 21 E0 FF A6 

FCE3 FD 7C CD 29 FD 81 D6 03 C6 FE3D 19 EB 01 20 00 ED B0 7D 3F 
FCED E6 3F ■ce 37 CD DE FD 13 01 FE45 A7 20 FI 21 20 07 19 Cl DA 

FCF3 20 FA C9 D9 3A 91 SC F3 D8 FE4D 0D CS 20 EE AF 06 20 12 C7 
FCFD FD 36 37 00 3E 08 D7 3E ES FE55 13 10 FC Cl El 24 10 D8 CD 
FD05 20 D7 3E 08 07 FI 32 91 C8 FE3D 21 20 38 11 00 38 01 E0 E3 
FD0D SC D9 C9 CD 3F FD FD CB CF FE63 02 ED B0 3A 8D SC 06 20 E8 
FD13 •1 4E 20 08 ED 43 7A FE IF FE6D 12 13 10 FC 21 00 40 01 93 
FD1D 22 78 FE C9 ED 43 3D FF CD FE73 43 01 C9 60 30 43 03 FD 02 
FD23 22 3F FF C9 FD CB 01 4E 40 FE7D CB 01 4E C0 21 DF 37 06 37 
FD2D 20 08 ED 4B 7A FE 2A 78 7A FE83 08 ES 0E 03 CS EB 21 20 EF 
FD33 FE C9 ED 4B 3D FF 2A 3F A4 FE8D 00 19 EB 01 20 00 ED B8 CA 
FD3D FF C9 FE 90 38 12 D6 AS IB FE93 7D 3C 20 FI 7C D6 07 67 8A 

FD45 38 03 CD 10 0C 18 DD C6 El FE9D Cl 0D CS 20 EE AF 06 20 76 
FD4D 13 C3 ED 4B 7B SC 18 04 03 FEA3 12 IB 10 FC Cl El 23 10 10 
FD33 C3 01 4D F7 EB 26 00 6F 8A FEAD D8 21 DF SA 11 FF SA 01 JL 9D 

1 as the print command) 
print at/tab (both have the same effect) 
see print at/tab for range and wrap¬ 

around effect. 
All characters will lprint including 
graphics, UDGs, keywords and the new 

CHRS 24 to 31. 
llist will produce a printout at 64 
characters per line of a Basic program on 

the ZX printer. 
You may wish to redefine characters. 

The new character generator starts at 

address 63501 with code 24 and con¬ 

tinues tO CODE 164. 
The start address of a particular 

character form can be found using 
((code-24)*b) + 63601. Each character is 

made up of 8 bytes and comprises a left 
and right character, for examples A’ 

appears as: 

and starts at address ((66-24)* + 63501 + 

63829. 
Figure 1 is a screen dump showing all the 

characters from code 24 to code 255. 
Listing 2, for the Assembly language 
programmers among you, is my assem¬ 
bly listing. Note that the code is from 
fbf4 to FF40 the character generator and 

1 UDGs occupying the rest of the code. V 

FEB3 E0 02 ED B8 3A 8D SC 06 - B0 
FEBD 20 12 IB 10 FC 21 IF 40 - D9 
FECS 01 04 18 C9 FD CB 01 4E - FD 
FECD C8 11 D4 FE C3 AC FC 11 - 27 
FEDS DD FE 32 0E SC C3 AC FC - E2 
FEDD 11 F4 FB CD AC FC 4F 3A - FE 
FEES 0E SC 47 FE 18 D0 79 90 - A0 
FEED D8 F3 78 CD 11 FE FI 3C - 4E 
FEFS A7 17 17 17 47 F3 C3 B2 - 9B 
FEFD 0E FD CB 01 4E 20 21 21 " 87 
FF0S 00 40 11 01 40 01 FF 17 - A9 
FF0D 36 00 ED B0 23 13 01 FF - 09 
FF 13 02 3A 8D SC 77 ED B0 01 - 3A 
FF ID 43 18 21 00 40 C3 F2 FD » 6E 
FF2S 21 00 SB 22 3F FF AF 47 - D2 
FF2D 77 23 10 FC FD CB 30 8E • 2C 
FF3S 01 43 00 ED 43 3D FF C9 - 79 
FF3D 43 00 00 SB 52 0C 02 SC « SA 
FF43 0E C0 57 71 0E F3 0D 21 - C5 
FF4D 17 C6 IE 0C F8 76 IB 03 - 93 
FFSS 13 00 3E 00 22 S3 35 77 - 94 
FFSD S3 S3 00 00 66 S3 66 S3 - 20 
FF63 S3 66 00 00 33 44 44 44 - BA 
FF6D 44 33 00 00 66 S3 53 33 - DC 
FF73 33 66 00 00 77 44 66 44 “ 20 
FF7D 44 77 00 00 77 44 66 44 - 20 
FF83 44 44 00 00 33 44 44 33 “ 98 
FF8D 35 33 00 00 33 33 77 35 - FE 
FF93 33 33 00 00 77 22 22 22 - 87 
FF9D 22 77 00 00 11 11 11 11 - DD 
=TA3 11 66 00 00 S3 S3 66 33 - DC 
FFAD 33 33 00 00 44 44 44 44 • BA 
FFB3 44 77 00 00 35 77 77 77 - 73 
FFBD 53 33 00 00 66 33 33 33 « OF 
FFC5 53 33 00 00 22 33 33 33 - CB 
FFCD 33 22 00 00 66 S3 33 66 - ED 
FFDS 44 44 00 00 22 33 33 53 ■ A9 
FFDD 7- 33 00 00 66 53 53 66 « 20 
FFE3 33 33 00 00 33 44 22 11 - 34 
FFED II 66 00 00 77 22 22 22 « 34 
FFF3 22 22 00 00 33 33 33 33 - 98 
FFFD 35 33 00 - 88 
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SPECTRUM 48IC COMMODORE 64 

£17.25 
DRAGON/TANDY 

£11.50 
inclusive 

NO INTERFACE REQUIRED 

Discover the exciting world of creating your own 
graphics on screen 

The Trojan Light Pen will draw boxes, circles. Imes. 
freehand pictures, save and load pictures with full erase 
facility. 

All in Hi-Res screen in any of 4 colours for the Dragon/ 
Tandy, 8 colours for the Spectrum, and 16 colours for 
the Commodore 64. 

For educational or leisure use. 
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

Micro Computer Software & Accessories 
Send cheque/P.O. to. 
TROJAN PRODUCTS 

166, Dertwyn, Dunvant, Swansea SA2 7PF 
Tel: (0792) 205491 

•NewmstoM! 
Would you like to transfer your Spectrum programs from 
©MCW0WVET0MICR00R1VE ©TAPE TO TAPE 

©TAPETOMICROORIVE © MCROOMVE TO TAPE 

Then do It with 

I TRARf-llfPlIM I 

If. - oooaooaooo - J 
I H U I l-DUL'jG^aac / J 

H aoaDQDoaan^? __ 1 

TRANS-EXPRESS tsttie most comprehensive package ol tour m/c 
utilities tor transferring Spectrum progroms They ore user- friendly 
simple to use. relloble & very efficient They w« enable you to transfer 
ony knd of progroms up to me tut 48 Ok length TAPE TO MICROORIVE 
wi olso outomoticolly rf necessory. modify, re-structure & relocate 
both BASIC and m/c to RUN from mlaodrives 

TRANS-EXPRESS is an essential rmcrodnve companion and on 
invaluable software back-up ultlity 

ypu con buy each ot the four programs separately tor £ 5 50 or 
TAPE TO M(CROOKIVE & MCROORIVE TO MCROORIVE for £ 7.50 or 
on entire pockoge ot all four programs on one tope for £ 9 95 or 
on a microdrive cartridge for £ U.95 only 

Please send me a copy of TRANS-EXPRESS ©®®® 3 

i enclose cheque/PO tor_ 

Name/Address 

P113 Melrose Ave, London NW2 

THOUGHTS & CROSSES 
37 MARKET STREET, HECKMONDWIKE, WEST YORKS 

Telephone: (0924) 402337 





Directory Enquiries 
Disks without tears: acces The Commodore 1541 disk drive is a 

vast improvement on using casset¬ 
tes for storage, but it’s not without 

problems. Despite having its own built- 
in DOS the operating system lacks a few 

of the niceties that users of other disk 
systems enjoy. Not least of these is a dir 
or cat command to read the directory. 

You can load the directory into 
memory but the 64 treats it as any 
program file with the disconcerting 
side-effect of obliterating whatever 
program you had in memory at the time. 
To get round this Commodore now 

supplies a DOS utility disk free with 
every drive and this features a dir 
emulator. However, thissolvesonlypart 
of the problem; you can’t incorporate the 
routine into your own programs, nor can 
you store the directory for manipulation 
later. 

These two utilities solve both prob¬ 
lems. Program 1 can be incorporated 
into your own programs. It reads the 
directory and prints it to the screen. 
Program 2 is a utility program in its own 
right, and uses a modified version of the 
routine to read and store a disk directory 
in an array. The directory is then 
available for manipulation in two ways: 

you can scratch a file, or load and 
auto-run another program. 

Program 2 

s the Commodore 64 directory easily with Peter Woriock’s programs. 

How it worfcs Scratch wipes out a file from the disk, 
while Load lets you read in a new 

Directory Enquiries is made up of a program which auto-runs, 
number of routines, with the directory- The auto-run uses the dynamic 
read at its heart. This starts at 1115with keyboard feature of Commodore compu- 
a call to the disk command channel to tm-s^Lines 1220 to 1230 print the load 

initialisethedrive. Though therepeated 
get# commands look like sloppy prog- 
ramming, it’s the simplest way to get / 
pastdataonthediskthatyoudon’twant. / sOoqS 

Lines 1145 to 1195 do the work of/ B°^1q 
reading in the directory data charac- / u «-• 
ter by character. They actually com- / So^° 

pile three separate sets of informa- / SOo^ 6£rc1 "4* 
tion, stored in the two arrays set up / 

in line 1000. FL<) is the file length, / s£°*o 1*** , .. 
while FL$() holds the file name in / ncSN^c. , 

pile three separate sets of informa- / 
tion, stored in the two arrays set up / 
in line 1000. FL<) is the file length. / 3 
while FL$() holds the file name in / 3, 
FL$(x,0) and the file type — / So 

program, sequential, relative / *6} 
etc — in FL$(x,l). / 

ST is the system 'status’ / sG ® 
variable, used to check for / 5 °6 

end-of-file markers on the / 5Oo?A 
disk. / 

With the directory read / s£9*o 
into the arrays, the prog- 4_C 

ram lists them to the 
screen. If there are more entries than 
will fit on one screen, you can pause the 

listing by hitting the space bar. 

t* C.-C,• 

^_^ 6L°Ck£0*o c* ^50o. 

and run commandson screen, then poke I 
The Repeat command begins the a number of carriage returns to the 

directory listing from the beginning. | keyboard buffer. |F] 

IOOO DIMFL(145), FL#(145,1> 
1005 PRINTCHR*(147)CHR# < JO):POkE53280,0: 
POKE53281,0 
1O10 PRINTTAB<10)CHRS <18>“DIRECTORY ENOU 
IRIESr 
1015 PRINT:PRINTTAB(5)"PRESS <SPACE> TO 
STOP LISTING" 
1020 PRINT:PRINTTAB(8> "TI-CN <F7> FOR COM 
HANDS" 
1025 PRINTiPRINTTAB(8) "OR <SPACE> TO CON 
TINUE" 
1030 PRINT:PRINTiPRINT"READING DIRECTORY 
. ..PLEASE WAIT...“ 
1035 G0SUB11 IS:PRINTCHR# <147) 
1040 F0RI-1T0FP-1 
1045 PRINTI;TAB <5)FL#<I,0)TAB(22)FL*(I,1 
) TAB < 33)FL(I) 
1050 GETA*!IFA*<>" "THEN1070 
1055 GETA#:IFA*-M“THEN1055 
1060 IFA*=" "THEN1070 
1065 IFA*=CHR*(136)THENI=DP-1 
1070 NEXT 
1075 PRINTTAB(4)FL CFP)” BLOCKS FREE" 
1080 PRINT:PRINT"L: LOAD"TAB<9)"Ss SCRAT 
CH"TAB(21> "R: REPEAT“TAB(32)“Q: QUIT" 
1085 GETA*sIFA#-"“THEN1085 
1090 1FA#-"R"THENPR1NTCHR*(147)S0OTO1O4O 
1095 IFA#-"Q"THENPRINTCHR# <147):END 
1100 IFA#-"L"THEN1200 
1105 IFA#-”S"THENGOSUB12351 GOTO1035 
1110 END 
1115 OPEN15,8,15,"10“»CLOSE15 
1120 FP-O 
1125 0PEN1,8,0,"#“ 
1130 GET«1,A#,B* 
1135 GETttl,A#,B# 

1140 GETN1,A#,B# 
1145 C-0:IFA#< >""THENC-ASC(A#) 
1150 IF B# " THENC-C+ASC (B*) *256 
1155 FL(FP)-CsIN#-”” 
1160 GETM1,B#:IFST< XtTHENl195 
1165 IFB#«: >CHR# (34) THEN 1160 
1170 GETttl,B#sIFB#< >CHR#(34)THENIN#=IN*+ 
B#:GOTO1170 
1175 C#-"“:GETtt1,B*:IFB#=CHR#(32)THEN117 
5 
1180 C*-C#t-B*:GETttl,B#: IFB#<. >"“THEN1180 
1185 FL*(FP,0)-IN#sFL*(FP,1)-C#!FP-FP+1 
1190 IFST-0THEN1135 
1195 CLOSE 1:RETURN 
1200 PRINTCHR#(147) 
1205 INPUT“LOAD WHICH FILE NO.";N* 
1210 N-VAL(N#> 
1215 IFN>FP-1THENPRINT!PRINT"LAST FILE = 
"1FP-1iPRINT:GOTO1205 

1220 PRINTCHR#(147)CHR# <17> CHR#(17)"LOAD 
"CHR#(34)FL#(N,0)CHR* < 34)“,"8 
1225 FORI-1T04:PRINTCHR#(17):NEXT:PRINTC 
HR*(17);"RUN"CHR#(19); 
1230 P0KE631,13:P0KE632,13:POKE198,2:END 
1235 PRINTCHR*(147) 
1240 INPUT"SCRATCH WHICH FILE NO.";N* 
1245 N-VAL(N*) 
1250 IFN>FP-1THENPRINT|PRINT“LAST FILE - 

"s FP-1iPRINTiGOTO1240 
1255 PRINT!PRINT"SCRATCHING M;FL*(N,0) 
1260 0PEN15,8,15 
1265 PRINTttl5,“SOi“:FL#(N,0) 
1270 CLOSE15:RETURN 
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“I'M A TOSHIBA HX10 

I'VE GOT ALL THE 
BEST BITS FROM EVERY 
OTHER HOME COMPUTER. 
AND MORE. I HAVE A 
64K MEMORY, LIKE THE 

COMMODORE 64. A 

CASSETTE INTERFACE, 

LIKE THE BBC. TWO 
JOYSTICK PORTS, LIKE 
THE COMMODORE 64. 
A BUILT IN POWER 

SUPPLY, LIKE THE 
ORIC ATMOS. 16 
USABLE COLOURS, LIKE 

THE ACORN ELECTRON 

73 FULL STROKE KEYS, 
LIKE THE BBC. A 
CARTRIDGE SLOT LIKE 
THE COMMODORE 64. 

A PRINTER INTERFACE, 
LIKE THE ORIC ATMOS. 

SOUND OUTPUT THROUGH 
THE TV, LIKE THE 
SINCLAIR SPECTRUM. 

AN AUDIO/VIDEO 
OUTPUT CONNECTION, 
LIKE THE COMMODORE 64. 

RF BUILT IN LIKE 
THE BBC. AND: 
A SEPARATE 16K VIDEO 
MEMORY UNLIKE MOST 
NON-MSX COMPUTERS. 

32 SPRITES, MORE THAN 
ANY OTHER NON-MSX 
COMPUTER. AND I USE 
MICROSOFT EXTENDED 
BASIC, LIKE EVERY 

OTHER MSX COMPUTER." 

“WOW. WITH A 
SPECIFICATION LIST 

LIKE THAT. 
NO WONDER YOU'VE 
GOT A 64K MEMORY." 

You’d expect one of the best-selling 
home computers in Japan to have a 
specification list as big as its memory. 

But the Toshiba HXIO doesn’t Just 
limit itself to that 

It was developed along with other 
Japanese home computers to operate 

on one language:MSX.You can swap prog¬ 
rams, games, cassettes, even peripherals 
like disk drives, printers, and Joysticks: 
they're all compatible with every other 
MSX computer. 

All of which makes MSX the system 
of the future. 

So if you want a computer that won’t 
be obsolete in a few years, buy an MSX. 
If you want one of the best-selling MSX 
computers in Japan, buy aToshiba HXIO. 

TOSHIBA MSX 
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE TOSHIBA HXIO CONTACT TOSHIBA (UK) LTD.. TOSHIBA HOUSE. FRIMLEY ROAD. FRIMLEY SURREY GUIS 5JJ. TEL: (0276) 681691. 



* * * REW * * * FROM * * * =~=t~^^=^ 
FOR SPECTRUM & MICRODRIVE OWNERS 

ALL PROGRAMS ARE NOW SINCLAIR MICRODRIVE™ COMPATIBLE AND, 
PLUS SO VERSIONS WORK WITH 15 DIFFERENT CENTRONICS/RS232 

INTERFACES AND PRINTERS 

★ VAT MANAGER ★ £8.95 

* PLUS 80 VAT MANAGER + £19.95 

★ PLUS 80 STOCK MANAGER * £19.95 
Write to us for a quotation for the software, the interface and the latest high 

performance Japanese Dot Matrix Printer—you will find our prices very competitive. 

VAT MANAGER is available in standard form which works with ZX™ and Alphacom 32 column 
printers, and the Plus 80 version works in conjunction with most Centronics/RS32 Interfaces 
and printers which are menu selected from software. 

VAT MANAGER — a 
welcome aid to the business 
faced with the completion of 
his VAT 100 return. Provides 
calculation and checking 
facilities for any 
combination of Gross/Net 
values input. VAT can be 
analysed under defined 
classifications. 

************************** 

★★*★★★★*★★★★★*★★★********************** 
STOCK MANAGER - (Available in Plus 8 
accounting environment for 
up to 600 different product 
lines. Full facilities exist for 
the production Invoices, 
Price Lists, with the facility 
to show Stock Status, Stock 
Adjustment and Re-order 
requirements 

Also available ADDRESS MANAGER and FINANCE MANAGER in standard 32 col. 
versions £9.95 and 80 column PLUS 80 versions £19.95. 

★ ★ ★ ★ UTILITIES £9.95 ★ ★ ★ ★ 
★ MACHINE CODE TEST TOOL^ 
★ EDITOR ASSEMBLER★ 
★ MASTER TOOL KIT ★ 

(Existing users wanting latest versions will receive a £3.00 
rebate on return of old cassette) 

Until stocks reach WHSMITH and other retail outlets send cheque or telephone details to 0753 889055. 
Replacement tapes only available from OCP direct. - 
OXFORD COMPUTER PUBLISHING LTD., 4 High Street Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks. SL99QB. 

SOFTWARE * * * * S/MPiy THE BEST 
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Program notes and listings: (all £ signs should be # signs.) 

0 Sets cursor speed to normal 70 Sets width of maze 440-480 Tune for lost life 
1 Initialises hi-score 80-100 Draw borders of maze 490 Decrements lives? 
5 Subroutine to start game 105-200 Draw maze 510-515 Display the number of lives 
6 Speeds up the computer 210 Tank coordinates you have left 
10 Sets hires mode 220-280 Count down 520 Branches back if you have 
20-30 Define the tank character 400-430 Main loop to move tank any lives left 
35-50 
60 

Initialise variables 
Sets up hires screen 

435 Have you completed the 
screen? 

521-535 Signal that you have lost 
all your lives 

O HIMEME97FF:P0KE775, 39 
1 HS*="ORIC—1"» HS=50O 
5 RESTORE:GOSUB2000 
6 P0KE775,255 
10 HIRES 

20 F0RN=39928T039935iREADD:POKEN,D:NEXT 
30 DATA©,31,28,62,63,30,0,0 
35 SC=0:LI=3 
40 LX=120 
50 LY=100 

60 HIRES:FILL200,1,0 

70 SX=18-(SK*40>iSY=SX 
80 PRINT:PRINTCHR*(27)"N SETTIN 
G UP MAZE" 

90 CURSET6,0,3:FILLS,39,21«FILL 184,1,146 
:FILLS,39,21 

100 CURSET234,8,3:FILL184,1,21 
105 F0RM=8T0199-SYSTEPSY 
110 FORN*18T0233-SXSTEPSX 
115 CURSETN,M,3 
120 R= INT(RND(1)*3) 

130 IFR=0THENDRAWSX,SY,1 
140 IFR-1THENCURMOV0.SY,1:DRAWSX,-SY,1 
200 NEXT N,M 
205 CALLEE807 
210 X=12:Y*104 
220 A*="JCOUNT-DOWN COMMENCING":GOSUB90© 
221 PLAY3,0,0,0 

225 FORC=INT((5-SK)*10)TO0STEP-1 
230 SOUND1,C,10:SOUND2,200—C,10 
240 CURSET X,Y,3:CHAR 127,0,1:K-PEEK<735 
>AND127 

250 CHAR127,0,2»Y»Y+<K-11>-<K«10> 
260 NEXTC 
270 PLAY0,0,0,0 
280 CLS 

400 REPEAT: SC=SC+1: IFRND (IX SKTHENGOSUB1 
000 

410 CURSET X,Y,3:CHAR 127,0,1:K=PEEK(735 
)AND127:IFK<90RE >11THENK=9 
430 CHAR127,0,2:X-X—(K«9):Y=Y+<K-11>-(K« 
10) : UNT ILPOINT ( X+5, Y+l) ORPO 
INT(X+5,Y+5) 
435 IF X>228 THEN GOTO 300O 
440 PLAY1,0,0,0 
450 FORM=3T05 
460 FORN=-PITO0STEP.13:SOUND1,INT(SIN<N) 
*25+25)+M*50,9 
470 NEXTN,M 
480 WAIT100:PLAY0,0,0,0 

490 LI-LI-1 

512 IFLI * 1 THENA*=*A*+ "FE "ELSEA*=A*+ “ VES" 
513 A*=A*+" LEFT- 
515 GOSUB900:WAIT150 
520 IF LI< >0 THEN 210 
521 PLAY3,0,0,0 

525 FORN=500TO2000STEP50:SOUND1,N,9:SOUN 
D2,N+1,9 

530 CURSET0,0,3:FILL200,1,RND(1)*8 
535 NEXT 

540 A*="J YOUR SCORE IS "+STR*(SC> 
+" POINTS" 
550 GOSUB900 

560 IFSC<HSTHEN700 

570 A*="N THAT'S A NEW HI-SCORE1" 
580 GOSUB900 

590 A*="J PLEASE ENTER YOUR NAME 
595 GOSUB90O 
600 LH»0:HS*="" 
610 REPEAT 
620 GETK* 

640 IF K*>-" "THENHS*=HS*+K*:LH=LH+1 
650 PRINTK*;:PLAY0,7,1,200 
660 UNTIL K*=CHR*<13) OR LH=6 
670 HS-SC 
680 GOTO740 

700 A*="J THE HI-SCORE IS "+STR* 
(HS) 
710 GOSUB900 

720 A*="J AND IS HELD BY "+HS* 
730 GOSUB900 

740 A*="J ANOTHER GAME (Y/N)" 
744 K*=»KEY* 
745 GOSUB9O0:GETK* 
750 IF Y" THEN 5 

760 TEXTiPAPER7:INK0:PRINTCHR*(4); 
765 POKE775,39 
770 END 
899 REM MESSAGES 
900 CLSiPRINT:PRINTCHR*(27)5 

910 SOUND1,0,0:S0UND2,0,0:S0UND6,29,0 
930 FORN=lTOLEN(A*) 
940 PRINTMID*(A*,N,1)1 
950 PLAY0.7,1,200 
960 WAIT8 
970 NEXT 

980 WAIT120 
990 RETURN 
999 STOP 
1000 R=INT(RND(1> *2 > » EXPLODE 
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On a routine mission in the country- complex and you will find that some This game for the One 1 written by 
side you are suddenly confronted clever manoeuvring is necessary. Paul Emms from Tonbridge in Kent has 
with an electrified maze which As if this isn’t problem enough you are some rather nice finishing touches. All 

stands between you and your objective. also being fired at from an enemy above, the prompts and scores are printed out 
Tempted to turn and flee, you find that The bombs dropped are creating giant letter by letter with a sound like a 

your tank has been damaged and the craters in the maze and if you don’t avoid machine gun and there is a terrifying 
reverse gear is not operating so you have these you will crash into them and will wailing noise when your tank is hit. 

no choice but to take a chance on this be unable to recover your tank. The The tank is moved using the cursor 
tortuous route. bombs do also make an occasional direct keys and your objective is to reach the 

You mustdriveextremely carefully as hit but there is little you can do to avoid right-hand side of the screen without 

touching the electrified walls with the this so all you can do is hope for the best losing one of your three lives. There are 
front of your tank will destroy the tank as you dodge between the electrified four skill levels. The hardest is a more 

and you with it. The maze is rather walls and the craters. romplex maze with more bombs. r 

540-550 Display your score 
570-680 If high score, enter name 

and record new high score 

700-730 Display hi-score and holder 
740-770 Option of a new game 
900 Subroutine to display 

double height characters 

one at a time 

1000 Random bomb or bombs 
near tank 

1005 Bombs to destroy tank or 
maze 

1020-1110 Display bomb 
1120 Record last position of tank 
1130 Return from subroutine 

2000-2100 Title screen 

2300-2365 Play opening tune 
2380-2400 Ask for instructions 
2410-2610 Display instructions 

2900-2940 Ask for skill level 
3000-3010 Display 'bonus 200’ 

3020 Add to skill level 
3050 Add bonus to score 
3060 Go back to main loop 

l 005 F = IN T <RND ( 1 > *3> «• 1 s IF I 1 I HE I It =0 
102O CURSET LX+(RND <4)*10-5),RND(1> *159+ 

20, F 
1030 IF R=1 THEN 1110 
1090 CURSET(219-X)*RND<1> +X,RND(1)*159*2 

0, F 
1110 CIRCLE1,F:CIRCLE2,F:CIRCLE3,FsCIRCL 
E4,F:CIRCLES,F:CIRCLE6,F: Cl 

RCLE7,F 
1120 LX«XsLY=Y 
1130 RETURN 
2000 TEXTiPAPER0:INKS:CLS 
2005 P0KEC26A,10 
2010 F0RN=1T04SPRINT:NEXT 

2020 FORN=1T04 
2040 PRIN TSPC<10)CHR*(147)CHR* <132)SPC <1 

6) CHR* < 1 44) 
2050 NEXT 
2060 PLOT0,5,4:PLOT0,6,4iPLOT12,5,14:PLO 

T12,6.14 
2070 PLOT14,6,"TANK ASSAULT" 
2080 PL0T14,5,"TANK ASSAULT" 
2090 PRINT: PRINTSPC <8>CHR* (96) " PAUL S< S 

TEPHEN EMMS" 
2100 PRINTjPRINTsPRINT" USE CURSOR KEYS 

TO MOVE UP.DOWN AND 
TO THE RIGHT" 

2300 REM TUNE 
2310 T*= "2352354664662352354664667676746 

6466" 
2320 PLAY7,0,0,0 
2330 FORN=1T OLEN< T*) 
2340 NT=ASC<MID*<T*,N,1)>~48 
2350 SOUND1,NT*40,101S0UND2,NT*40+1,10:S 

0UND3,NT *40+2,10 
2355 WAIT13 
2360 NEXTN 
2365 PLAY0,0,0,0 
2370 PRINTsPRINTsPRINTiPRINT 
2380 PRINTSPC<7)"DO YOU WANT INSTRUCTION 

S?" 
2390 6ETK* 
240O IFK*="N"THEN2790 
2410 CLS:PAPER0:INK2 
2420 PRINT:PRINTCHR* <4)CHR* <27)“S"SPC<10 

1 >CHR*<27t"A"! 
2430 PRINTCHR* <27>"J INSTRUCTIONS"CHR*<4 

) 
2440 PRINT SPRINTSPRINTSPRINT:PRINT 

2450 PRINT" While roaming the country¬ 

side in " 

‘2460 PR I NT "your tank you come across a c 

omp1 ex 
2470 PRINT"electrified mare,which stands 

between" 
2480 PR ini"you and your objective." 

2490 PRINT 
2500 PRINT" Unfortunately your tank is d 

amaged " 
2510 PRINT"and you cannot reverse or tou 

ch the " 
2520 PRINT"maze with the front of your t 

ank. “ 
2530 PRINT 
2540 PRINT" However,the enemy has spotte 

d you and"1 
2550 PRINT"are bombarding the maze.Some 

bombs " 
2560 PRINT"wi11 destroy you .others will 

destroy" 
2570 PRINT"the maze.You have 3 lives and 

a choice"; 
2580 PRINT"of 4 skill levels." 
2590 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT 
2600 PRINTCHR*<27)"T"CHR*<27>"L"SPC<6)"P 

RESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE" 

2610 GETK* 
2790 PRINTCHR*<30);SPLAY3,0,0,0 

2800 FORN=0TO26 
2805 WAIT7 
2810 PRINTCHR*<14) 
2820 SOUND1,N*30+20,9 :SOUND2,N*30+21,9 

2830 NEXT 
2835 PRINTCHR*<4>S 
2840 PLAYO,0,0,0 
2850 INK6s CLS 
2860 FORN=0TO10:PRINT:NEXT 
2900 PRINTCHR*<27)"J ENTER SKILL LEVEL 

<0-3> 3 HARDEST" 

2910 GETK* 
2920 IFK*<"0"ORK*>"3"THENSOUND1,300O,0:P 
LAY 1,0,1,5O0sGOTO2850 
2930 SK=<ASC<K*>-48>/20 

2940 RETURN 
300O A*="N BONUS 200“ 

3010 GOSUB90O 
3020 SK=SK+.05 
3030 A*="J WELL IT WON'T BE THAT EASY TH 

IS TIME" 
3040 GOSUB900 

3050 SC=SC+200 
3060 GOTO60 
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On IBM, Sirius, Apricot Compaq, Zenith, 
Olivetti M24, AM-Steam and Columbia, 
WORD PROCESSING, SPREADSHEETS, 
DATABASES have already become indispen¬ 
sable tools of the trade for many people. Now 
another dimension can be added to productivity 
and creativity on this equipment 

Doodle dms combines text and design capa¬ 
bilities to improve the presentation of every 
document that you create. It will enhance the 
way you work and become. 

The tool for your trade 
If you are. 

An Architect 

An Engineer 

An Interior designer 

An Exterior designer! 

In Administration 

In Advertising 

In Education 

In Management 

Doodle does. 

Plans, elevations 

Drawings, illustrated manuals 

Kitchen and bathroom planning 

Garden and landscape design 

Forms design, office planning 

Layouts, presentations 

Visual aids 

Illustrated reports,organisation charts 

Doodle is the tool for all trades 

The Electronic Pencil 
Further Information from: 

Trilex International Marketing Limited, 57 Church Street 
Staines, Middlesex TW18 4XS Telephone: Staines 63771 



PluiPUT?BBC/EL£CTRON 

HAPPY MEMORIES 
This Memory Monitor by Stephen Pate allows BBC and Electron users to view the 64K RAM and ROM. 

Those of you who’ve used the earlier 
Commodore machines will be famil¬ 
iar with the machine language 

monitor (TIM), and will have mourned 
its loss on today’s machines (even the 
Commodore 64). The Memory Monitor 
presented here allows BBC and Electron 
users to view their machines, 64K RAM 

and ROM. 
The display is similar toTIM’s, but the 

method used to alter the contents of 
memory is somewhat different. Once 
you’ve typed the program in and saved 
it, type O, which will display the monitor 

options as follows: 

M displays the contents memory. Type 
in the start address either in decimal or 
in hex (preceeded by a and four digits 
long). Input must be in the range 0-6M36 

After each screenful press the 
space bar to continue scrolling, or one of 
the other option keys. If you press M at 
this point you will be asked for another 

address. 
The I option allows you to insert hex 

digits into memory. First type the 
address (four digits and in hex) followed 

by a space, then type in the data as 

follows: 
&81DF 1F-2013-10 

All digits are in hex. In the example I’ve 
typed, the address sidf followed by a 
space, then followed by the relevant 

data. 
Pressing return places if in location 

sidf, location si eo is left unchanged, 20 is 
placed in siei, and so on. 

You can insert around 170 bytes at 

any one time. 
X exits from the program and returns 

to Basic. 
To save and load blocks of memory you 

should exit from the program and use 
•save and -load commands. To re-run 

simply type run. 3 

. C0B8 7E 06 OC 18 30 30 30 00 

.8000 C9 01 FO IF 60 EA 60 OE 

.COOO 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 .8008 01 42 41 53 49 43 00 28 

. C008 18 18 18 18 18 00 18 00 .8010 -13 29 31 39 38 32 20 41 

.C010 6C 6C 6C 00 00 00 00 00 .8018 63 6F 72 6E OA OD 00 00 

. CO 18 36 36 7F 36 7F 36 36 oo .8020 BO 00 00 A9 84 20 F4 FF 

. C020 OC 3F 68 3E OB 7E 18 oo .8028 86 06 84 07 A9 83 20 F4 

. C028 60 66 OC 18 30 66 06 00 . 8030 FF 84 18 A2 00 86 IF 8E 

. C030 38 6C 6C 38 6D 66 3B 00 .8038 02 04 8E 03 04 CA 86 23 

. C038 OC 18 30 00 00 00 00 00 .8040 A2 OA 8E 00 04 CA BE 01 

. C040 OC 18 30 30 30 18 OC 00 .8048 04 A9 01 25 11 05 OD 05 

. C048 30 18 OC OC OC 18 30 00 .8050 OE 05 OF 05 10 DO OC A9 

.C050 00 18 7E 3C 7E 18 00 00 .8058 41 85 OD A9 52 85 OE A9 

. C058 00 18 18 7E 18 18 00 00 .8060 5 7 85 OF A9 02 8D 02 02 

. C060 00 00 00 00 00 18 18 30 .8068 A9 B4 8D 03 02 58 4C DD 

. C068 00 00 00 7E 00 00 OO 00 .8070 8A 41 4E 44 80 00 41 42 

. C070 oo 00 00 00 00 18 18 00 .8078 53 94 00 41 43 53 95 00 

. C078 00 06 OC 18 30 60 00 00 .8080 41 44 56 41 4C 96 OO 41 

. C080 3C 66 6E 7E 76 66 3C 00 . 8088 53 43 97 00 41 53 4E 98 

. C088 18 38 18 18 18 18 7E 00 .8090 00 41 54 4E 99 00 41 55 

C090 3C 66 06 OC 18 30 7E 00 .8098 ‘.4 4F C6 10 42 47 45 54 

. C098 3C 66 06 1C 06 66 3C 00 . 80A0 9A 01 42 SO 55 54 D5 03 

- COAO OC 1C 3C 6C 7E OC OC 00 . 80A8 43 4F 4C 4F 55 52 FB 02 

. C0A8 7E 60 7C 06 06 66 3C 00 . 80B0 43 41 4C 4C D6 02 43 48 

.COBO 1C 30 60 7C 66 66 3C 00 . 80B8 41 49 4E D7 02 43 48 52 

Listing 

10 REN...........»•••»••••»•••••«.». 
20 MOOT 6sQUX-OiCLSiPRINT'-Elactron H 

onltor.S. 0. Pat* 19G4"'|Q0T0 720 
JO ... 
*0 PRINT ‘•Invalid *ntry "sGOTO 720 
SO EX-OiAX-OlBX-OsCX-OsVOU IS 
60 PROCTls INPUT' "Start Mlrm (DEC. 

or VHEX) *sA* 
70 IF LEFT*(A*,I)---- GOTO 40 
80 IF A*-"0" AX-OiGOTO 140 
90 IF VAL A*-0 AND LEFT*(A*. IX >•(■" G 

OTO 40 ELSE IF LEFT*(A*.I)--6- AND LEN A 
*03 GOTO 40 

100 IF VALA*< >0 AND LENISTR* (VALA*) ) ■ 
>L£N A* GOTO 40 ELSE IF VALA*< >0 THEN AX 
■ VALA*:GOTO 140 

110 EX«2:EDX-6:W*-A*:PROCn*x calc 
120 IF VLX-99999 GOTO 40 ELSE AX-VLX 
130 REN............************** 
140 PRINT' 
ISO CX-0 

f*->-HPROCTliEND 
260 IF A*."I" QUX-OsGOTO 300 
270 IF A*--0“ 0UX*O:PROCootIonaiGOTO 7 

20 
280 IF OUX-I GOTO ISO ELSE GOTO 220 
290 REN.............................. 
300 DEF PROCdata lln* 
310 IF AX<16 TX-J ELSE IF AX-236 TX-2 

ELSE TX-1 
320 IF AX<4096 PRINT “ 1 LEFT*COOO*, T 

XM'AXl- -I ELSE PRINT ”.“«'AXl‘ 'I 
330 LOCAL CXsCX-1 
340 REPEAT 
390 SEX-7AX 
360 IF SEXC16 PRINT ” O-I'SEXI ELSE PR 

INT * "I'SEX! 
370 AX-AX*liCX«CX*l 
380 UNTIL CX-9 
390 PRINT"" 
400 ENDPROC 
410 REN.............................. 
420 DEF PROCh«x_c*le 

320 IF NID*(A*,S,1)<>" “ GOTO 610 
330 W*-A*:EX.ltEDX-3sPROCb*» calc 
340 IF VLX-99999 PRINT' • Incorract hex 

!"I GOTO S10 
330 PSTX-6 
360 IF PSTX>LENM* GOTO 720 
370 IF N1D* <M*.PSTX. 1 )■"-*' GOTO 600 
5G0 IF INSTR(8*,NID*(N*,PSTX.I>,l»-0 O 

R IN5TRCB*,NID*<W*,PSTX*1, 1> . l>-0 GOTO 6 
10 

390 -XVLX-I6* < INSTR <E>*, HID* <M«, PSTX, I > . 
1>-1)«<INSTR(B*,NID*(W»,PSTX.l.1)1)-ltPS 
TX—PSTX*1 

600 VLX-VLX*1:PSTX-PSTX*1lGOTO 360 
610 PRINT’-Invalid data '"sGOTO 720 
620 REN.*. 
630 DEF PROCoptlon* 
640 PRINT'"ELECTRON HONITOR OPTIONS* 
630 PRINT----* 
660 PRINT-N - Monitor m*morv" 
670 PRINT-I - Insert bytes" 
680 PRINT-X - exit 4rom prooram" 

- display options" 

ROOnfl 
Option 7-iGOTO 220 
CTI 
I,1,010101 

Cnfl 
i.oioioioi 

29 

PRINT-0 
ENDPROC 



PAN AND PERSONAL COMPUTER NEWS 

BEST SOFTWARE GLIDES 
FOR THE UiC 20/C0mm0D0RE 64 & SinCLflIR ZK SPECTRUm 

** 

AT ONLY £3.95 EACH! 
The Complete Compendium of Arcade 

Games Software 
* Indexes, including a comprehensive ratings system, of 

available arcade games are combined with reviews and 
screen-shots of the action, giving you access to the best 
of the small-screen software 

* A unique gameplay reference system gives you 
guidance on the tactics needed to rack up the highest 
success 

* Reviews of the entire range of tools currently available 
for the joystick jockey 

pointer 
* Report on the new dedicated game machines as a 

pointer to the future state of play 

★ Tony Takoushi’s devotion to the 
art of arcade action makes The 
Best Software Guides books no 
games player can afford to be 
without. 

* Top quality paperback from Pan/PCN, 256 pages packed 
with information for just £3.95! 

Available from all good bookshops, or complete coupon 
below and return to Pan Books Ltd. Freepost 109, 
14-26 Baker Street. High Wycombe. Bucks HP112TD. 

For immediate 24 hour 
despatch phone 

01-200 0200 and order 
using your credit card. 

10 DAY MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE 

GET MORE OUT OF YOUR MICRO WITH 

BEST SOFTWARE GUIDES 
POST NOW NO STAMP NEEDED 1 PanBooksUri FREEPi ST PC Box ^ 
14 26 Baker Snoot Hut) Wycombe Bucks HP11 2TD 

YES please send me the1 .-. in j BEST SOFTWARE GUIDES i ai*»rhacks 
I understand I may return them w ithrn 10 days if not fully satisfied and receive 
A FULL REFUND 

name(Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms)_ 

address__ 

_ postcode_ 

I enclose my cheque/postal order for £_payable to 
Pan Books Ltd or debit my Access/Barclaycard/Visa/TYustcard 

Signature_ 

Allow up to IS days for delivery This offer available within UK only 

Pan Books Ltd Registered in England Registration No 389591 

CUSTOMER CHECK LtST 

No of books Title Amount 

_ Vic 20/Commodore 64 4r £3 95 _ 

_ Sinclair ZX Stiectrum ft £3 95 _ 

Postage and packing contribution 
Please allow 35p tor the first book ordered plus 
15p for each additional book to a maximum charge 



MERRIE ENGLAND 
Mfto Garrard takes a time trip back to 13th century England and becomes emmeshed in the 

world of Robyn Hode, Maid Marion and the evil Sheriff of Nottingham. Now read on... 

M dventures are becoming as well- 
■ M researched as thrillers these days. 

■ mAfter visiting the Holy Land in 
Jericho Road, you can now take a time 
trip to the 13th century of Robyn Hode, 
complete with 13th century spellings, 
but done courtesy of the very 20th 
century Quill adventure generating 
program, and the people at Runesofl 
deserve to be called scurvey knaves for 
not acknowledging the fact anywhere in 
the program or accompanying leaflet. 

Ye 8torye so farre is that the Sherryffe 
of Notyingham has imprisoned Maid 
Marion in Notyingham Castle and 

charged her with treason for aiding an 
enemy of King John . . . that’s you, 
Robyn Hode himself, and very fetching 
you look in your suit of Lincoln green, 
which is all that you have when you start 
this adventure. If you find the authentic 
spellings a little off-putting, don’t panic 
(to borrow a well-known 13th century 
expression) as they don’t appear very 
much in the program itself, apart from 
the proper names. The spellings and 
geographical facts have been thorough¬ 
ly researched, with thanks being given 
to everyone from the Robin Hood Society 

to the Doomsday Book. 
The adventure is text-only, though 

rumour has it that a graphics version of 
Quill is on the way. The historical 
accuracy of the descriptions adds to the 
game, and there is at least some attempt 
to give atmosphere to the text. But don't 
expect a screen full of purple, or even 
Linclon green prose, as there are about 
200 locations in each part of this 
adventure: reach the end of the first part 
successfully and you will be given a code 
to enable you to commence part two, 
which is on the other side of the cassette. 
This allows you to enter the castle, 
through Nottingham’s famous caves, 

find Maid Marion and escape. 

Marion's arrest 
First things first. You begin outside the 
inn where news of Marion’s arrest has 
just been brought to you by Much, the 
Miller’s son: To the Southeast, the 
North road runs almost straight to 
Newerc. Bemesdale forest stretches to 
the South, towards Scherwode and 

Notyingham.’ It won’t be long before you 
meet a rich nobleman, and you don’t 
need a degree in Medieval History to 
know what Robin Hood would do to him 

... or what he would do with the 
proceeds. 

The tasks do get a little harder, which 

is just as well, but the hundreds of 
locations aren’t exactly littered with 

objects. It’s difficult to strike a good 
balance in an adventure between having 

the player trip over axes, dwarfs and 
dragons every time they make a move, 
and travelling endlessly without ever 

finding anything. Robyn Hode is to¬ 
wards the travelling endlessly side of 
the scale. You spend a lot of time 
wandering round forests, and the tradi¬ 

tional maze isn’t exactly difficult. 
Nevertheless there are some perplex¬ 

ing problems. In several locations you 
are attacked by the SherryflSs soldiers, 
sometimes being mortally wounded 
(when Lytell John arrives to carry you to 

Kirkless Priory, where you fire your last 
arrow to mark your burial place), and 

sometimes thrown into a damp, dark, 
smelly dungeon. You can sleep here in 
the comfortable straw, and the guard 
brings you a hearty breakfast regularly, 
but I haven’t yet found a way of 
overcoming the guard and obtaining a 
key which will open the locked cell door. 

There are also plenty of natural 
hazards, with holes, wells and cliffs to 
fall down if you’re not careful, and apart 
from being pounced on by the soldiers 
(you soon learn where this happens, as it 
isn’t done randomly), I like the way 
you’re usually given sufficient warning 
of any situation where your life may be 

at risk. It’s not the kind of game where 
inexplicable holes appear in the middle 
of the street or rocks fall out of the sky. 

Robyn Hode's an enjoyable adventure, 

but hardly one you need to rush out and 
buy this very instant, particularly as it is 
rather highly priced at £9.95: although 
there are, in effect, two adventures, both 
written using Quill and only occupying 
one cassette. Spectrum software pricing 

is very competitive, and it has to be an 
adventure that’s something special to 
justify charging almost twice the price. 

Making progress 
Runesoft is one of the smaller software 

houses, and I’d also like to quickly 
mention its adventure Paradox, which 
came out a few months ago. There’s 

definitely a vivid imagination at work 
here. You don’t even know what your 
quest is, apart from progress and surviv¬ 
al . Progress is through four different but 
connected divisions of the realm of 

Dream, the first being The Tunnel. As 
you leave your comfortable cottage 
behind you and enter into the network of 
tunnels, you become thirsty. It trans¬ 
pires that you have just 17 moves .in 
which to find a drink (shades of Dennis 
Through the Drinking Glass, though in 
this case water will be quite sufficient). 
You find a pool of water, but if you drink 
from it direct you are poisoned. Just 
beyond is a flask, but as you take this 
way back to the pool is cut off. 

Paradox is also Quill-generated, but 

shows how different you can make 
adventures using this system if you try. 
After The Tunnel comes The Games- 

board, made up of 56 squares which you 
have to cross to reach the Palace, each 
square having its own vivid description 
and many of them containing riddles 

that you have to solve in order to move 
on. Not that you’ve much idea which way 
you’re moving, or which way you ought 
to be moving. Several hours of play later 
I’m still stuck there, and intrigued. 
Worth watching out for in the shops, or 
from Runesoft at 67 Lower Parliament 
Street, Nottingham NG1 3BB. 
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Tk* keyboard r* similar to that on the SX64 and the cursor keys are comrenientiy placed. 

kARDWARE PRO TEST: PLUS/4 

PLUS 4 
ON THE SPOT ■ 

Commodore is set to aim Its Plus/4 at first-time buyers for serious home and 
Introductory business use. Barry MHo» report* on the moves behind this retease. Offering fundamentally the same 

operating system as the Commod¬ 
ore 16 (recently reviewed in PCN), 

the Plus/4 is aimed at the first-time 

buyer, for serious home use and intro¬ 
ductory business use. Priced at £299.95, 
it competes on price with the Commod¬ 
ore 64 (£199 in most places), MSX 
machines at around £200 and the 
Sinclair QL at £400. 

The Commodore 16, which has the 
same operating system, but one quarter 
ofthe memory, is bundled with a cassette 
unit (retail £44), Introduction to Basic 
Part I (£13.95) and four games. 

For serious uge, you need at least the 
cassette unit, making the Plus/4 look 
rather expensive at £350. Clearly Com¬ 
modore is following its usual pattern of 
high prices to begin with, and progres¬ 
sive reductions over time. 

This is a marketing method proven by 
its profits and the world-wide sales, 
currently said to be two million Vies, 
already; a similar number of 64s 
is expected to be sold by the end of 1984. 

A design approach, similarly tried and 

tested by Commodore, is to say in effect: 
'We are the volume producers, so our 
design is the standard.’ Accordingly we 
have non-standard cassette connec¬ 
tions, and cassette units, non-standard 
joystick connections, and serial disk 
connection. 

A whole range of peripherals, includ¬ 

ing a fast disk drive and a new monitor is 
planned for the machine, all in the same 
tasteful shade of charcoal grey, and 
rather attractive too, according to the 
photographs. 

So will it sell, at the price quoted? I 
think so. The sales of the Vic are against 

the natural law of the market. It is 

astounding that a machine with under 
4K of memory has continued to sell, 
against a market background of 16- 

bit, and perhaps 32-bit machines, with 
memories of 128K and 256K becoming 
commonplace. But is it so strange 
really? Now salesmen are told, 'sell 
benefits, not features’. 

Persistent but unconfirmed rumours 
allege that a 128K version of the 64, 
capable of full 64 emulation, and with 
128K addressable from Basic, with 

switching between 40 and 80 columns is 
on the way but Commodore maintains a 
dignified silence. If this machine really 
is planned then it will hit the Plus/4 

market hard. 

Features 
So what is the 'unique selling point’ of 
the Plus/4? It is the integral software 
which gives the machine its character. A 
word processor, spreadsheet, filing sys¬ 
tem, and graphics package are available 
on power-up. Known as 3 Plus 1 (four 
packages), this selection offers windows, 
and genuine integration and a form of 
multi-tasking. 

You can transfer figures from your 
spreadsheet directly to your word 
processor, in RAM, immediately, with 
the window (split screen) showing both 
documents at once! 

The Plus/4’s appearance is definitely 
in its favour. It resembles the lap 
portables in size and shape, and the 
keyboard slopes pleasantly down to a 
low profile nose. The function keys have 

a positive ’click-feel’, which tells you 
very effectively when the keys have 
registered. The Help key, which takes 



M cwiiMctkMis are ciearty marked on tk« rear of the i 

the place of F8, is a great added 

convenience. 
The keyboard is noisier than on the 64, 

but more gently sprung. It is very 
pleasant to use, and lacks only the 
shift-lock warning light to be as attrac¬ 

tive as the portable 64’s. The cursor 

control keys, four of them, are attractive 
and large. It is a little frustrating to have 

no numeric keypad, especially since the 
364 alternative model, with such a pad, 

is to be marketed elsewhere. 
The power connection has at last been 

removed to the back of the machine out 
of harm’s way. Typically with Commod¬ 
ore, the plug is a new design. Also the 
cartridge or memory expansion slot is 

just slightly narrower. 

The joystick ports are different again. 
The Atari-type D-connector has given 
way to a new Commodore design. 
However, Commodore’s own joystick 

will be analog. 
The connection of disk drive to the 

computer is through the hated slow 

serial port. The effect is as before — user 
frustration. We can only hope that the 
'fast-disk drive’ turns out to be really 
fast. Connection to a television or 

monitor is provided for. 
The new reset button is on the side of 

the machine and reasonably out of the 

way of accidental resetting. 
Commodore’s new Basic 3.5 has taken 

account of all the criticisms previously 
aimed at Commodore machines. 

Structured programming isavailable, 

and proper control of sound and graphics 
is provided by new, and self-explanatory 
keywords. A good machine code monitor 
is provided, including the display of the 

ASCII equivalents. 
The trade-off for all these extras is 

that sound has been cut to two voices 

compared with three on the 64, while the 
main reason for the 'serious home user’ 
tag would appear to be the absence of 
sprites. Presumably writing games is 

not ’serious’. 

Software 
On the Plus/4 hitting FI followed by the 
return key gets you immediately oper¬ 
ational, in the word processor. 

Commodore has paid attention to the 

statistical law about 80 per cent of the 

imcWm. 

value being in 20 per cent of the items. 
This implies that most people use only a 
fraction of the facilities to be found in 
these common packages. 

Thus the field was wide open for 
packages which, while not providing all 
the bells and whistles of the fully- 
fledged software, would nevertheless 

offer most of what most people needed. 
Approaching all four packages in this 2ay enabled them to fit into the 32K 

OM. 

Word processor 
The word processor has a good range of 
commands. It works with the 40- 
column screen acting as a window onto a 
document which is a maximum of 77 
characters wide. The mqjor limitation is 
that the maximum length of a document 

is 99 lines — 22 lines appear on the 
screen at any one time. Unfortunately, 
you cannot quickly change to 40 charac¬ 
ters width for rapid editing of the 
document, as you can in Viza write on the 
Commodore 64, for example. You can of 
course change the document width to 

suit you, and reset it for printing. 
Word wrapping does not take place on 

the screen, although it does when you 

print the document. 
For the first time Commodore has 

recognised that people may use non- 
Commodore printers with a Commodore 
computer. Accordingly you can send 
reverse field control codes from within 
your text, so as to take advantage of your 
printers’ more esoteric capabilities, like 
elite, or italic compressed or double¬ 

width characters. 
Also a special command, 'other’, re¬ 

verses the character set to standard 
ASCII, which should solve many inter¬ 
facing problems. Some of the facilities in 
the word processor are very impressive. 

Mail-merge can take place, and 
there’s text movement and copying. 
Most of the instructions will be pretty 
easy to remember. All of these instruc¬ 
tions are inserted into text in reverse 
video (obtained by hitting Control 9), 
following by the appropriate mnemonic 

code and Control 0. 
Pressing Return takes you to a new 

paragraph. It also deletes the remainder 
of the line beyond he cursor. This is bad 

news for experienced users of Commod¬ 
ore’s screen-editor in Basic, who are 
accustomed to using Return anywhere 
in a line, to enter it as a Basic line. They 
will, on occasion accidentally delete 
lines which they wish to retain. Howev¬ 
er, help is at hand! There is what in 
trans-Atlantic parlance would no doubt 

be called an ’Oops’ buffer. 
Putting the cursor at the point where 

the accidental deletion occurred, apd 
hitting the Commodore logo key fol¬ 
lowedby will restore the missing line! 

Block insertion, deletion and move¬ 
ment are available. Blocks of text can be 

up to 16 lines long. This is not a m^jor 
constraint, bearing in mind that the 
maximum document length is 99 lines. 
For insertion, you set a poi nter at the end 

of the text already typed in, using the SP 
(Set Pointers) command. Then you move 
the cursor above this point and type in 
your block of text for insertion. You now 
have the end of the block indicated, but 

not the beginning. 
To define this, you position the cursor 

at the start of the block and use the 
Create Block command. You then move 

the cursor to the place where the block is 
to be inserted, and use the Insert Block 
command followed by Return. The 
insertion occurs above the current 
cursor line, but not at the current cursor 

position in the line. 
Although easier to do than to describe, 

this is pretty clumsy compared with the 
Insert mode of operation common to 
other word processors, which open-up the 
text, and creates space for inserted text 
automatically and apparently effort- 

Cursor stylo: now to Commodore. 
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iARDWARE PRO-TEST: PLUS 4 
lessly! Deleting the block which has 
been identified is accomplished by the 
DB command. 

For moving a block, having identified 
— by Setting a Pointer, and Creating a 
Block, you use Insert Block (IB) to make 
your move. 

Thesmall maximum document length 
— 99 lines — means that linking Files 
will be essential for work of any 
magnitude. The Linkfile command is 

place, using a special file, 'tw* — 
temporary workspace. 

As soon as this has been done you can 
load any file you wish, and start work on 
it. You can set up a continuous printing 
operation, using a whole disk-full of 
linked files. A pause instruction at the 
end of the last file enables you to switch 
disks and carry on! 

You may also be given an instruction 
that the printing should pause after 

will send out the appropriate control 
codes to your particular printer. 

Spreadsheet 
On the spreadsheet, the cell locations 
are described by two numbers rather 
than by the almost universal combina¬ 
tion of letters and numbers for rows and 

columns. This is a pity, because it leaves 
the way open for you to forget which 
comes first — row or column, — when 

. .Imk » T ; ■ 

yy3q*gE|r,j| 

iSItfil Off! MB 
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Keyboard connector 

put at the end of any document, to enable 
the next part to be loaded in, and so on. 

The Merge command is a disappoint¬ 
ment. Simple enough to use, it appends 
the incoming text at the foot of the 
document. Of course you can then move 
it about, but that is a rather clumsy way 
of doing things. If you give the command 
PR, your document will be saved to disk 

automatically, before printing takes 

printing of each page. 

Free Cursor movement is a feature of 
this package. FI Function key takes you 
to the left margin, F2 to column 41, 
Home to the top line of text, and Shifted 

acts as a TAB key. There are no 
commands for emboldening, double 
strike, underline, or similar special 
printer activities. For these you will 
have to use the ASCII function, which 

ON/OFF 

you are giving cell references. When you 
are copying formulae into cells, this is 
particularly dangerous. You cannot 
point to cells by means of cursor 
movements, when making up formulae, 
but on the other hand, you can use labels 
for data instead of cell-references, which 
is a very good feature. 

Function keys FI and F2 are used to 
move from cell to cell, leftwards, and 
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rightwards and you can edit any cell- 
contents, using the left and right arrow 

keys. 
The command to get to the top 

lefthand corner of your sheet is achieved 
in a roundabout way. You hold down the 
CBM logo key, and press 'C' followed by 

typing 'home’. I would have been much 
happier with the use of a Function key 
for this very frequent activity. Similarly 
the GOTO command must be typed out 

in full too. 
The spreadsheet is comparatively 

small — 50 rows by 17 columns. You can 
move about the sheet by using the cursor 
up and down keys. The spreadsheet is 
not intelligent in deciding whether you 
are typing in numbers, text or formulae; 

you must tell it. 
For copying the contents of a cell, hold 

down the CBM key, hit c, then type 
'copy', followed by the cell whose con¬ 
tents you want to copy, into the cell 
where the cursor is. The repeat com¬ 
mand. done by holding down the CBM/ 
key and hitting Q, will enable you to 

copy the same data into a number of 
cells, such as with underlines. 

Replicating formulae relatively is 
given the unusual name “fit”. To copy a 
formula into a number of cells, you must 
use the repeat command, CBM Q). 

Commodore offers windowing for the 
various elements in this set of packages. 
However, the window turns out to be a 
horizontally-split screen, with the abil¬ 

ity to pass data from the spreadsheet or 
graphics package to the wordprocessor. 
You use the block map command to pass 
data from spreadsheet to wordprocessor, 

setting a rectangle to be transferred. 
The amount transferred is 11 characters 
per cell. Up to 36 characters per cell can 
be transferred by using the Map com¬ 
mand. This will also enable you to 
transfer the formulae themselves into 
the wordprocessor, so that they can be 
printed out. This latter is a slower 
process, because you must proceed row 
by row.' 

The usual variety of formats is avail¬ 
able for your number cell by cell. You 
cannot give a command to format 
globally throughout the sheet in inte¬ 
gers for example. 

The sum command works on tows and 

columns of data. Formulae are evalu¬ 
ated from left to right. This iscommon on 
spreadsheets, but some prefer the cor¬ 
rect use of the hierarchy, as in Basic. But 

if you inset column or rows, the formulae 
require adjustments. 

It is possible to copy rows or columns. 

This is not as helpful as we might hope: 
data only is copied, not formulae. 

You can label a cell, and refer to it by 
label. This is a big advantage since the 
numeric system is capable of causing 
confusion. The use of IF True, with a 

number of operators, enables you to 
proceed conditionally. This feature will 

permit you to modify the order of 
calculation. 

You can freeze and unfreeze values in 

cells, which is all to the good. You can 

also left-justify numbers in a cell. 
Numeric constants must be preceded 

by a hash sign. This comes more 
naturally to Americans than to us. 

The spreadsheet requires rather more 

work, and alertness to use than more 
sophisticated ones. However, it has 
many useful features. The graphics are 
merely low resolution bar graphs and 
point graphs of any row of data on your 
spreadsheet. However, the graphs will 

print on any Commodore printer. 
Graphs can be transferred into the 

wordprocessor for labelling and print¬ 

ing. The graphs are scaled automatical¬ 
ly, which avoids the most tedious aspect 
of graphing. But the point graphs are 
created by eliminating all but the 
highest point in each bar of the bar 

graph. 
Although the graphics are primitive, 

they serve a useful purpose. The whole 
package, wordprocessor, spreadsheet 
graphics and file manager are in a single 
32K block of memory! So it is absurd to 
expect too much in the way of facilities. 

File Manager 
The File Manager is also the sort of 
cut-down version which you would 
reasonably expect. Nonetheless, you can 

have records containing up to 17 fields, 
with up to 38 characters in each field. A 
separate disk must be maintained for 
your data, because the Filer does not use 
the Commodore relative file system. 

Random access to a record is not by 
key. You must either know the record 
number of the record (bad news!) or use a 
searching process, whereby your string 
of characters is looked for in any field of 
any record. This is not the fastest of 

processes. The maximum number of 

records on a disk is 999. 
A faster Review command enables you 

to scan through the records more quick¬ 
ly, starting with any record you choose 
(by number). Reporting is done from 
within the wordprocessor, using special 

commands. An EOF command enables 
you to continue the report through the 
file, or the selected section of it which 
you have selected by your own criteria. 

The Pick command carries out your 
selection of records, matching up to 38 
characters. The Picked file can then be 
used for sorts or reports. You can use a 
delimiter of the Highrc Highrecord 
command. This enables you to specify 
the record at which the Sort, Pick, 
Search, Review or Reporting function is 

to stop. 
The fi le manager wi 11 serve as a useful 

introduction to this type of operation. 

Verdict 
The Plus/4 is an interesting machine 
with a lot of good features. As with all 
designs, there are compromises. Howev¬ 
er, there is enough of everything to keep 
most purchasers very happy. Perhaps it 
is a little pricey. Time will tell. IPT 

£299.95 sette por 

• 7501 bus 
32K + 32K for Plus/4 Language Basic 

64K Software Wordproc 

40*25 Database 
320*200 in ROM 

i User port, ROM cartridge Dtetribu- Retailers 

port, two joystick ports, cas- tors 

sette port, monitor socket, 

bus 
Basic 
Wordprocessor, Spreadsheet. 

Database, Graphics package 
in ROM 
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COMPUTER 
PRINTERS 

Keith and Roy Budden 
are able to supply at 

SPECIAL PRICES 

CANON PW1080A 
£289 + VAT Limited Offer 

JUKI 6100 £395 +VAT 
MP 165 (NEW) £299 + VAT 

INTERFACES FROM £45 + VAT 
CABLES FROM £14 + VAT 

to suit all requirements 
All prices plus £9.50 delivery 

Mail Order only 

FOLLY MICRO 
S 0730 894078 

0730 67057 
10 College Street, Petersfield, Hampshire 

9am-9pm every day or send SAE for full range 
We have no connection with any other retailer 



Make Your Fortune in computers! 
Now available for the UK: THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR MANUAL- 

the bestselling American manual on the fastest growing business in history ! 
Start now and prosper in your own computer business ! 

• "The No 1 authority on all facets of the computer business If you've been thinking about entering this lucrative 
business, The Computer Entrepreneur Manual will make you do it.' Chicago Sun Times. 

• "If you re really interested in making your fortune in computers. I recommend that you get a copy of The Com¬ 
puter Entrepreneur Manual." Dr. Campbell. Bits and Bytes. The Spokes min 

e "America's foremost experts on the computer business the computer business offers the best opportunities to 
make the proverbial million or to make yourself financially independent,' Business Opportunities Journal. 

IAII The Facts You Need To Succeed! 
Don't let the profit windfall from the micro computer boom slip through your fingers Now is the best time ever to start' You find all the information 

you need to plan and prosper in computers in The Computer Entrepreneur Manual This bestselling US book on computer opportunities has inspired 
thousands of successful computer businesses in the US The new UK edition contains the unabridged original and additional UK material in a deluxe 
ring binder divided into two parts for easy reference The immense contents include over 100 lucrative computer business opportunities: systems 
house, consulting, freelance programming and selling your software, computer store, word processing service, importing used computers, seminars, 
repairs, list maintenance and more Invaluable facts and figures on how to start, capital needs, profits estimates margins, suppliers, how to market, 
staying ahead of competitors, pitfalls to avoid, suppliers and success stories How missing technical or business experience need not stand in your 
way. Business strategies like how to finance your venture including “shoestring" budgets and how you can start part-time while holding a |0b. surviving the 
crucial first year, the business plan, estimating your market before you start, negotiating techniques to double profits, how to get free ads and free 
merchandise, how to never pay retail again even for one item right now while you're starting your business No book before has given the facts on the 
exciting and lucrative computer business in such a direct and hard-hitting way An Indispensible tool that belongs in every prospective and existing 
computer business Now at special limited time only NO RISK introduction offer see further details below 

- FIND OUT ABOUT NEW OPPORTUNITIES AND KEEP YOUR BUSINESS PROSPERING WITH- 

The COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR JOURNAL 
The Computer Entrepreneur Journal and Newsletter will keep you up with the latest exciting computer opportunities In each 

. _ / issue features such as Dealer Hot Sheet tip you off on the best suppliers and special deals (like a recent sale where our readers 
7'/ could get Winchester disk drive* and high speed printers for less than C150 and Apple II compatible computers tor C30') The 

—Computer Market Newswire column covers new products, industry inside" info, moneymaking tips and where to get free books, 
software A magazines and free on-line data bases US franchise chains are becoming extremely profitable in Europe We give 
you the facts on the up-and-coming US franchises like the lucrative software stores and repair franchises still unknown in the 
UK. and which you can enter tor considerably less than Computertand and other already UK-establ.shed chains 

rTr- The Journal also brings you interesting reader letters, trade show coverage event listings Invitations product reviews and 
streetsmart know-how Two new columns disclose inside moneymaking advice for consultant* and programmers Trade "and 
barter with other computer businesses and announce your products and services in the Entrepreneur's Exchange We forecast 

' new trends how you can best profit from new computer introductions (like recently the Sinclair OL and Apple s Macintosh) and 
from maior changes in the marketplace, like the coming worldwide boom In UNIX-based systems sot off by a 24 billion C(!) bet 
by the US phone giant AT&T. In our Business-of-the-Month features we present at least two new major opportunities exten¬ 

sively m each issue, with start-up instructions, source references, profit estimates, case histories and more And we will, of course, show how UK compan¬ 
ies of all sizes can profit doing business on or with the US comuter market. Find our yourself now. with our no-risk tnal offer, why you will never want to 
part with The Computer Entrepreneur Journal in making your own success story happen! _ 

The Computer Entrepreneur Society 
The Manual and The Journal are two ot tha many services we odor computer 

businesses Wo would also like to welcome you to join the only International association 
lor computer businesses The Computer Entrepreneur Society, at a special charter 
Invitation rate to UK members You » •"toy »n extensive list of benefits and pin a 
select group of individuals as dedicated as yourself to their careers m their own 
computer businesses. Membership includes the Manual and a full one year sub¬ 
scription lo The Journal, one tree manual from those listed below one free tape ol 
your choree from our vast library of computer tape semmars (select one below or trom 
the full tape catalog which will be sent with your membership package) These benefits 
alone more than pay for your membership, but there ar* many more including advis¬ 
ory semen access to the world's largest library of computer business Information, 
directory listings free ads. local chapters, conventions and seminars special publica¬ 
tion discounts Insignia lo display on your promotions and advertising, diploma, privi¬ 
leged member bulletins, volume purchases, consultant and programmers referral 
service and registry, software agency software locator service software development 
assistance, group insurance barter service, pint trade show participation, reciprocal 
agreements with other organizations, on-line access and data bank to The Computer 
Entrepreneur and many other publications Send in the coupon and join now at the 
special invitation rats ol only C 39 50 (less than you pay for The Computer Entre¬ 
preneur Manual. one manual trom the list below and one ‘ 
continue your membership In coming years at this low rata 

Special UK introduction Offer! 
The Computer Entrepreneur Manual .n deluxe ring binder and a two issue Inal 

subscription to The Computer Entrepreneur Journal. C22 95 

On* year full membership m The Computer Entrepreneur Society including 
The Computer Entrepreneur Manual m deluxe ring binder a full one year sub¬ 
scription to The Computer Entrepreneur Journal, one FREE manual from the 
select lor- *-*-—-*-----*“ 

€39 50 
(New members may also take an additional 10% discount on any purchasas of 

the other manuals below l This Introduction offer is limited Mall your order now 
lo taka advantage of the low special rates NO-RfSK TRIAL-GUARANTEE: 4 not 
'*—* — — -n within 30 days lor full refund. 

I sent your software _ 
seeking free-lance programmers in the UK. US and Europe: self- 
publishing. finding distributors documentation and commercial 
debugging €12 50 

a Moonlighting With Your Micro it's hard 10 start a business without a cash reserve 
However most millionaires got started moonlighting part time This book covers the 
spare-time opportunities ot the micro revolution word processing mailing list ser¬ 
vices. information brokerage and many other low start-up cost ventures Also a step- 
by-step course m advertising free publicity and how to finance and manage your part 
time business Make yourself Independent while your micro pays for itseff 02 50 
■ Computer Consulting and Opportunities Abroad Si 000/day New York consultant 
Richard Holt and UK overseas employment experi Kevin Oliver cover all aspects of 
computer consulting marketing finding assignments CVS. how to bwf and set lees 
getting higher rates profitable s-deimes contracts, getting started what you must 
know overseas considerations like taxes and visas Extensive address listings tor 
UK and abroad paying C200. C300/day and up 02 SO. 

The Computer Entrepreneur has a vast selection of computer business seminars on 
audio cassettes Each lasts one to two hours and features famous entrepreneurs kke 
Microsoft S Bill Gates (the MS-DOS inventor) and Rick Inatome me No. 1 computer 
dealer £n|oy these seminars now for fS each, which others paid f'OOa to attend As a 
sampling we offer five tapes from our most popular senes 

e (A) On The Software Horizon with Gates and ATAT computer boss Scanlon (Com¬ 
puter Marketplace Seminars) • (8) Avenues ot Success In Independent Systems 
Sales Reitano Wang (ISO series) a (C) Software Sales Forecast Julius sen Future 

(Software Market Senes), a (0) Surviving the First Year in Busi¬ 
ness Skolmck Desktop (Computer Store Series) e (El What 
Makes A Winner inatome. Inacomp (Winning In Computer Sales) 
AH five C25 New Society members gel one tape tree and may 

' optionally purchase the other four for CIS 

~7o BO. 456 Giin^y&^re'NY ,0,63 USA 

TO: THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR 
42-45 New Broad Street. London EC2M 1QY 

□ I accept the invitation to tow The Computer Entrepreneur Society Send me the 
manual, a one year subscription to The Computer Entrepreneur Journal one free 
manual (tick choice below) and one tape (insert letter for desired tape here 
or await catalogue) and membership package for €39 SO ♦ €3 PAP Important: fill 
in membership portion at the bottom of this coupon 
n Send me The Computer Entrepreneur Manual and two trial issues of The Com¬ 
puter Entrepreneur Journal for €22 95 * €2 PAP If 1 decide not to continue the 

Otherwise brfl me C2S - €2 80 PAP tor one year, thereafter annually with the under¬ 
standing that I may cancel at any time 
Tick here lo order other products 

The Computer Entrepreneur Software Writer's Market €12 50 
Moonlighting with your Micro. €12 50 

~i Computer Consulting and Opportunities Abroad. €12 SO 
Tape Seminar Package: Five Tapes €25 (Members bek here to receive the 

remaining four tapes for CIS) Add 80p per book PAP Cl 80 PAP tor the 5 tapes 
ALL ORDERS ARE DELIVEREO WfTH FULL 30 DAY RETURN PRIVILEGES 
NAME:_ 
ADORE SS: 

Tick method ot payment her* for rv 

□ Visa □Access □Eurocard No 
Signature/dele 
New Society Members: Complete 
To 
bank)'Branch Code andiAddress 

Account Name 
Please pay lo Chemical Bank. ,80 Strand l 
Computer Entrepreneur Account No 381-6S 



ERIPHERALS PRO TEST: BBC 
commands, I came across a bug. If the 
Raven is turned on, with any of the 'on’ 
commands, and then a VDU 21 is used to 
turn off the screen, every time Return is 
pressed, a line feed is sent to the printer 
(presuming it has been turned on with 
•FX 51). VDU 6 stops this happening and 
turns on the screen again. 

The easiest cure is to use *FX 5 o to 
select a printer sink, as long as you don’t 
want to use a printer at the same time as 
the screen is off. 

The *SSAVE and •SLOAD commands 
enable screens to be saved from the 
Raven’s RAM. These are of standard 
format, and can be loaded to the screen 
with the Raven board switched off i ‘LOAD 
lfo). Alternatively, if you have a high- 
resolution screen that has been saved 
from the normal screen RAM, it can be 
loaded into the Raven RAM with *SLOAD 
lfn. 

What you can’t do is switch between 
the two screen areas to achieve anima¬ 
tion effects. This is a shame since most 
other micros allow some kind of facility 
for doing this with two high-resolution 
screens held in the computer’s memory 
at one time. 

Documentation 
The booklet with the Raven is very light 
on the details of how the system works. 
All that you get is a general description, 
the fitting instructions, the commands 

available from the ROM and a note at the 
back that tells you to fill in your 
registration form so that you can be 
notified of software updates. 

There is also a note stating that 
upgrade ROMs are available if you send 
your EPROM plus £1.00 to Raven. This 
is due, according to Raven, to the fact 
that there is lots of space left on the ROM 
and they might as well fill it with 
something (and also repair the bug). 

Verdict 
The Raven does solve the memory 
problem for the BBC, it gives you back 
all the memory that is normally allotted 
to the screen. Fitting is easy, even for 
those of us without waldo fingers. Its 
only problems are lack of technical 
details on the system, and one rather 
insignificant bug. 

If you feel that you are suffering from 
lack of memory then the Raven is quite a 
good buy. 

On the other hand, it will be almost 

completely incompatible with virtually 
any piece of software you are likely to 
buy. |T 

extension pack may be « reason¬ 
able solution, says Kenn Garroch. 

Product Raven-20 20K expansion RAM System 
BBC micro Pries £69.95 Manufacturer Raven 
Micro Products 0733-260930 
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MUSIC MICRO PLEASE!! 

LVL S ECHO I is a high quality 3 octave keyboard of 37 full sired keys operating electroni 
cally through gold plated contacts The keyboard which is directly connected to the user port of 
the computer does not require an independent power supply urut 

The ECHOSOFT Programme 'Organ Master written for either the BBC Model B or the 
Commodore 64 supplied with the keyboard allows these computers to be used as real time synth 
esizers with full control of the sound envelopes The pitch and duration of the sound envelope can 
be changed whilst playing and the programme allows the user to create and allocate his own 
sounds to four prc-dcfined keys 

Additional programmes in the ECHOSOFT Senes are in the course of preparation and will be 
released shortly 

Other products in the range available from your LVL Dealer are our 
ECHOKtT (£4.95)* External Speaker Adaptor Kit. allows your Commodore or BBC Micio 
computer to have an external sound output socket allowing the ECH050UND Speaker amplifier 

ECHOSOUND (£49 951* A high quality speaker amplifier with a 6' dual cone speaker and a full 
6 wan output will fill your room with sound The sound frequency control allows the tone of the 
sound output to be changed 

Both of the above have been specifically designed to operate with the ECHO Series keyboard 
The ECHO PRODUCT FAMILY breaks both the SOUND and PRICE BARRIERS representing 

outstanding quality and value for money 

' Inclusive of VAT 

LVL 
Scientific House. 

Bridge Street. Sanducre 
Nottingham NC10SBA 

Telephone (0602) 394000 
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Oh what a night, drinking, dancing and 
singing 'til dawn, now It's time for all 
the revellers to make their way home. 
Being a little worse for drink, you 
decide to walk home in the cool night 
air. rather than taking a taxi. Singing 
merrily along the way, you walk through 
the park and skip lightly over the ducks 
and catch the notes of music that seem 
to hang in the air. But be careful when 
approaching the railway, trains still run 
at this time of day and wild dogs are in 
search of food I When you have collected 
all the notes on the level you arc on you 
will proceed to the next, collecting a 
time bonus on the way. 

Miner Willy's first outing on the 
Commodore VIC 20. 

Available on the VIC 20 + 
16K expanded 

Its army to enormous dimensions, soon 
its attack on mankind will commence. 
Exploring the outer regions of a weird 
landscape, your secondhand ‘ground 
skimmer' has only a single laser In its 
armoury. Discovering the Dodo's secret 
means you must destroy as many beings 
as possible, as the Dodo will try 
anything in its power to prevent the 
secret getting out. The game has 9 
attack waves with progressive difficulty 
and speed. There's a bonus life every 
10.000 points and bonus points after 
every wave, dependant on which level 
you are on (Bonus Wave number x 
1000). After the wave bonus the Dodo 
must be hit 12 times, by bringing the 
number on the right of the score from 
88 to 100. The number of'Mults'. 
'Wallys' and 'Buildas' Is also dependant 
on the wave number. 
WARNING: 'Mults' are not affected by 
laser fire, but in fact, feed on it. The 
ground-skimmer' can be destroyed on 
collision with any enemy or enemies 
weapons, or by letting the BBs' (purple 
coloured enemy) getting to the far right 
of the screen. 

Available on the unexpanded 
VIC 20 

rsi i \ 



Deep In the kitchen of one of the town* 
first class restaurants amongst the hustle 
and bustle. Little Thwitchy Thwilly has just 
been selected from the aquarium as a 
customers main course ... panic ... 
sitting In the oven hLs first thought is 
survival and how to escape. As the oven is 
ignited and the flames start to rise he 
realises his only hope is to collect the 
dripping condensation from the pipe at 
the top of the oven and try to extinguish 
the flames. It's going to be tough, he 
must survive through ten different ovens 
and face added hazards such as the 
rotating spit, spinning food debris, oven 
foam and the restaurants pet dog. Fatty 
Schizo licnry, who by the way often enjoys 
a snack from the restaurants aquarium. 
Can you help him? 

Available on the unexpanded 
VIC 20 

Once you were the head gardener in charge 
of a group of ten power-flowers. These have 
been stolen and hidden in a set of caves, 
from which you must retrieve them. The 
flowers arc protected by forceflclds. gates, 
begonias and patrolling snap-dragons. Be 
careful as the flowers are poisonous and 
you must find a pot to put each flower in 
before you try to pick it up. 
The beans in the cave are harmless and 
extra points will be achieved by picking 
them up along the way. but don't touch 
their stalks. 
If anything is touched other than a pot. 
beans, fuel dumps for re-fueling, sprays 
which can be used to stun the snap 
dragons, or a plant if you have a spare pot. 
the result will be that you arc teleported to 
the start of the game. It is possible for you 
to leave your transported back to your 
teleport. You begin the game with four 
teleport charges and an extra charge Is 
gained for every flower collected. 

You play the roll of a spider in this 
extremely compelling game and you are 
faced with escaping from some very 
perilous situations. 

You arc trapped in a hole from which you 
must escape, but there arc other insects in 
the hole which make your task more 
difficult, as contact with any of them will 
lead to instant death. However you are not 
totally defenceless you arc capable of 
leaving a web trail which only snails can 
cross. By collecting the twigs that are 
littered around and storing them against 
the left hand side of the hole between the 
two stones a bridge will form and you will be 
able to climb out. But be careful — there 
arc 15 hazardous situations to contend 
with — each one more difficult than the 
last. 

Available on the 
Commodore 64 

For Mail Order only: 
Software Projects, P.O. Box 12, L25 7AF 

Selected titles available from:— 
John Menzies, MMV, Roots, Woofworth, 

Spectrum and other large department 
stores and all good major software 

I Access Ca 

| name. 

| Address.. 

I For Mail Order only: 
^Software Projects. P.O. Box 12, L25 7AF J 



CHEETAH CHOICE 
The latest add-on keyboard fof the Spectrum ho the fed of a professional 

About H, aHhoagh probe for thaCfcaetali aright be aowewhat—tad 

because of lb strange layout John Lattice runs hit fingers over the 

new keyboard and compares It with the Transform. A Spectrum keyboard that makes 
your machine look like its deadliest 
rival, provoking outraged cries of: 

'Strewth, it’s a Commodore’ from your 
friends, may not immediately seem the 
smartest of ideas. And in a favourable 
light, the Cheetah 68FX1 looks a dead 

ringer for a mysterious new relation of 
the 64’s. 

but wait before you pass by on the 
other side. One of the intriguing things 
about the Cheetah keyboard is that it 
could easily pass for a commercial micro, 
and in this sense it’s leaving behind the 

more or less hacker-style cases we’ve 
been used touptill now. The professional 
look of the Cheetah is a sign that the 
add-on keyboard market is growing up. I 

couldn’t get the arrangement to fit 
properly inside the case, and anyway the 
screw holes seemed to be in the wrong 
position, so I gave up, noting along the 
way that there didn’t seem to be any 
provision for a ribbon cable to the 

Microdrive anyway. 
Fortunately, the Spectrum PCB fits 

well to the back of the Cheetah, so you 
can still use Interface 1 externally, 
although it spoils the typing angle. 

You certainly can’t get the power 
supply inside the case, but trying to fit 
one can all too often be a bed of nails, so 
this is no bad thing. 

Keyboard 
The keys are laid out in two sections — 

they’re to be used for later amendments. 
Considering the fact that a couple of 

extra keys have been added, it’s puzzling 
that the Cheetah doesn't have separate 
punctuation keys. With the addition of 
these it would be a reasonable option for 
word processing, but without them its 
scope is severely limited. 

Verdict 
The basic concept of the Cheetah is good, 
but the execution lets it down badly. 
Some keys have been added for no good 
reason, while the keys that could have 
made it a good buy have been omitted. 
Of course there are other cases around 
that it outclasses, but it’s expensive, and 
in its chosen price bracket it’s competing 
against the Transform model. 

Sure the Cheetah makes the Trans¬ 
form look unwieldy, but the latter does 

have the extra punctuation keys, and 
the layout is considerably more sensible. 
Similarly, although the Transform’s 

6nxi r 
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Construction 
The top of the case is moulded in stiff 
black plastic, and a metal base fits 
snugly into this. The whole set-up is 
solid and robust without giving the 
impression, as so many Spectrum 
keyboards do, of being a throw-back to 
the 'build your own micro’ days. 

The quality of the printing on the 
keytops reinforces this impression—the 
legends are clear and easy to read and 
gentle scraping with a fingernail failed 
to make any impression on them, so they 
look to be fairly durable. 

The Spectrum’s printed circuit board 
bolts onto the Cheetah’s metal base, 
using a series of nuts, bolts and metal 
pillars. The review model came with 

eight washers to facilitate this, and no 
matter how I puzzled over it, the 
instruction sheet seemed to require 12, 
but it seemed to fit well together with 
what I had. 

Fitting Interface 1 was more of a 

problem. The instructions tell you to 
take off the base of Interface 1 then 
'marry Interface 1 to 28 position slot of 
Cheetah’. Having done this, I found I 

the main keyboard and a 15 key numeric 
pad. The feel of the keys is good, but the 
space bar has just a little too much of a 
rattle and, in my view, the layout is 
weird. 

The basic Spectrum layout is used, but 

at the bottom right of the main section 
there are four extra cursor keys, an extra 
shift, and a RUN key. I don’t see the 
utility of the latter at all as, although 

single-key entry may be a useful addi¬ 
tion to other micros, it’s a bit pointless 
considering the Spectrum already has it. 

The end result of the additions is that 
the symbol shift is lost among the rest of 
the keys (you keep hitting the extra shift 

instead) and the Enter key is displaced 
up to the second top row. There’s and 
extra graphics shift key next to Enter, 
and at the top right are Edit, Delete and 
Break keys. Delete is useful, but Edit is 
limited by being mixed up in the body of 
the keys again, and considering Break 
duplicates the space bar, it’s probably 
the most useless key ever to grace a 
keyboard. 

Apart that is from the three blank 
keys on the Cheetah we reviewed. I could 
find no role for these, and imagine 

insides have somthing of a Heath 
Robinson aspect to them when filled 
with PCB, Interface 1 and power pack, at 
least there’s no question that you can get 
them all in! 

Having said that, the Cheetah is 
certainly of a quality to allow it to take 
its place among the great extension 
keyboards of our time, and with the 
caveat that wiring in too many extra 
keys to a Spectrum can cause consider¬ 
able problems, rearranging layouts and 
wiring up different keys is only a minor 
expense for keyboard manufacturers. So 

if I’m right about layout problems’ it 

would seem likely that the Cheetah will 
be amended and will be a more worth¬ 
while buy. |P) 

Prato* Cheetah 68FXI Price £5.95 
M—fcttow London Microtech 01-900 
0037/8/9 
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The Graduate. 
The first IBM PC compatible upgrade 

for the BBC model B micro. 
From only £764.00 the new 

Torch Graduate will upgrade your 
BBC Model B to a powerful 16 bit 
business computer. 

Disc and hardware compatible 
with the IBM PC, the Graduate is 
the latest addition to the Torch 
range of BBC upgrades. It’s 
MS™-DOS operating system is 
customised to IBM compatibility 
allowing exploration of the massive 
range of IBM compatible business 
software, programming aids, 
compilers and languages universally 
available from most major software 
houses. 

Introduction to MS -DOS 
The Graduate offers two levels 

of upgrade, the G400 and the 
G800, both with 128K on board 
user memory as standard 
(optionally 256K). This can be 
increased to 1.2 Mbytes with an 
IBM compatible expansion board. 
The G400, contains a single, 
double sided 320K formatted disc 
drive and provides the low cost 
introduction to MS™ -DOS for the 

TORCH <fl 
COMPUTERS -J>«i* 

Lighting the way ahead. 
Torch Computers Limited 
Abberley House, Great Shelford. Cambridge CB2 5LQ. 
Telephone (022?) 841000. Telex818841 TORCHG. 

SPECIFICATION 

• 8088 16-bit processor runtime .a 5 Mk 
• !28Kor2$6K RAM 
• MS™-DOS operating system customised 
to IBM compatibility 
• Model 15400 - Steele, double tided, 
high density disc drive (320K formatted) 
• Model CISCO - Twin. double sided, high 
density disc dnves (640K formatted) 
• Integral stabilised power supply 
• 2 IBM PC compatible hardware 
expansion buses 
• Software compatibility allows Lotus 
1-2-3 and all popular IBM PC buuncss 
programs to tun without modification, 
subject to the constraints of the BBC 
keyboard and display 
• Disc interface is not required 

Keyboard text and graphics supplied by 
BBC Model B 

• THE GRADUATE • 

user who wants real 16 bit power 
from his Model B. 

More data storage 
A step up from the G400 is the 

G800 which offers twin, double 
sided 320K disc drives for extra data 
storage. Both the G400 and the 
G800 provide the possibility of 

further expansion for networking, 
modems, etc., via the IBM 
compatible hardware slots provided 
by the Graduate models. Each 
model comes complete with a well 
written user/technical manual and 
connecting leads. 

lust plug it in 
Unlike other add-ons there is 

no need to open the BBC to make 
the connection. The compact and 
tidy Graduate models simply plug in 
to the 1 MgH: bus on the Model B. 
Within minutes you can be up and 
running with an IBM PC compatible 
system that really means business. 

The range 
Add 256K RAM. 640K disc- 

storage and IBM PC compatibility 
to the BBC Micro for less than 
£1000 ex. VAT. 
GraduateG400( 128K)£764 inc.VAT 
Graduate G400 (2 56K )£815 inc .VAT 
GraduateG800( 128K)£949inc.VAT 
Graduate G800 (2 56K) £1087inc .VAT 

For further information 
complete the coupon today. 

To: Torch Computers Ltd., Abberley House, Great Shelford 
Cambridge CB2 5LQ. Telephone (0223) 841000 
Please send further information on the Graduate and the 
address of my nearest dealer. 

Name _ 

Address _ 

_ Telephone _ 

The Ocadoue.»i il.Ktu.rJ h T,«h ComruK » hu« (hu Tnhnuiupo LiJ 



OFTWARE 
WA We take a peek at the new software packages, and give you a taste of things to come. Note to 

software pubMshers: N you wish your company’s product to be jnduded,piease send onty the very 
latest releases to Bryan Skinner, Software editor, PCN, 62 Oxford Sinet, London W1A2HG. 
_Please don’t forget to include prices and telephone numbors._ 

AMSTRAD IT BBC a Ghouls, an exam- 

standard of Am- 

rocketing now. is 
a very competent 

Micro Power’s 
BBC and Elec¬ 

tron game. It’s a platform affair 
with Pacman overtones, but the 
graphics are very well done. 

ASK’s latest educational 
program. Number Painter is 

designed to improve mental 
arithmetic. Players move Mr 
Painter up and down ladders to 
collect numbers, trying to pre¬ 
vent him from falling down. 

If you’ve ever fancied your¬ 
self as a landloard. Country 
Cottages should interest you. 
It’s a property game — you buy 
and rent cottages, struggling 
against hazards such as burg¬ 
lars, fires and ghosts, the aim 
being to reach a specified target 
of capital. 

Ghoul* £6.95 Micro Power 0532 458800 

Number Painter £8.95 ASK 01-874 6046 

Country Cottage* £7.95 Sterling Software 01-258 0066 

1 SPECTRUM !| 
Fancy a bit of 
martial arts? 
Well. Kung-Fu is 
just for you. The 
game features 
wire-frame pug¬ 
ilists, movement 
is smooth and 
there’s an option 

to see a slow motion replay of 
winning strikes. Played 
against Oriental backdrops, 
you take on another player or 
your Spectrum. The theme’s 
novel, nicely done and deserves 
to do well. Bug-Byte's other 
release. Turmoil is a platforms 
game with neat graphics and a 
good theme. Your task is to fill a 
car with oil — you must collect 
an oil can, then stand under an 
oil tank from which oil drops 
descend. Then you take the 
filled can to the car. Life isn’t 
made easy by the sword-wield¬ 
ing Arabs, nor by the screen 
layout, nor by having to stand 
on moving walkways. Fortu¬ 
nately, there’s a training mode. 

Setting a time limit to adven- 

Zombie, Zombie 

World Globe 

CeuutryCettagee_gj» 

< »i|p« i n> East Berta_£5.95 

■reck Hni_ £7.95 

Castle of Gems 
gjjKUSNgjjSj features Bertie 

collect gems, and 
stay one jump 
ahead of gem gob- 
biers, gremlins 
and trees. The 
scenarios are 

Escher-type staircases, but the 
perspective can be more than a 
bit strange. Gems are scattered 
around, and as with Pacman, 
walking over them collects 
them, with an additional bonus 
if you get the last one on the 
screen. Some antagonists can 

be despatched easily, but others 
are immune to your efforts. 
Graphics are quite well done, 
but there’s barely anythingelse 
to it. 

LSL Logo is a 16K EPROM, 
hence the price, and is the result 
of two years’ development by 
Catsoft, the company commis¬ 
sioned by the DTI for the 
feasibility of a BBC Logo. Writ¬ 
ten entirely in assembler it 
takes Logo away from the 
primary school image it seems 
to have acquired, offering float¬ 
ing point arithmetic and list 
processing. 

tures is unusual, but that’s the 
name of the game in Assign¬ 
ment East Berlin. It’s a text- 
only adventure, with a noun¬ 
verb only phrase analyser. 

Eclipse continues to turn out 
astronomical programs. Latest 
is a computer verson of a globe. 
Continents are drawn in out¬ 
line, any point on the planet’s 
surface can be at screen-centre 
and you can rotate the globe in 
one or 15 degree (hourly) inter¬ 
vals. Expensive at £7.45, but 
interesting. 

Want to get to know yourself? 
Life-Line, it's claimed, presents 
a fascinating new way of ana¬ 
lysing your character, disting¬ 
uishing between the personal¬ 
ity you project and your real 
self. Fun and instructive as 
they are there’s an argument 
that computer questionaires 
are worse than those in maga¬ 
zines, as people tend to believe 
what the computer tells them. 
Life-Line categorises you into a 
personality type, such as Lead¬ 
er, Coordinator or Researcher. 

051-709 7071 

9f-9yta 051-709 7071_ 

fcgrt 6yM—» 090004 235 

<Mda6w 6703 20169_ 

Qwtckahva 0703 20188_ 

Ecipee, 79 Ardreeeaa Gdu, 
Wecceetar Pk, Surrey_ 

OM. 01-533 2910_ 

OH 01-533 2910_ 

Cm 01-533 2010_ 

Pr»0 0023 54409_ 

Stiff Software 01-250 0050 

SletOf Software 01-258 0066 

ItS Gold 021-632 6633 

Castle of Gems £5.70 MRM 0472 44304 

Felix meets the Weevil* £6.95 Micro Power 0532 458800 

Swf £6.95 Micro Power 0532 458800 

Plutonium Plunder £6.95 Micro Power 0532 458800 

European Knowledge £6JS Micro Power 0532 458800 

Number Painter £9.95 ASK 01-874 6046 

( COMMODORE 64 
SGood news for 64 

owners is the re¬ 
cent deluge of 64 
software. Even 
better news is 
that the majority 
is pretty good. 

Summer Games, 
is probably the 

definitive Olympic games prog¬ 
ram, way ahead of even Daley’s 
Decathlon, Micro Olympics and 
Decathlon. Doodle looks to be a 
very nice piece of graphics 
software. 

So you thought straight 'In¬ 
vaders’ shoot-em-ups were 
dead? Mr Micro’s Ad Infinitum 
shows there’s life in the old dog 
yet. 

What with all these literary 
and mythical games—Peg as is. 
Avalon, Gandalf etc, it’s not 

surprising that someone's gone 
back to the Greek classics and 
come up with an adventure 
based around Orpheus. In your 
travels through the 120 
screens, you encounter fire¬ 
balls, deadly birds, poisonous 
[ilants and the like, while new 
ives are gained by touching the 

’Sterling’ logo. Treasures are 
collected for points. 

Catastrophes is a curious mix 
of game-styles. Your task is to 
manoeuvre your helicopter to 
collect bricks and build as tall a 
building as possible. Hazards 
include low-flying aircraft, 
storms, earthquakes and flood. 
In Star Egg you must first 
overcome the Guardians, and 
enter the hatchery to kill off 
newly-hatched aliens. The 
hatchery is a network of levels, 
ladders and lifts. 

Orpheus in the Underworld £6.95 Sterling Software 01-258 0066 

Ad Infinitum £7.50 Mr Chip 0492 79026 

KiksUrt £7.50 Mr Chip 0492 79026 

Catastrophe* £6.95 Mirrorsoft 01-353 0246 

Star Eggs £6.95 Mirroreoft 01-353 0246 

Cave Fighter £6.99 Bubble Bus 0732 355962 

Zaxxou £9.95 US Gold 021-832 6633 

Strontium Dog £7.95 Quicksihra 0703 20169 

Ant Attach £8.95 Quicksiha 0703 20169 

See-Saw £7.95 Quicksihra 0703 20169 

Doodle £14.95 QuicksAva 0703 20169 

Summer Game* £14.95 QuicksAva 070320169 
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GRIFHiS 
COMPUTERS 

Acornsoft (C) 

Micro power (C) 

Micro power (D) 

Wordwise (R) 

Graphics (R) 

Disc doctor (R) 

Caretaker (R) 

Printmaster (R) 

The Bristol 
Personal 
Computer 
and Home 
Technology 
■ Show B 

BBC B Please ring for 

latest offers. 

Acorn electron £i9$.oo 

Disk drives 100K £99.00 

A full range of peripherals is available, prices on appli¬ 

cation. Printers—£172.00. Monitors—£199.00. Discs 

from only £12.00. 

All the above prices include V.A.T. (a 15% 

(C>—Cassette (D)— Disk (R>—ROM 

(,/<//// \ cuiinm-Rs 
. /< i/\s/<>/</) /«> I/). SI INS 11 I/) 

I SSI \ ( !/_’_/ ShU 

LI. 027U Si 22m 

BUYING A DISC? 

FIRST CONSIDER THE 

BRISTOL EXHIBITION 
CENTRE 

OCTOBER 26th,27th, 
28th, 29th 1984 

Home Tech '84. Telephone (0272) 650465/650415 

* Provides all the facilities of a disc 
at a fraction of the cost. 

* Available for BBC, Dragon# Nascom 
computers. 

IKOfl > lAUGHARNt 
C ARM AH THIN 

/ COmPUTER PRODUCTS MU«X 

Tel. Laugharne (099 421) 515 
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AMERICAN FOOTBALL 

After you’ve finished watch¬ 
ing American Football on 
Channel 4, you can flick round 
to channel 36 on your Spec¬ 
trum* (and soon 1 understand, 
your Commodore 64s) and play 
the game yourself, minus the 
bruises. 

There are probably two ways 
to design a game based on the 
Gridiron. One I played years 
ago on a Tandy (of course) 
required you to take direct 
charge of one of the players 
using a joystick. As soon as the 
whistle went the screen was a 
mad blur of stick men running 
in all directions. 

Those primitive days are over 
— technology forges on. Amer¬ 
ican Football from Argus Soft¬ 
ware casts the player as coach. 
Your job is to choose the offen¬ 
sive or defensive 'play’ most 
likely to succeed under the 
prevailing circumstances of the 
game. Once you’ve issued in¬ 
structions, your team of min¬ 
ions gets on with it. 

The outcome seems to hinge 
on a combination of mostly luck 
and a little good judgment. You 
obviously don’t know which 
play your opponent is going to 
choose and there seems to be a 
random element built in so the 
outcomes of identical offensive/ 
defensive plays don’t produce 
predictable results. 

I imagine much careful cod¬ 
ing has gone into this. The 
screen action is very good — 
all the little figures do a 
remarkable job of running ab¬ 
out at the same time. Argus has 
thankfully provided a fairly 
comprehensive rules and 
strategy guide as a primer to 
the finer points of the game. It’s 
not exactly action-packed, as 
you spend a fair bit of time just 
sitting there waiting for your 
team to take up positions. But I 
suppose you could always resort 
to hot dogs and popcorn to All in 
the odd moments, just as you 
would at a real match. 

American Football is well 
designed with a nice hei-p 
facility and a scoreboard. It 
would have been a good touch to 
include those inane little 
phrases of organ music that 
come over the speakers at 
the real thing, but there 
you go. Ian Scales 

Rating: 8/10 
Price £9.99 Publisher Argus 
01-437 0626 

COMMODORE 64 

ZIMSALABIM 

If you’ve always wanted to star 
in one of those turkish delight 
advertisements but have never 
been asked, here’s the game for 
you as the sole survivor of the 
Sultan’s vicious raid on the 
villageofZimSa/aBim.There’s 
no money left and there’s no 
food, so it’s been left up to you to 
break into the Sultan’s palace 
and recover the gold he pil¬ 
laged. After that you have to 
find the secret cave and give the 
gold back to the village elders. 
What could be easier? You’ve 
only got to get across the 
burning desert to the palace 
walls, break in and grab the 
loot. 

But with marauding nomads 
intent on robbing you and 
leaving you for the vultures, 
there’s also the problem of 
running out of water. Believe 
me, there are no Perrier bottles 
out there. 

So you’ve reached the palace 
walls and carefully avoided the 
guards only to be faced with the 
pitiful sight of a poor beggar 
slap bang next to the food stall. 
If like me you’re chivalrous, 
you’ll try to get food for him — 

but beware Islamic law. Even 
when you get inside the palace 
you are nowhere near safe and 
dry. One little slip up and there 
you are — slung in a damp, dark 
dungeon, life slipping away and 
nostrils assailed by the smell of 
rotting food. If there’s a way out 
of here, I couldn’t find it. 

The graphics on this game 
are amazing. Wherever you 
travel on this scrolling screen, 
you can see your immediate 
surroundings in full colour. All 
the objects you have to collect 
are there to see and the obsta¬ 
cles are only too obvious. And 
all accompanied by the most 
atmospheric Eastern music. 

Rating: 8/10 
Price £9.95 Publisher Melbourne 
House 01-940 6064 

V\YT COMMODORE 64 

FALCON PATROL II 

Your VTOL jet (that’s Vertical 
Take-Off and Landing to the 
uninitiated) seems to have got 
right up the enemy’s nose. You 
have gained the upper hand in 
the war and they are about to 
launch their final, all outattack 
on your shattered town. So FPII 
is the follow-up to the original 
Falcon Patrol. 

Being a VTOL jet the Falcon 
is a pretty nippy little aircraft. 
It’s highly manoeuvrable but 
requires considerable slowing 
down before you can hover or 
change direction to chase the 
enemy. But the enemy is no 
pushover. Its helicopter attack 
squadron contains colour-coded 
transports which, although un¬ 
armed, drop flak batteries and 
radar jammers, and there are 
gunships designed to lure you 
into making mistakes. Once 
dropped, the flak batteries re¬ 
lease their deadly contents into 
the air and the radar jammers 
distort your radar screen which 
indicates the position of the 
enemy helicopters. Blasting 
the radar jammers will deacti¬ 
vate them. 

Fully fuelled and fully 
armed, the Falcon carries 100 

missiles but these won’t last for 
ever. At times you will need to 
both refuel and rearm in order 
to carp' on the battle. To do this 
you will need to drop in on one of 
the strategically located land¬ 
ing pads. But beware — those 
which have sustained more 
than 75 per cent damage will be 
out of action and you may find 
yourself grounded. That’ll 
teach you not to fire indiscrim^ 
nately. 

An audible warning sounds 
when fuel gets close to danger 
level. There are 16 levels to 
proceed through and you gain 
an extra life at every fifth level 
you crack. Not surprisingly, the 
further you proceed, the 
heavier the enemy forces seem 
to get. Time to get stuck in, I 
think. Very good. Keith Mason 
IUti«r7/10 
Price £7.95 Publisher Virgin 
Games 01-221 7535 

SPECTRUM 

HAMPSTEAD 
I thought climbing the social 
ladder would be a piece of cake 
—but after playing Hampstead 
I’ve had second thoughts. 

Because you’ve got to climb 
up, you naturally have to start 
at rock bottom. So here I am 
sitting in the lounge of a smelly 
council flat in North West 
London, watching ’3-2-1’. 

To move in a direction, it’s a 
single letter command, so I 
went East. There I hit the 
kitchen where there’s a pile of 
dirty plates and take away 
cartons. Being a house-proud 
person I decide to 'Wash Plates’ 
(as I thought that this was the 
kind of thing you’d have to do to 
attain Hampstead). The re¬ 
sponse I got was: ’You Can’t Do 
11181’. 

Anyway, I go further East, 
and there’s a backyard with a 
locked shed and a closed gate. 
After several attempts I get the 
gate open and go do wn a narrow 
street towards the dole office to 
get my money. 

In the distance is the sign post 
to Hampstead. But alas. I’ve 
forgotten to get dressed and get 
nabbed for indecent exposure. 
Then I’m told I’ll never attain 
Hampstead with a criminal 
record. 

Next time round I explore 
more of the flat where I come 

across live fungi on the bedroom 
walls and the remains of last 
night’s vindaloo and chips in 
the bathroom. I can’t imagine, 
why this distasteful description 
should add to the game—it just 
made me feel sick. 

In the bedroom I find a 
tracksuit and work my way 
back to the gate, to once again 
tread the short and narrow path 
to Hampstead. But my luck ran 
out when I got mugged by a 
gang of thugs. Oh, well, Hamp¬ 
stead was just never meant for 
me. 

This is quite a good game in 
terms of a challenge. There’s no 
graphics to add to the text — on 
second thoughts, I don't think 
I’d like to see the remains of 
chicken vindaloo. But the docu¬ 
mentation is well done, setting 
the scene and giving a few 
hints. 

Rating: 7/10 
Price £9.95 Publisher Melbourne 
House 01-940 6064 
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The 
Sensible Solution 

-separates 
the business tools 

The SENSIBLE SOLUTION ” is an 

innovative approach to micro¬ 
programming - a truly multi-user 
relational data/procedural language. 

SENSIBLE SOLUTION is a complete 
language, with programs so compact 
that one page of its source code is 
equivalent to ten pages of BASIC 
language programming. Shorter 
programs and English Language 
commands make program creation, 
modification and debugging a pleasure. 

SENSIBLE SOLUTION runs on CP/M/“ 
MP/M,” MS-DOS, ” DPC/OS, " Turbo 
DOS. ” MM/MOST/” n/STAR,r” 
NOVELLE and many other networks, 
with Unix soon available. 

Features include 
• Automatic screen and data file creation. 
• Multiple screens in one program. 
• Multiple key, multiple lileB-tree data 
file handler. 

• Virtually unlimited program size even 
in 64KRAM. 
• Multi-user record and file locking on 
multi-user systems. 

• Totally portable between operating 
systems. 
• INQUIRE ” quick report utility. 
• Easy-to-follow English language source 
code and commands. 
• Program compiler-protecting source 
and increasing speed. 

And now - accounting packages 
written in SENSIBLE SOLUTION which 
you, the end user, can easily modify to 
suit the personality and special require¬ 
ments of your business. 

Even if you’ve never used a computer 
before, you can program with SENSIBLE 
SOLUTION right away. It isn't just user- 
friendly, it’s positively sociable! 

Ring us up and well be delighted to 
show you why. 

O’Hanlon Computer Systems (UK) Ltd 

46 Windsor Road, Slough, Berks, SL12EZ 
Tel: (0753) 78844 Telex: 849323 



SPECTRUM 

HUSTLER 
Hustler is a pool simulation, but 
don’t unpack your trunks—the 
weather’s terrible and it’s the 
other sort of pool. 

On loading, you’re treated to 
a wonderful rendition of some 
purdy tune while you browse 
through the game options menu 
or the high score table. Actual¬ 
ly, the music’s great. 

There are six game varia¬ 
tions for one or two players: for 
the single player — any ball in 
any pocket, balls in order and 
ball in its pocket; two players— 
score the pockets, mini pool and 
lowest and highest. 

Score the Pockets involves 
getting a numbered ball into 
its correspondingly numbered 
pocket. Mini pool is just like 
club pool, but instead of potting 
spots and stripes, you pot num¬ 
bers one to three or four to six 
depending on who pots what 
first. Lowest and highest simp¬ 
ly involves player one potting 
balls one to three while player 
two pots four to six; last one 
out’s a sissy. 

Built into Hustler is a re¬ 
markably diligent referee who 
not only keeps score, but spots 
fouls and awards extra shots to 
the opposition accordingly. 

Another nice feature is the 
spin option. Besides hitting the 

cue ball with varying force, you 
can also add top, bottom, left or 
right spin, with a touch that 
ranges from cver-so subtle to 
quite devastating. Theoretical¬ 
ly at least, some nifty shooting 
should be possible here. 

I say theoretically not be¬ 
cause of some fault with this 
particular game, but more a 
failing with all versions of 
computer pool. None of them 
even attempt to transpose the 
real 3D, sideways on view of a 
pool table in the simulation. 
Even with the smooth graphics, 
it’s not a simulation at ail and 
it's a rather boring way to spend 
your time. 

As far as computer pool goes 
this is a very good version, but it 
just doesn’t go far enough. 

Roger Howarth 

Rating: 5/10 
Price £6.99 Publisher 

| Bubble Bus (0732) 355962 

48K SPECTRUM 

KENTILLA 
In the footsteps of the great 
warrior Ashka you trudge 
round Caraland looking for the 
evil Grako. Ashka, sadly de¬ 
ceased (and foul play is sus¬ 
pected), is no help at all except 
that he has left you his sword. 
Nobody else is much help 
either; the main feature of the 
evil Grako’s kingdom is frustra¬ 
tion. 
You have to sort out friend 
from foe; at the same time you 
have to navigate through the 
arid plains and dense forests by 
means of direction commands 
that don’t always make sense. 
North and East are treated at 
one point as opposite directions, 
and there is more confusion 
when Ups and Downs come into 
play. Then there are the objects 
to be collected, but that's only 
half the story; finding out what 
to do with them is another 
matter. 

So far, so familiar. There are 
29 commands at your disposal 
to help you grope around Cara¬ 
land, and the game includes an 
editing feature to let you recall 
and overtype the last command. 

None of this is much help 
when the Urga-Mauls descend 
on you in strength. These, you’ll 
find, are the worst of the early 

obstacles; the Cavezats fight 
only in self-defence but need to 
be bribed to part with any 
objects; the Rattling Quarg is a 
run-of-the-mill adversary; and 
Ogeron, though friendly, is a 
man of few words. For example, 
he tells you that Grako is in the 
Black Tower but stays silent 
when asked where it is. 

Elva, a creature you’ll meet 
again and again as the Urga- 
Mauls overpower you, appears 
totally inert until you learn 
how to get on his right side. 

The text is sprinkled with 1>ictures to cover most of the 
ocations. 

As the frustration builds, so 
does the sense of satisfaction in 
making progress. It seems a 
perverse way of enjoying your¬ 
self. —‘ 

Rating: 7/10 
Price £6.95 Publisher 
Micromega, 01-223 7672 

COMMODORE 64 

TERRORIST 

It could be the railway station, 
the airport, the telephone ex¬ 
change or something more 
mundane .. .whatever it is one 
thing is for sure, the town has 
got a serious case ofthe terrorist 
attacks. 

The authorities have called 
in Red Leader and the anti¬ 
terrorist squad. 

You have the option of four 
skill levels: private, sergeant, 
captainorcolonel and doubtless 
egotism will rule here. As you 
rush to the main trouble spot, 
you’re given a map of the area. 

The longer you take looking 
at this, the more points you lose 
from your initial allocation of a 
million. 

To transport you around the 
attack zone you have the choice 
of a police car, a boat and a 
helicopter gunship. You can 
transfer from one to another by 
pressing the relevant function 
keys. They each have their 
uses, the boat for discovering 
the rivers on the map, the car for 
uncovering the roads and the 
helicopter for rushing to the 
scene of a terrorist attack as 
well as transporting the boat 
and the car to other locations. 

Poi nts are scored for uncover¬ 
ing the roads, rivers and the 
attack locations and lost for 

going in the wrong direction or 
not moving at all. 

But in doing all this you have 
to watch your fuel levels very 
carefully. 

Fuel can be transferred from 
the helicopter to the boat and 
the car but don’t let the helicop¬ 
ter run out, you have only three 
at your disposal. All attack 
areas are indicated by a shell 
burst and as you reach them the 
screen changes to show the area 
in more detail. Silhouettes of 
the terrorists will appear but 
you must be sure to shoot them 
before one of your men does. At 
the end of the battle the casual¬ 
ties are totted up and the area 
declared either safe or in enemy 
hands. How does it end? Well, 
it’s a fight to the death. Excel¬ 
lent. 

Keith Mason 

Rating: 8 10 
Price £7.95 Publisher Virgin 
Games 01-221 7535. 

COMMODORE 64 
MAGIC MICRO MISSION 

Although based on Central 
Television’s new programme, 
this one from Quicksilva turns 
out to be just a couple of old 
rehashed games, neither of 
which is up to much. 

The first is a Buck Rogers 
type of affair. Looking down a 
highway towards some distant 
mountains, you move a cross¬ 
sight to pot oncoming flying 
saucers. The highway’s moving 
bands of colour do nothing to 
give the game a sense of move¬ 
ment or depth. If a saucer gets 
too close, the screen just freezes. 

The saucers are stubby, 
stylised representations and, 
look more like shopping baskets 
than intergalactic vessels. 
While the sound effects are not 
bad, six screens of pretty much 
the same fare is tame stuff by 
today’s standards. 

Movement is a bit stiff on the 
second game and the maze is 
smallish and uninspired. 
Again, the graphics are fairly 
crude. The idea is to move Zog, 
your robot, around the channels 
dodging the RAM chips and 
resistors that patrol the area. 

The title page is splendid but 
the game selection instructions 
disappear off the screen before 
you have the chance to read 

them. The program is not even 
crash-proof: pressing restore 
and run/sttop together doesn’t, 
as with many programs, restart 
the game but plonks you back 
into Basic. 

No amount of typing run will 
get it going again. 

Both games are old hat and 
look as if they have been 
written in Basic. They have 
been done much better else¬ 
where. 

Two for the price of one, even 
with a splendid title page, is no 
bargain in this case. 

Quicksilva has infinitely 
superior programs to offer, and 
it’s hard to see why they should 
want to damage their excellent 
reputation by pushing this tur¬ 
key on to an unsuspecting 
public. 

Bob Chapped 

Rating 2/10 
Price £7.95 Publisher Quicksilva 
0703 20169 
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how to play there’s a demo 
that’ll give you a hint. 

I started in cave A, level one. 
Then, to a bubbly tune, the 
screen scrolled backward with 
boulders and jewels appearing 
randomly. As ifby magic, Rock¬ 
ford appeared with his hands on 
his hips, blinking his eyes and 
tapping his foot as if to say: 
'Well let’s get moving’. 

At the top of the screen a tally 
is kept on your running score, 
the number of jewels you have 
to collect to go through the 
escape tunnel and a timer that 

BOULDER DASH 
If there’s a game that’ll get you 
hooked it’s Boulder Dash with 
its brilliant graphics and 
sound. You search caves and 
collect as many jewels in as 
short a time as possible to go 
through each mysterious tun¬ 
nel to the next level. 

If this sounds easy, you’re in 
for a shock. 

What you need to master this 
game is strategy and planning 
— these will help you to detect 
where boulders are going to fall. 
And with 16 caves and five 
difficulty levels you’re bound to 

three lives. 
Controlling Rockford is just a 

matter of good joystick control. 
As he trunches along, shifting 
boulders with the strength of 
Atom Ant, the screen scrolls 
smoothly, vertically or horizon¬ 
tally, in whatever direction you 
want to go. 

You have to work outcareful- 
ly which of the brown boulders 
to shift because if you’re not 
careful you’ll find that they’ll 
all come tumbling down send¬ 
ing the unfortunate Rockford to 
an early grave. 

The next proved to be a killer, 
so I paused the action to plan a 
strategy. But this was to no 
avail because a warning sound 

out of time. 
Tackling other caves at va¬ 

rious levels was an even greater 
challenge. In some you have to 
fight against deadly fireflies, in 
others there are enchanted 
walls, butterflies and more. In 
all Rockford has a lot to keep 
him busy, when he has to 
outmanoeuver fireflies, black 
growing amoebae, transform 
butterflies and overcome other 
obstacles. If you’re good you’ll 
get a bonus try for every 500 
points. 

Completing caves D, H, L and 
Pentitles you to play a ’pi ayable 
intermission’. Here you have to 
zap through four short interac¬ 
tive puzzles — if you complete 

them successfully you get 
bonus Rockford. 

The graphics in each cave are 
colourful and superbly done. As 
for the scrolling — well, it gets 
top marks, it’s so smooth. The 
sound is also done well, and it’s 
faithful to the action on the 
screen. For instance, when the 
boulders come crashing down it 
actually sounds as if an earth¬ 
quake is about to begin. 

Boulder Dash will give you 
plenty to do, there’s lots of 
choice and a variety and some of 
the caves are really difficult to 
master. Sandra Grandison 

Rating 10/10 
Price £8.95 Publisher Statesofl 
0438-316561 

SPECTRUM BBC B 

TROUBLE BREWIN' 
/SUPER MUTT 

This tape is like an old 45, with 
an A side and a B side. Trouble 
Brewin’ is definitely the B side, 
for inSuper A/uttSilversoft has 
created a character to rival Jeff 
Minter’s battling sheep. 

Super Mutt flies, leaps, and 
jumps vertically. Ears pinned 
back he skims the roof-tops in a 
quest for energy-giving green 
apples; defying gravity he 
vaults from ledge to ledge 
collecting floating letters that 
will give him the password to 
rescue his friend the Pup at the 
end of the game. 

At the same time his remark¬ 
able (and energy-sapping) agil¬ 
ity comes in handy for dodging 
various airborne hazards. He 
lacks fire-power, relying on 
nimble paw-work to reach his 
goal, but the letter collection 
makes this an agreeably educa¬ 
tional game that doesn't need 
any mayhem to be enjoyable. 

The graphics throughout are 

fine; the quest takes in 24 rooms 
and 60 landscapes, with a var¬ 
iety of adversaries for the para¬ 
normal dog. The game needs 
patience and a certain amount 
of ingenuity; the margins for 
error as you try to keep the dog’s 
energy levels up are slight, and 
although some of the green 
apples are easy targets, the 
aerial bombs in many different 
disguises are all over the place. 

Trouble Brewin' is similar in 
style, the aim being to collect 
ingredients and utensils and 
use them to make wine. There 
are five stages, all more or less 
the same — they differ only in 
the items you have to collect 
and the nasties you have to 
avoid. 

The brewer jumps, climbs 
and waddles, but he has none of 
Super Mutt’s charm. Once 
you’ve seen one screen full of 
ladders and ledges, you’ve seen 
them all unless there’s some¬ 
thing outstanding about the 
graphics. But Super Mutt may 
be demanding enough to make 
Trouble Brewin’ a source of 
relaxation, especially as you 
can stay on the five practice 
screens instead of taking on the 
whole game. 

David Guest 

Rating 8/10 
Price £5.95 Publisher Silversofi 
01-748 4125 

About a year or so ago, a new 
board game, Kensington, was a 
runaway success. It has now 
been converted for playing on 
your BBC B or Commodore 64. 

Chess and Scrabble apart, 
board game conversions have 
not always fared well. Kensing¬ 
ton is a happy exception, not 
least because the game itself is 
so engaging. 

It is simple to pick up but can 
make high demands of the 
players’ strategic skills. 

The board consists of a series 
of triangles and squares, so 
arranged that they intercon¬ 
nect to form several hexagons. 
Each hexagon iseither red, blue 
or white. 

The contest is between two 
players, each of whom has 15 
counters, blue or red. 

The counters are placed in 
turn on the points of the shapes 
and thereafter slid along to 
adjoining points. 

Capturi ng a square or triang¬ 

le allows you to put the boot in 
by shifting one of your oppo¬ 
nent’s counters to any point on 
the board. 

The winner is the first player 
to capture all points of either a 
white hexagon or one of their 
own colour. 

It may not sound much but in 
practice the game is gripping. 

The board is attractively rep¬ 
resented on screen, the coun¬ 
ters being fairly large blobs of 
colour. 

You can use the program to 
play against another player or 
pit your wits against the com- fmter on any one of three skill 
evel8. It plays a mean game. 

Placing of your counters can 
only be accomplished using a 
set of keys as cursor controls — 
joystick movement would have 
been better. There are a variety 
of options including sound 
effects and being able to watch 
the computer 'thinking1 at any 
of ten speeds. 

Kensington is an excellent 
game, extremely easy to learn 
but not one to tire of easily. 
There are hidden depths to this 
apparently simple game. If you 
want to give those grey cells a 
shake out, this is the one to go 
for. Bob Chappell 

Rating 8/10 

Pric* £12.95 Publisher Leisure 
Genius 01-935 4622 
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Send for it today 

Play Micro Olympics 

- and let your fingers 

do the running! 

rii.tt.f Rn.ri H.»l r.rnw. ^fArlriwirt SV7 <iNY 

copy copiej ol 

cheque mtde payable to 
Publications Ltd. 

hi C_ 
I wish to pay by 
□ Access □ Visa No_ 

Si|Md 

YOU can go for gold 
...with the >lC#ov 

Fancy pitting yourself against the world s 

best at this summer's Olympics? 

You can do so without going anywhere 

near Los Angeles - with the most 

challenging package of programs of 1984 

MICRO OLYMPICS is more than a 

game. It's a brilliantly written collection of 

ELEVEN track and field events 

And because we know we re going to 

sell many thousands of them we've brought 

the price right down - to just £5.95. 

Ever imagined yourself as another Seb 

Coe? Then try to run against the world 

record holder at 1500 metres. And if that 

distance is too much for you then there's 

always the 100, 200, 400 and 800 metres 

to have a go at. 

Not much good at running? Don’t worry, 

MICRO OLYMPICS has many more 

challenges for you. Why not try your skill at 

the high jump or the long jump? 

And if you can't beat the computer at 

running or jumping then you can always 

throw things around in frustration! The 

trouble is that it’s just as hard to be a 

champion at the discus, the hammer or the 

javelin. 

And the pole vault takes the event to 

new heights! 

Yes, it's fast, furious fun, pitting 

yourself against the world's best times and 

distances on your micro. 

You may not be another Steve Ovett or 

Alan Wells, but with practice you COULD 

become the Micro Olympics Champion! 

I Also available from WHSmith 
and all other leading stores 

Expiry ditt. 
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COMPLETE MUSIC SYSTEM 
FOR THE ZX SPECTRUM 

MUSIC TYPEWRITER giv*s you aft tacMes needed lor music making Using a 
special keyboard overlay a turns SPECTRUM mo simulated music keyboard and 
enables you to write, edit, play & slofe music. Music is sftown as played m 
STANOAHD NOTATION and can be cop«d to a pmter (see example above) MUSIC 
TYPEWRITER is easy to use even wibiout any music knowledge and a an idea' 
educatonal tool lor learning music It's lun to play wtm tor music novices and yet 
otters a M even to professional musoans (Me W transposing) 
it has up lo 16 compositions. 6 octave range; treble & bass dete. two stalls on 
screen: most time signatures & note values including dolled notes ft triplets 
staccato tanuto. many automated Matures kke tails direction, bar lengtn. use or 
accidentals; error trapping on-screen instructions eqtit page manual. overlay and 

Deose send me o copy ol MUSIC TYPEWRITER at 19.95 each PCN 

MMASxiC imt 113 Melrose Ave, London NW2 

Clive Sinclair’s 
latest release, now l 

[available at HMYI 
The remarkable new personal 

computer from Sir Clive and his 
band of electronic wizards is now 
available at HMV 

mmmMi 
mmmi 

lives biggest hits. 

I the HMVshop f 

363 Oxford Street (next to Bond Street tube) London. 

133 Friar Street, Reading. 

Do you want to connect two 
V.24 devices to the same 
Micro or Modem? 

A new low cost 
V.24 A/B switch 
from Dynatech 

■ enables you to 
do just that 
without the 
continual need 
for swopping 

- * plugs around. It 
saves on time, 
effort and wear 

and tear on plugs and cables. All 24 leads 
switched - safety earth bonded. 

Stand alone unit only £59.00 inc. 
VAT and delivery to anywhere 
on the U.K. mainland. 

DynaMite I 
Full breakout test panel for EIA RS-232 leads 
(5 jumpers included for lead patching) 

Continuous LED monitoring on 12 critical leads 

24 mini-switches for lead isolation 

• Positive and 
negative pulse trap . 
circuitry for 
detecting line hits 

* Positive and 
negative voltage 
indicators 

• Operates on 9 volt 
battery 

* Weighs: 
13oz. (350 gsm) 
(case included) 

£126 inc. VAT and 
delivery to anywhere on 

the U.K. mainland. 

f Dynatech 
\ Communications 

FIELDINGS ROAD. CHESHUNT. HERTS. EN8 9TL GREAT BRITAIN. TELEPHONE (44-992) 33555 TELEX 28952 



Don’t miss this chance to play one of the greatest games in the 
history of computers — Acornsoft’s Elite. We’re giving away an 
Acorn Electron, cassette unit and a copy of Elite to the winner of 
our exclusive competition. And there are 30 runners-up prizes of 
disk or tape copies of the game. 

All you have to do is identify the film stills below. They 're culled 
from smash science fiction films featuring space travel and 
computers. Tomakethingsalittlceasierwe’vclistedeight movies 
— just pick the correct six and match them to the numbered 
pictures. 

The first all-correct entry out of the hat wins the first pnzc. The 
next 30 correct entries win copies of Elite. All entries must be 
rereiverl hv FriHnv November 23. 

0MPETITI0N *C0RNS*FT 

I do/do not wish my name to be included on mailing lists. 

Send to: Elite Competition, Personal Computer News, 62 Oxford Street, London Wl A 2HG. Closing date Friday, November 23. 
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PLAY THAT TUNE 
Peter Woriock turns his 64 into a music synthesiser with a complex package and produces sounds to rock to all night long. 

The Commodore 64 has enjoyed a spate 
of graphics packages recently; now it 
appears that the sound synthesiser is 

about to take the spotlight. 

The need for extensive software sup¬ 
port is obvious after a glance at the 
specification of SID — the 64’s Sound 

Interface Device—which features three 
sound channels, fully programmable 
ADSR envelopes, four waveforms, full 
filtering and a range of special effects 
such as ring modulation and synchro¬ 
nisation. 

Any software intended to fully control 
the complexities of SID is likely to be 
complex too. 

Such is the case with Musicalc. The 

documentation claims: 'It takes minutes 
to learn, a lifetime to master.’ Possibly, 
though most of us reckon that many 
minutes in hours and days. 

However, the demonstration pieces on 
the disk prove that it’s worth perserver- 
ing. 

Features 
There are two main aspects to Musicalc 
and they allow you to use the 64 as a 
music synthesiser and as a sequencer. A 
sequencer allows you to edit and store a 
sequence of notes and play them back. 

In either mode you have full control 
over all of SID’s features with on-screen 

displays showing the values for attack, 
decay, sustain, release, and tempo. 

Using the editing modes you can 

recreate natural sounds or imitate an 
enormous range of musical instru¬ 
ments. The package comes complete 
with a set of 32 ready-to-use disk files 
that give you a built-in orchestra from 
guitars, pianos, drums, harpsichords 
and violins to all those weird electronic 
noises adorning the hits of our times. 

Added to this are 32 music files 
offering simple jingles and longer clas¬ 
sical pieces which you can use, play 
along to, or change. 

Documentation 
Given the immense complexity of the 
subject, the documentation is a model of 
clarity. After starting with an overview 
of the package, it gets straight down to 

business with step-by-step instructions 
on booting up the program, finding your 
way round the controls and putting them 
into practice. 

By following the booklet and working 
through the examples you’ll get a good 
grounding in how to operate Musicalc. 

The main 72-page manual is sup¬ 
plemented by a fold-out leaflet touring 

the main features, and thankfully there 

is a glossary and handy guide to the 
controls — all 114 of them. 

In use 
This is the crunch — in their attempts to 
relieve the complexity of SID the prog¬ 
rammers have largely substituted one 
morass of complication for another. 
Anyone who has used Wordstar will 
know and loathe its web of control codes 
and menus. Musicalc suffers from exact¬ 

ly the same problem. For example, the 
simple task of clearing one voice in¬ 
volves no less than six instructions. 

What makes things worse is that for 
most operations the screen display 
remains the same, the tunes carry on 
playing and the only indicator that you 
are in some particular mode is the border 
colour. At the same time a multitude of 
keys perform similar or different tasks, 
depending on which mode you’re in. 

Once you’ve developed some familiar¬ 
ity with the controls you can create some 
remarkable music. In synthesiser mode 
you can start from any of the present 
sounds and tunes and simply add your 
own accompaniment over the top, or 

change any facet you like. For example, 
take a Bach piece. Change one of the 

instruments, alter the tempo, add a 
samba beat, or put in a percussion line— 
you can do whatever you want. Alterna¬ 
tively, you can start from scratch and set 
up your own sounds. 

Sequencer mode is just as powerful, 
and complicated. You are allowed up to 
255 notes split between up to three 
voices. In other words, you can have all 
voices play a piece of about 85 notes, or 
two voices playing 127 notes, or a bass 
and percussion track of perhaps 16 
notes, with a 240-note melody. 

You have a full range of eight octaves 
to play with. Once the initial set-up 
rountines have been performed, creat¬ 
ing the music is fairly simple. The 
sequence is set out as a 15 x 16 grid filled 
in using a combination of cursor and 
function keys. The bonus is that the 
voices constantly ’scan’ across the grid, 
so as each slot is filled-in you can hear 
immediately how your music sounds. If 

you strike a sour note, simply cursor 
back and try again. 

Those set-up routines are involved but 
not difficult and allow you to define the 
start and end point for each of the three 
voices, giving you immense flexibility in 

setting up melody line, harmonies, 
backing tracks, etc. 

The real joy of Musicalc comes in 
combining sequencer and synthesiser 
modes. For example, you can define a 
200-note backing track using two voices 
as bass and percussion, then switch to 
synthesiser mode and while the 64 plays 

the backing, you can play melody. 

Verdict 
Musicalc is without doubt the most 

powerful program around for making 
music on the 64. Sadly, the complexity of 
using it is directly proportional to its 

power. Lots of practice will make things 
easier but it is never going to become 
second nature. 

Its only failing is that there appears to 
be no way to use the music files you 
create. Beyond that, Musicalc and your 
64 will allow you to experiment, compose 

and play music until your family and 
friends beg for mercy. K 
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What 's New For Christmas ? 
See For Yourself 

The Christmas 
* 

2D IR 
ALL YOUR 

1 

A 

TWO FANTASTIC DAYS 
17th and 18th NOVEMBER 1984 

AT ALEXANDRA PALACE, WOOD GREEN. LONDON N22. ) ADMISSION ONLY £1.50(M«lts) LI.OO(Kids) 

Come along on Saturday or Sunday 17th and 18th November to 

the Show that shows you everything for Sinclair Computer 

enthusiasts! 

Why spend weeks looking for Christmas presents... one day at 

the Christmas ZX MICROFAIR will take care of everything! 

And you'll have a fantastic day out... meeting friendly people ... 

having fun ... full of Christmas cheer! 

Send now for reduced price advance tickets - and don’t forget to 

note the date! 



_■ ELECIROfl ■_ 
PAN AND PERSONAL COMPUTER NEWS PRESENT 

ESSEOTIfU. BOOKS FOR VOUR 
ELECTROn 

THE COMPANION TO THE ELECTRON SIXTY PROGRAMS FOR THE ELECTRON 

All Election enthusiasts will find this book an Explosive games dynamic graphics and 
invaluable guide whatever their experience and invaluable utilities are all featured in this new 
expectations book 

Jeremiah Jones and Geoff Wheelwright have 
combined their computing expertise to provide 
an essential reference book which covers the 
inbuilt capabilities of the Electron and explores 
the expansion possibilities of this superb machine 
Graphics, sound, word-processing and 
peripherals, games and utilities are all described. 

The most successful software writers have pooled 
their talents in this specially commissioned 
collection which takes BASIC to the limits and 
beyond 
Whether you are a games player or a serious user 
here's the book to make your micro work for you 

Where can you get them? 
From all good bookshops Or fill in the coupon below and return it to Pan Books Ltd, FREEPOST. 

' PO Box 109.14/26 Baker Street. High Wycombe. Bucks HPll 2TD 

For immediate 24 hour service phone 01-200 0200 and use your credit card 

GET MORE OUT OF YOUR MICRO WITH... 

ELECTROn BOOKS 
POST NOW. NO STAMP NEEDED Tb Pan Books Ltd. FREEPOST. PO Box 109 14/26 Baker Street. High Wycombe. Bucks HPll 2TD 
YES Please send rne the followtna ELECTRON paperbacks at £5 95 each plus 35p for the first book ordered plus 15p for each 
additional book to a maximum charge of £125 to cover postage and packing 

name(Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms)--—. Q Companion to the Electron ® £5 95 

address_ . 

_ postcode_O 60 Programs for the Electron ® £S 95 

I enclose my cheque/postal order for £_payable to Pan B< 

SO I 
Signature_ 

Allow up to 15 days for delivery This offer available within UK only 
PanBooksLtd Registered in England Registration No 399591 

_payable to Pan Books Ltd or debit my Access/Barclaycard/Visa/TYustcard 



Software pro test: macintosh 

PICTURE THIS, MAC 
Appte^FHwMowiortlwItocfitetfcy 

mhg pictures. Sounds childish? Geoff 

Whsehrright says K worin very wW. When Apple’s Macintosh first 
appeared, there were great pro¬ 
nouncements about how many 

companies were going to be producing 

software for the machine and how the 
Mac would be setting the 'next’ software 

standard. 
As it happened, many software com¬ 

panies still hadn’t finished with the ’old’ 
one (PCDOS on the IBM PC) and the 
Macintosh had to learn to co-exist in a 
multi-standard world. The very fact of 
this multi-standardness meant that the 
first few software packages to appear on 
the Mac were conversions of successful 
IBM PC programs — and thus were not 
necessarily designed with the idea of 

making the most of the Mac. 
Programs such as Microsoft’s Multi¬ 

plan (financial planner) and Word 
(word processor) were no doubt powerful 

programs, but they were not designed 
exclusively for the Mac. The question 
was always, 'how can we make more of 
this PC feature on the Mac?’—instead of 
building the system from the ground up. 

Despite all the companies offering 
software support for the machine, the 
most inventive program to take advan¬ 
tage of the machine’s unique talents so 
far has been Apple’s own MacPaint — 
the painting program which comes with 

the machine. 
Mac users have been waiting for 

months for the next ’MacPaint’—a piece 
of software that will truly exploit the 
high-resolution graphics and the 68000 

that lies at the heart of the machine. 
Well, you’ll be happy to know that a 
product which claims to do just that has 

File Edit Types Tinker Teat 

now arrived. It’s 'a picture-oriented 

database' known as Filevision. 

Features 
Filevision is a database that looks 
nothing like a database. Its closest 

relative is the cardbox program de¬ 
veloped on the touch-screen HP-150, 
where you are shown a screen-repre¬ 

sentation of a card file and you point at 
the card you want — but Filevision goes 

one step beyond that. 
A traditional database has field 

names and records which are contained 
in each of those field names. Filevision 
uses 'field pictures’ instead — each 
represents a category of information and 
can be accessed simply by moving the 
on-screen pointer to the appropriate 
picture and clicking the mouse button. 

In use 
As with all Californian products, the 
first example database on Filevision is 
'Mellow'. It involves using the program 
to keep track of all those lovely bottles of 
Californian wine in the wine cellar (of 

course you’ve got one, hasn’t every¬ 

body?). 
When you open the Tour’ file, you’re 

presented with a MacPaint-style screen 
that contains drawing icons down the 
left-hand side of the screen and a 
wine-cellar pictured in the middle, 
complete with racks and wine bottles. 

Each of the wine bottles, the wine bins 
and the wine cellar itself isconsidered an 

’object’ in Filevision parlance. So to get 
information about a given bottle of wine, 
you first use the pointer to choose 'wine' 
from the 'object types pull-down menu’ 
and then select a wine bottle with the 
'object selector’ arrow. 

There are two types of on-screen 
arrows, the object selector and the 

element selector. An object is a picture, 
which can be made up by a number of 
elements (if you’ve drawn a house, for 
instance, you might have the roof and 
door as separate elements in the ’house’ 
object). It sounds complicated for a 
supposedly user-friendly package, but 
when you’re using it all does, in fact, 

make sense. 
Getting back to the bottle of wine (the 

one on the screen)—once you’ve selected 

the wine bottle, a title for the wine will 
appear on the bottom of the screen and 
you can get more information on it (ie the 
whole record) by clicking the mouse 
button twice. You’ll then see a standard 
cardbox-style card with information 
about the wine’s colour, year, price, how 
many bottles of the plonk you’ve bought 
and other necessary information. 

Filevision has all the standard sort of 

database mixing, matching and report 
facilities, but its biggest strength lies in 

letting you easily develop graphic synj- 
bols to represent groups of bits of 
information. Aside from the standard 
collection of lines, boxes, polygons, 
letters and patterns (as with MacPaint) 
you also get a whole range of pre-defined 
shapes through a 'Symbols’ menu that 
contains 20 sprite-style characters in¬ 

cluding a telephone, a bicycle, a skier, a 
car and a pith helmet (or maybe it’s a 
birthday cake — it’s hard to tell). There 
is also a strange ’typeface’ called Cairo 
which contains an additional set of 
shapes ranging from funny faces to 

standard household appliances. 

Verdict 
Filevision is a wonderfully inventive 
package that ofTers the opportunity to 
change the way people think about 

databases. 
My only concern has more to do with 

the Macintosh than the package itself. 
Because the Filevision pictures in data¬ 
base files take up lots of disk storage and 
need lots of memory, the average 400K 
single-drive Mac with 128K will have 
trouble making the most of it. Filevision 
would, however, be a superb database to 

use with the 512K 'Big Mac’ and a hard 
disk system. 

As it stands, however, Filevision will 
easily handle the organisation of wine 

cellars (and other similar jobs) up and 
down the land — whether they’re 
stocking Californian wines or not. |5 



MC ■ 1 205, Cumana S'S 100K 
d/dnve; Acorn d/intorface, joysticks; 
all boxed PI us seriouagame* software 
(coat £115), lead*. Excellent condition. 
£650 ono Tel: 01-664 2361 (Harrow— 

PCN Billboard 
_) disk interface kit Unused. 
Cost £ 105. Suitable for use with Acorn. 
Watford, Amcom DPS Eproms, etc £75 
ooo. Tel: 0532 679319. 
lean Dsctraa as new. Manuals, leads, 
data recorder and 12 games + all 
Electron users and other mags. £185 
only Tel: Saxmundham 3281 
MC software for sale originals Philo¬ 
sopher Quest Snowball. Colossal 
Adventure, Adventure Quest. Arca¬ 
dians, Arcade Action. Jet Power pack. 
£4each. Tel: Rugby 812940(evenings) 
MC I with DFS* Word wise, £380ono. 
Acorn Teletext adaptor, as new, £175 
ono. Cumana dual look drives, own 
psu. Under warranty. £295 ono. Tel: 
evenings 0227 750600 
MC disk software Gemini—database, 
Beebcall. Beebplot, boxed as new £12_ 
each Psion Vu-Call. Vu-File cassette. £200origii 
disk £7 each. Tel: 01-659 1303 after 1 “ 
7pm. 
MC* 01 __ 
Canon 100K 
supply), £110. Sanyo colour monitor. 
£150. All V.G.C. Tel: 01-669 1303 
(after 7pm). 
MC prism acoustic modem for sale, + 
ROM software, £40 ono. Tel: Giuseppe 

40-track half-height with own PSU, 
under warranty £295 ono. Acorn 
Teletext adaptor. ROM ft manual, 
immaculate. £175 ono. Tel: 0227 
750600. 
BBcreritsc Cub RGB monitor, 14' 
screen, standard resolution for BBC 
micro. £130. Tel: Mr R Jones (09803) 

MC B* Basic 2 in (rood i 
wanted, ♦ DFS if possibh+Tel: (0202) 
529787 evenin 

PML __ Sft$2K. via. ADC, £250 of 
Aware, data recorder, leads, books, 

offers above £250, letters to R. Ander¬ 
son, 50, Gainsborough Gardens, Gol¬ 
den Green, London. 
B8CB latest specs,manuals,leads,disk 
drive, +DOSfitted, + 11 disks, games, 
utilities 3 blank, will accept £450 for 
the lot. Tel: Lindsay 051-562-4928 
MC 11.2 OS, Acorn DFS and Cumana 
100K disc drive, also several programs 
+ books. Buyer must collect. £500 ono. 
Tel: (0272) 20850 after 7pm (Bristol) 
Acer* disk interface kit, new, £86, 
including fitting instructions and 
postage. Juki 6100 daisywheel prin¬ 
ter, immaculate, boxed, £315 ono. Tel: 
Canterbury 750600 evenings and 

Electron, boxed, joystick inter¬ 
face. Quickshot 2, all leads ft Acorn- 
soft, A&F Micropower, Imagine 
Games. £250 ono. Tel: Bedlington 
(0670)824379. 
MC B software for sale, or to swap, 
titles include Twin Kingdom Valley, 
Ghouls. Tel: Dean. Stevenage 361272. 
MC B OS 1.20, Acorn data recorder, 
two joysticks and 15 original software 
titles, worth £556, excellent condition 
(still in box) — £330 ono. Tel: Runcorn 
(09285176670 evenings 
MC >,£100 of software, will accept £70 
for whole lot. Tel: 01-399 6141, ask for 

40 track 100K Cumana disk drive, 
halfheight, includes poster supply ana 
leads, 4 months old. will accept £110 
ono Tel: 01-202 9463 

_software for sale: Gorf 
cartridge, £10; Canyon Climber and 
Ghost Hunter cassettes, £5 each. 
Originals. Will swap all for Tracball. 
Tel: 01-341 0464 evenings 
Soap Casts NT-7B musical keyboard for 
Atari 1020 printer or a dot Matrix 
printer or aell £100 ono Tel: 0283 
48416. 
Atari Baric Cart £11. Ghost Town. 
Mysteiw Fun House, Slime, Protector, 
Touch Typing. £5. Wanted assembler 
editor. Action. Basic XL, American 
hardware Wli.Y. Tel: Rotherham 
876306;_ 

complete aet "Computer and Video 
Games”, ofTers? Buyer collects. Tel: 
01-341-0464 evenings 
Wanted Atari: Touch-Tablet, Tracball, 
850 interface and Atari "Syria pee Syn¬ 
dic + Database disc, cash waiting For 
sale: Le Stick joystick. £10. Tel: 
01-341-0464 evenings 
Atari 800XL, program recorder and 
wico joystick, software includes Pole 
Poe. Donkey Kong, boxed as new, 
£199. Tel: (01) 550-6075. after 5pm 
Atari 40016K including cassette recor¬ 
der, games, Zaxxon. Preppie. Pac man, 
Star Raider, Sham us. Donkey Kong, 
Darts. Jumbo Jet Pilot, Galaxion etc, 
including books, basic, £190 ono. Tel: 
02227 55405. 
4JK Atari 400 + 410 recorder + Basic + 
manuals + Paddles + joystick + over 
£200original software includes Defen¬ 
der, Pacman. Soccer all for only £100. 
Tel: (Glasgow) 649 0037 
Atari soNate for sale: Multiboot Poly¬ 
copy, DOS Poly copy, label printer, 
address label printer, MulticartPill 
converter, Binary menu. Pill Menu □. 
Tel: Slough 28029 
Atari owner would like to swap and sell 
games on disk. Tel: (073128)262(Jon). 
Atari software for sale. Star Raiders. 
£10. Oric Attack. £ 10. Jumbo Jet pilot. 
£9. Plus some disks and cassette 
software. Tel: Ivor 654785 
Atari 400, eight carts, lots of tapes, two 
joysticks, 1010 recorder, all newly 
serviced, and books. £160 ono. Tel: 
(04862) 67469 after 5pm 
Atari software, swap1 sell disks. Raster 
Blaster and Crypt of the Undead, 
cassettes: ACE. AWnke 2. Firefteet, 
Preppie 1, Gndrunner. Flight Simula¬ 
tor, Financial Management Tel: 0226 
23276 
Atari BM 48K. many games, £140ono. 
Tel: West W rat ting 022 029 830. 
Atari tsftwart for sale War in Russia, 
Carrier Force, Combat Leader, Paris 
in Danger. Reforger 88, Flight Simu¬ 
lator II Tel: 01-9416163 
Atari 600X1 computer, with printer, 
tape recorder and £200 software 
(games) including Zaxxon, Pac-man, 
Defender, Star Raiders, Computer 
War. £220 ono Tel: (064 73) 3392 
anytime. 
Atari VCS for sale, includes 17 games, 
plus all types of controllers available 
Cost £350. sell for around £95 ono. Tel: 
Weybridge (0932) 55203 eves 
Atari BOO 48K. Basic cartridge, tape 
recorder and joysticks, superb 
machine, excellent condition. £240 
ono. Tel: (0454) 316836 
Atari 400 16K + cassette recorder, 
Basic, assembler, Pole Position, De¬ 
fender, Star Raiders +raaeettea. joy¬ 
sticks, manuals including De-Re 

- sell £196ooo. “ ' 

Commodore 
Me 20 16K switchable RAM Intro to 
Basic land 2, joystick, mags, books, 
dustoover, games. £150 ono. Tel: 
“ ‘ *") 0686 after 5pm Derek 950 0< 

__ _d present, 
hardly used, offers around £150, cas¬ 
sette deck £25. Tel: Romford (0708) 
756495. 
Vtc-20 C2N cassette deck. Quickshot 
joystik, Basic, part 1, books mags, 
software. £110 ono. Tel: Matt 01-393 
0119 
C8M 1520 printer plotter £70, original 
software to swap or aell. Tel: 0904 
707699. 
Me 20. cassette deck. 16K RAM. 
manuals, books, covers, £65. Games, 
joystick £120 ono. Tel: Aldridge 54484 
after 5pm. 
COM 64 software for sale: Jumpman 
(cassette) £10, Pharaoh's Curse, £8, 
Protector II £8. Soccer £5. Tel: Water- 
looville 266855 after 6pm 
Me 20 computer with cassette recorder. 
16K switchable RAM. 40-column 
screen converter, books, and software, 
only £90. Tel: 01-962 7856. 
Me 20 starter packs. 32K, + joystick + 
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Kong. 2 
342249. 

posite video and sound inputs, am table 
for Commodore 64. only £299. Tel: 
01-567 6872 after 6pm. ask for 
Matthew. 
Me 20 32K RAM switch CN2 and 
joystick. Games: Bongo. Jet-Pak, 
Computer-War. Matrix + magazines, 
£195 the lot. Tel: Eppmg 73754 
CHI 64.C2N cassette recorder. Simons 
Basic, joystick, 12 games, including 
Hunchback, Revenge, educational 
software, manuals, leads, all good 
condition £300 ono. Tel: Adil, 01-677- 
6272 after 5pm. 
Me 20 expander, cassette, joystick, 
many goodgames. £100. Tel: 01-441 
5906 evenings. 
Me 20 C2N 16K switchable. RAM 
motherboard, joystick, dustoover, re¬ 
ference guide, Sargon II, chess, 14 
tapes, literature. £200. Tel: Paul 
01-644 6701 evenings 

cassette recorder, £150, also printer, 
£120. Tel: Feradown (0202) 873379 
Me 20 starter pack, 16K RAM. 12*TV. 
Quickshot joystick, 40 tapes, mags- 
ones. Vic revealed. £260. Tel: 0279 
33687 after 6pm 

WaaM disk drive for the Dragon 32 
(will consider ultra dnve) reasonable 
price carriage and paid. Tel: Brierley 
Hill 74308 
Drives 12, 1 joystick, £90 software. 

! + original software, accept £180. 
01- 807 1724. 

expander 
d sheet on 

1724 
_.80-column 
with WP on tape and spread s 
disk. £95 ono Tel: 01-907 0209 
Cs—»6er» 64 C2N cassette n_ 
twelve software. Quickshot, twoioys- 
ticlu. magazines, all £230. Tel: Esher 
66272. 
Coanaidow 64 plus cassette drive 
Basic and software, worth £350, will 
accept £300 or offers. Tel: 01-6721869 
daytime. 
Cs—i6srs 64 Olevel history. Maths 
•2\ £12 the two, brand new. also 
software to swap on disk or tape. Tel: 
051 423 5493 after 6 30pm please 
Casasadare 64 software sale, half price, 
all originals, write to A Jmel. 7 Holly 
Road, Northampton NN1 4QL. 
Me 29 stater, includes tape player, 11 
cartridges, Quickshot joystick, casset¬ 
te. large number of games all excellent 
condition, £200 ono. Apply: R Cham¬ 
berlain Tel: Milton Keynes 583076 
Swap CBM 64 with printer plotter, 
cassette Simon's Basic, joysticks, 
books and software, for BBC B or 
Memotech MTX512 Tel: (0245) 
357492, will sell £340 ono. 
SteMH Baste £30. Scrabble, £8. lots of 
others. Hobbit, Soccer, Miner etc, for 
cash or swaps for EPROM blower etc. 
Tony 0474-824155 after 7 30pm 
Caaaaadare 4023 dot matrix printer, 
friction and tractor feed, very good 
condition, worth £400, selling tor just 
£250 000. Tel: (0272) 736666 after 
4.00pm. 
SsfteMM las 64. about £170 worth inc 
Simons Basic and Soccer Cart. Cash or 
swaps for CBM64 EPROM blower Tel: 
Tony 0474-824155 after 7.30pm 
Wasted 1541 dbk drive for CBM 64. 
must be excellent condition plus ex- 
tra'a mcl uding ynanufli. and any 
software, price negotiable. Tel: (04381 
359583. 
Me 20 + C2M good condition, 16K 
switchable. cartridges including Gorf, 
Superslot, Adventure land + Mang, 
cassettes including Sky hawk. Donkey 

2 books. £110 ono. T*L**— 

cartridge, plus microdeal joysticks, 
£40 Write to: 60A Hartuft Rd. Hull, 
HU5 4LJ 
Drags* 32, joystick, user magazines, 
dustcover and software, £110. 
Seikoaha GP100A printer and lead, 
£130. both for £230 boxed and hardly 
used. Tel: 0622 62650 
OragM 32 under guarantee, boxed as 
new, complete with accessories, in¬ 
cluding dustoover — £120. Dasm/ 
Demon cartridge, £30 — games £5-£7 
each plus books. Tel: 01-571-0634 
Drags* 32, guaranteed, boxed plus 
leads, manual, various books, maga¬ 
zines.software—£75 (buyer collects). 
£83 gp'd. Tel: Glasgow 952 6136 
Mon-rri evenings. Ask for John. 
Drags* 32 for sale, joystick, books, 
mags, £100 of original soft ware, worth 
over £370, just £90 ono. Contact 
Richard on Ramsbottom (070682) 

Memotech 

MaastecA MTX-500 + tape deck, £125. 
Tel: (0253) 403994 
MTXS12 64* computer. Soft ware tapee, 
hooka, nearly new, under guarantee. 
£280 ono. Tel: 01-607 4839 
Msaetecti MTX512 80K RAM fitted 
Newword word processor ROM and 
Memotech DMX80 printer boxed 
manuals. £500 — will consider cheap 
computer plus cash. Tel: Southend 

1 MIX 512,64K, tape recorder, 
five games, book, guaranteed. £265, 
also Vic-20 starter pack. £80. T*l: 
Dudley (0384) 67360. 

patible cassette, software incl. Data¬ 
base, Pascal, Text writer. Home 
Budget and games. Manuals, guide, 
leads. £220 ono. Tel: Cheltenham 
10242)522518. 
WesArste AD. tape recorder, technical 
manual, database, much software and 
Newbrain literature (software) £250. 
Tel: Medway 63427 (evening* only). 
WesArste AD. very little use. also tape 
recorder, printer, cable, spare [^supp¬ 
ly, all mounted on one board, optional 
monitor. £225 or £325. Tel: Brighton 
(0273)556184 

Oric Atmos 48K. New, still boxed. 
£100. Tel: Tonbndgr (0732) 364185 
Oric 148K with Quickshot joystick. £80 
software including. Hobbit, Xenon, 
Zorgon’s Revenge. All originals, MCP- 
40 printer. £190 Tel: 01-460 9334 

ssrxk in vgc, complete with 
software including Zorgons Revenge. 
2-Gun Turtle, leads and manual, £89. 
Tel: 01-642 9803. 
Orte 1 seftwere, Hobbit, Wordprocesaor. 
£6, Chess, Toolkit, £4. Xenon, Loki, 
Centipede. Starflghter £3. All origin¬ 
al. Tel: John Wnght Rtpley 860653 
Oric 1 46K, plus software, include* 

o. Tel: Deeping 

_.‘II, £100, + DAS M/Demon 
assembler monitor + 2 M/C books, aell, 
£25. Tel: 047485 2026 
Dragn software for sale: Sprite Magic. 
Pettigrew* Hoy, DOB Eight Ball. 
Skrambe. Ring of Darkness, Chess 

. Hunchback etc. 

Hunchback, Hobbit plus tape recorder 
only. £150. Tel: Jamie, Newquay 
(06373)6130. 
Oric 4BH in good condition, plus £50 
worth software, leads, and books £80 
ono. Tel: 041-962 6689 evenings. 
Last chance to buy my Atmos, 4 months 
old. still in box plus some extras, phone 
me an offer. M. Swanson, Spilsby, 
Line*. Tel: (0790) 52120. 
0rte-l 48K includes cable* for RGB 
printer and Byte Drive 500 disk drive 
cable, £100+ of software. £150 ono. 
Tel Sunbury-on-Thamea 84039 
(evenings). 
Oric Aha** 46*. perfect condition plus 
£45 worth of software including The 
Hobbit and cassette recorder. 9 
months guarantee remaining. £130. 
Tel: 021-429 6066. 
Oric Atees 48* excellent condition, 
boxed, cassette player, over £70 of 
software inc Hobbit, Xenon 1, etc, 
worth over £270, will sell for £130. 
(01 >-876-4332 (evee). 
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imw 48K, monitor, 
recorder, £400 of software. Pascal, 
Forth. Xtal, assembler and 100 games, 
user notes good condition, £325. Tel: 
<0282)692276. 
Sharp mm one year old worth, £450 
new, plus £100 software and monitor, 
tape recorder, 15 blank tapes, £200 
ooo. Tel: Tony on Cardiff (0222) 
842948. 
Sharp MZ-S0K, 48K RAM. built in Upe 
unit and monitor, plus dual disk dnve. 
printer and manuals, £620 ono. Tel: 
(084 73) 3392. Chagford, Devon 
Share 10700, 11 months old. excellent 
condition with £70 s/w, data recorder, 
manuals and magazines, sell for £240 
ono. will separate. Tel: (0282) 866821 
evenings 

Pitam VTX 5000 modem for Spectrum, 
best condition with box. instructions 
etc. £60. Tel: (01) 886 4797. 
Software Spectrum, sold or scrapped! 
Psion Chess 48K, The Hobbit. Spec¬ 
trum Forth, all guaranteed originals 
Tel: (0273) 725660 
Ipsctr— 48K, Prism VTX 5000 mod¬ 
em. CPD 8300 Data Recorder. £62 
original software, all £200. Tel: (061) 
6787261. 
48K l>nria interface 1. microdnve. 
three cartridges, lightpen, joystick 
interface, joystick. ZX printer, paper, 
sound board, over £100 worth tapes, 
and books Only £326 ono Tel: Guild- 
ford 66644. 
aam Softdram with orintfr sound 
amplifier, dust cover and software and 
magazines, only £165. Tel: Slough 
41066. 
44K l)iif interface 1. microdrive 
cartridges. WH Smith Upe recorder. 
programmable interface and >c-L 
plus software including White 
ning. £325. Tel: (0943) 
530pm. 
4W Ipictnaa, Kempston interface + 
Quiduhot 2 joystick, cassette recor¬ 
der, DK Tronic* keyboard. loU of 
mags All for £220. Tel: (0279) 20045 
Ipsahma 48K. Fuller Box. Quicksbot, 
Interface Kempe ton/Cursor, 170 
progs, books mags. £180 ono. Casio 
PT$0 keyboard, £40. Tel: (0494) 
443184. 

48K tputiw Alphacom printer plus 
books, selection of software Value 
over £300, accept offer* over£150. Tel: 
01-459 3278 (evenings). 
4M a Inches. Upe recorder + over 
£200 of software, joysticks + interface 
guarantee, £180 ono. Swap for Elec¬ 
tron. BBC-B cash adjustmenU maybe. 
Tel: 01-995 1874 after 4pm 
Ql far safe Offer* ’ Also Epson MX 100 
printer to suit. Tel: Gerrards Cross 
(0763) 882686. 
Far sale: interface 1 + two microdn vea 

'reorder. -7. 
joystick 90 . 

& £ 

Alphacom printer, software, car¬ 
tridge*. perfect condition, with manu¬ 
als. all for £280. Tel: after 4pm. (0267) 
234719. 
Specbwm4M, ZX printer, B/WTV, Upe 
recorder, joysticx and inUrface, Cur- 
rah n speech, software, books and 
magazines £199, may split Tel: Hud¬ 
dersfield 666886 
ZM1 (1MQ + full sue keyboard casaet- 
U player, B/W NEC T V LoU of 
software: Rocketman, Fortyniner, 
Night Gunner + manual and leads, 
worth £ 172. bargain at £86. Tel: (0272) 
744427. 
ZXfl 16K 5 games, all leads and 
manuals. £20 ono. Write to: Robin 
Jones. Morlan Bangor Road, Caernar¬ 
fon. Wale* 

_1 £60: interface. £30; Mic¬ 
rodnve, £25; Spectrum pnnter. £15; 
Seikosha GP- 100A pnnter, Kempaton 
interface. £180; carriage extra, offers 
to Hinds. Tel: (0792) (8688. 

Texas 
Instruments 

cartridges and cartridges holder all 
leads + manual, worth about £200, sell 
for£130.Tel 01-5040666 
Sssrtreai 46K interface 1. two micro- 
drives, DK' Tronic* keyboard, ZXL 
print III, ZX printer. Tasword 2 
word processor plus software, books 
and manuals, boxed VGC £270. Tel: 
01-8980482. 
48K tpirtnas, Currah speech, light 
pen. software, lot* of mags, sell for, 
£220 or swap for Commodore 64, 
joystick, cassette recorder, software 
Tel: 01-207 1806. 
48K Seectnaa, RAM Turbo,; 
cartridge inter' 
tick. ZX print* 
Tronic* light r 
books, magazines, software £250 ono 
Tel: Peterboro (0733) 241364. 
48K Spsctnre + Alphacom printer tines 
(hardly used) >5 rolls pnnter paper, 01-80 
software, magazines Sell for £200 ono. Texas 

T19MA add areas* £38. editor 
■*aemhler.£40. Bias to cartridge, £7. 
P+P extra. Tel: 0246 72672 after 
6.00pm, 
Texas T1 M/4* bargain package. Con¬ 
sole + extended Baste + several 
modules and cassettes, T1 cassette 
speech + joysticks + books + color 
TV, £220 ono, buyer must collect. Tel: 
Ponte¬ 
fract 700702. 
MrilMMIextended Basic module 
with manual, will pay max. £25. Casio 
VL-10 mini keyboard for aala, 
(0401) 60164 after 6pm 

ie,£15.Tel: 

boxed, all leads, extras, per- 
scord keeping, Parsec, Wum- 
asto, Tombstone City, easaet- pus, Blasto, Tombsto 

tea, books magaxiDM, 1 
Tel <0303144663 afte 

buyer collects. York area. Tel: 03477 
577 after 5pm, 
Ipirtrsw 48K plus recorder nine 
months old, hardly used. loU of games 
including Jet Set Willy. Stonker*. 
Blue Thunder. Only £110 ono. Tel: 
01-7356094. 
Ipsctnre 46M, DK Tronic* keyboard, 
interface one, microdnve, Alphacom 

\RAMTurbo. printer, Currah speech. R/ 
joysticks plus software, half price, 
£350 ono. Dave Tel: 0702 552249 
IXfl 18K RAM. power supply in 
custom case with Maphn keyboard, 
software, books, £50 ono. or part 
exchange. Tel: Belbroughton (0562) 
730 19T 
4M Spectnaa, ZX printor. Competition 
pro joystick and interface, nine games, 
one utility, all leads, five books. £50 
ono. WolverhamptonBirmingham 
area. Tel: (09073) 75200 forquick sale 
4M fnitoa. Kempston interface and 
joystick, lots and lots of software 
including the latest, mags, book, £120 
ono. Computer one month old! Tel: 
Michael on 01-340 2630 
48K Sputresi. black and white televi¬ 
sion, Kempston joystick and interface, 
cassette recorder and lead*, books. 10 
programs including Penetretor. VU- 
3D, Hurg. Trans-Am. £166 complete 
Tel: Ipswich (0473) 49026 
Ip 1 store 48K. interface 1. Microdrive. 
Saga keyboard. Kempaton printer 
interface, £250 of software, may split, 
for details and offer* ring (0377) 42803 
after 7pm. 
Spacfcws seftoare half price, Transform 
keyboard. £65, Fox programmable 
joystick interface, £26. WUIdeal for ZX 
pnnter and paper and for Currah 
Microspeech. Tel 01-961-0007 after 

Atpbacea 32 
roll of pap 

_all for. £160 ono 
----after 7pm. 
TM/4A computer, 3 cartridges, includ¬ 
ing extended Basic and Parsec, with 
speech synthesizer, manuals, maga¬ 
zine* and cassette lead. £200 ono. Tel: 
01-804 3382. 
Texas TVM/4A. cassette unit, leads, 
adventure module and 3 Scott Adams 
adventures, Tl-pilot and Blood-Bank 
£80 ono. Tel: 021-743 5203 after 8pm. 
Dave 

Peripherals 

interface, £250 ono. Tel: 0865 750600 
evenings. 
Wsalad simple working terminal with 
RS232mterface or 20MA coop, prefer- 

eletype ably VDU type, may consider teletype 
will pay around, £60. Tel: (0903)42013 P*l 
waBbs. iy 

Mac seftn* for Apple 2. Flight Simu¬ 
lator 2. £30. Blade of Blackpool, £12 
CBM 64 cassette software from £1. all 
originals, as new. Tel: Slough 71392. 
Cetsar Ossie EG2000.32K RAM. boxed 
and complete with demo and manuals, 
immaculate, unwanted gift, accept 
£120. Tal: Dave, Southampton (0703) 
897110. 
Sharp MZ-OQ* 46K computer with built 
in monitor and tape recorder. Basic 
and software tapes, will sell for £360. 
Tel: 01-373 4156 
Swap Sharp MZ80A, 100 +prog* 4 
languages, wanted Commodore 64 
with C2N cassette, and T.V monitor. 
(Excellent condition please). Tel: 
(0202)672669. 
Mam arere* join the independent user* 
dub, P.0 Box 9.Towcsster, NorthanU, 
NN127GG 
Ljrmx 49*.boxed as new, manual leads, 
demo tape, plus Level 9 assembler. 
Lynx User magazines, phr-*— 

-61-9 

only test issue £10 the lot. Tel: 
Windsor 51963. 
FerSai* Vextrex with original boxing 
plus Atari with 4 cartridges All for 
£130 or exchange for 48K Spectrum 
Tel: Joseph 01-672 6382. 
Sawp Ham International Puma 120 
channel transceiver PSU aerial, 
valued at £130, for computer and 
accessories of equal value. Tel: 
Andrew (0294) 57164 
PCX taesss 1 to 80 for £10. must collect, 
Tel: Barnsley (0226) 285703. 
Lyre 4M boxed plus Lynx computing 
and software, £60 ono, owner up¬ 
graded to 96K. Tel: Tony on Warring¬ 
ton 812014 
Mas £2,347.55 plus Wordstar disk (no 
■S ms i>< is 0MN Apricot, 
£1,919.75 plus Wordstar disk (nq 
manual) MSDOS, Baric, Supercalc. 
Tel: 01-883 1681. 
48K Syntnre software worth over 
£245; Kempston interface with joys¬ 
tick, blank topes, under guarantee 
Worth £400, sell £200 Tel: 01-808 
5575 any time. 
Ipictnre 48K ZX printer + 5 rolls 
paper, joystick interface 2, Ferguson 
tape recorder, plus £500 of best 
software worth £700, under guaran¬ 
tee. sell for just £200 ono Tel: 0254 
56384. 
Sinclair QL for sale. No donggles. Tel: 
01-802 7798 

with wheels and ribbons, interface and 
software for Nascom II if req, will 
demonstrate. £200. Tel: 061-236-8406 
(day). 
Ssfoashs SPIN* pnnter. BBC cable. 6 
spare ribbon* and paper, £146. Also 
BBC software Acornsoft, Micro-Pow¬ 
er, etc. Originals. £3 each. Tel: Richard 
01-2366640 

TeL Ray Jot--- 
_Seal* I built-in cassette, Centro- 
nice printer interface, software Tandy 
compatible, £80 ono. Tel: after 6pm 
048(575036 or will exchange for Texas 
Extras an mini-memory 

and software worth over, £300. total 
value, £490; aell for £150. Tel: Miguel 
01-354 2879 after 5pm 
4SK Q Ipsrtnre + joystick and inter¬ 
face + over £200 of software, guaran¬ 
tee + tape recorder. £180 ono or swap 
for BBC B or Electron Cash adjust¬ 
ment maybe. Tel: 01-996 1874 after 
3 30pm 

1 Ores* Desire Program (48K Sf*e- 
£8 Lord*ofTime,£5 Adventure 

„t £6 Write to D Hawkins. 107 
—itts Hill Road. Woodley. Reading. 
Berkshire Tel: 0734 698094. 
tpschms IM111 and new with software, 
unused and unwanted present with 
one year guarantee. £120 include* 
delivery. Tel: 01-636 9636. 
hrisifeci 1 and microdnve for sale 
Three weeks old. Will sell for £60. also 
£130 of software top title# offer*. Tel: 
Atherton. Mancheetor 878707. 

Billboard Buy & Sell Form 
Free forever — from now on you can advertise your 
second-hand equipment and (almost) anything else you 
want for free in PCN. To place your Billboard ad, fill in the 
form on the left with a maximum of 24 words. Send the 

completed form to: 
Billboard, Personal Computer News, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 

2HG. 
Note that we cannot guarantee that your ad appears in any 
specific issue, and that we cannot accept ads from 

commercial organisations of any sort. 

Your name:. 

Address:. 

Telephone:. 
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BBC dhh drive 100K (Shugart 405R) 
with utilities disk and head cleaner 
£125 Tel: (evenings) 01-777 0357 
Acani MS 0.90 kit with fitting instruc¬ 
tions. £75. High Wycombe Tel 0494 
451103, evenings/weekends. 
BBC software tapes for sale, from Frak! 
to Planetoid, only £2 50 each. Or all 20 
for £40. All originals. Tel: Garry on 
0933 76849 
BBC BOH eoftwan: Vie w £40. Commstar 
£30. Screendump, £15. As new. boxed 
with manuals. Tel: 021-4498355. 
BBC A as new. unwanted gift. Memory 
upgraded to BBC B. 32K Value £320. 
will accept £250. Tel: Southend 
587108 after 6pm. Ask for John. 
BBC B, DFS, Sanyo Data recorder and 
associated software and books, eight 
months old. immaculate, hardly used. 
£425 Tel: 01-8586804,01-987 4418 
Swap Acorn Atom software-write to 1 
Durleston Park Drive, Gt Bookham. 
Surrey or Tel: Bookham 59621 and ask 
for Paul Huntley 
Beam Electron cassette recorder, leads, 
some books and software, three 
months old. under guarantee, hardly 
uaed.£140. Tel: Halstead0787 473930 
(evenings). 
Acorn Electron 22 months guarantee 
remaining, excellent condition with 
Sanyo cassette recorder leads, soft¬ 
ware, and Electron. Users bargain at 
£210 ono. Tel: 061-442 0770 
BBC ortteab: Elite (disk), JCB Digger. 
3D Grand Prix isoftware invasion), 9 
Acorn. Hobbit and 10 others from 
other manufacturers All foronlv £50 
Tel: 05827 69152 
BBC original cassettes for sale No 
pirates. Very reasonable. Approx 70- 
80 tapes write: Sean, 23 Hcathbrow 
Road. Oaklands, Welwyn. Herts AL6 
OQC Tel: Welwyn 4053 
Acara Electron. All leads, under guaran¬ 
tee. plus £50 worth software, titles like 
Micro Olympics, Chuckle Egg. worth 
£265 Only £ 175 ono. Tel: 01 -689 4234. 
after 6pm (William). 
BBC complete T andy LPVII printer plus 
cable and screen dump. Can be seen 
working on Beeb. Only £99. Tel: John 
Southend 0702 341505 
BBC 780 brand new Boxed and unused 
complete with full set of manuals. 
£349. Tel: 0428 71 3537 
Disk interface kit. Acorn 0.90. Around 
£75; 6116-LP3 CMOS RAM. new in 
original packing, £3.15 each plus 
postage. Tel: 01-202 6410 after 6pm, 
MrVekaria. 
YatsaFTlOl ZDFM Mk3, many extras, 
swop for BBC B with DFS and disk 
drive or monitor Phil Bridges 0703 
(Southampton) 891975. 
Wasted: disk interface for BBC Micro, 
any make. Tel: 0795 522100 after 6pm 
Upgraded BBC A, OS 12.32K VIA. DAC. 
joystick, £250 worth of games, soft¬ 
ware. books, cassette recorder Offers 
to Mr R. Anderson. 50 Gainsborough 
Gardens. Golder's Green. London 
NW11 
Wanted BBC B in good working order for 
approx, £200 cash. Collection may be 
possible if ia West Midlands. Tel: 0203 
303784. 
BBC Toolkit ROM from Beebugsoft. 
original with manual. £20. Cumana 
dual 100K/40TK disk drives with own 
PSU.cables, manual. under warranty, 
£285 ono Tel: Canterbury 751100. 
BBC B plus DFS. disk drive, tape 
recorder, speakers, disk doctor, 
graphics ROMS, £400 software, loys- 
tick. books, mint condition. Worth 
£1.200, sell for £720. Tel: Accrington, 
Lancs Tel: 0254 397074 
BBC AcormeA games, 12 of them, all 
originals. £5 each or £55 the lot. 
Planetoid. Snapper, Meteors. Snook¬ 
er. Arcadians, Rocket Raid and more 
Tm (il-958 7729. 
BBC ROMS, Wordwise. Watford DFS. 
Atari recorder, wordprocessor. £20. 
Games and database disks. £9. Juki 
daisywheel printer, £275. All boxed as 
new Tel: 01-366 4299 evenings. 
BBC DFS cassette, joystick, 9 months 
old. games, spreadsheet. £390. Sony 
13inTV, £150. Tel: 01-4860155I work) 
or 01-828 5011 (home) 
Torek ZB0 - HOOK disk pack. £1.200 
software. Epson RX80. BBC-B and 
£100 + software and more Offers, 
must sell. S. Gill. Tel: 01-485 6922 

PCN Billboard 
Nr BBC, Torch Z80 plus £1.000 of CBM 64 Software sell or swap Solo £7.50; Nr BBC, Torch Z80 plus £1.000 of 
software, £225, plus RX80 printer all 
unused both for £400 Must sell. S. 
Gill. Tel: 01-4856922 
BBC B 1.2 OS DFS. disk drive, four 
colour plotter, speech synthesiser and 
software collection, £650 ono. Jupiter 
Ace 16K, £35. Tel: Luton 574931 

Aawtrad CPC464, swap my colour moni¬ 
tor for monochrome monitor, with or 
without MP1 modulator, plus cash 
adjustment. Tel: Yeovil 26151 Ext 
228, office hours 
Aantrad CPC 464 colour, one month old 
approx, £80 of software, joystick, 
mags. etc. As new gift at £320. Tel: 
01-908 1460 after 6pm 
Aantrad CPC-464 for salelb w monitor), 
£160 ono. Alsd concise firmware and 
Basic guides, £10 each, Devpac. £12. 
Tel: Pete. Teversham 02205 3584 

Apple Mictetete wanted. Tel: 0795 
842324 after 7pm during week or at 
weekends. Ask for Dave. 
Apple II Earoplm BlK including 16K 
RAM card, 12* green monitor + 
manuals £350 ovno or swap. Tel: 
01-602 1530. 
A* • voice music card and software for 
Apple. £65 Casio PB100. boxed with 
manuals, £25. David Bailey. Tel: 
Leeds 0532 550977 (evenings) 

Atari software Asteroids cartridge, £ 10. 
Pilot language cartridge, student 
manual, etc, £40 Tel: 0332 557784 
Atari 408 32K, 1010 program recorder, 
basic, manuals, and many games 
including two ROMS. Bruce Lee, 
Raster Blaster, only £100. Tel: North- 
wood 09274 22750. 
Atari 400 + recorder + Basic ♦ Manual 
+ Joystick -f over £200 worth of tapes. 
Zaxson, Airstrike. Shamus. Preppice. 
Gulaxians. Soccer, and Snooker, sell 
£140. Tel: 01-467 8854 
Atari 400 48K. disk drive, recorder, 
manuals, literature, software club life 
membership. loads software, 
keyboard optional (minor repairs), 
highest offer. Tel: 278 4984 
168 Atari 400 computer with power 
pack, Basic cartridge, and Basic book 
Never been used Swaps Will be 
considered. £60 ono Tel: 01-654 6828, 
after 6pm. 
Wasted Atari lOlOor 410cassette, also 
850 interface required. If you can help. 
Tel: 0249 817077 evenings 
Atari software to swap disc and casset¬ 
te. Good selection. Tel: Brian 648 0436 
after 6pm or write Brian Benton. 17 
Crescent Grove. Mitcham. Surrey 
Atari 400 48K computer plus 410 
cassette recorder. Real keyboard. 
Basic, joystick, software all boxed. 
Excellent condition. £150. Tel: A. 
Hughes 0732 822559 
Atari 800 XL (64IQ, 1050 disk drive, 
joystick, blank disks, much ROM. 
software books, magazines, etc. Sell 
£480 or swap Apple lie 4- cash. Tel: 
London, 01-761 4329 (evenings). 
Wasted Atari Utter Perfect and Data 
Perfect, also other serious software. 
Tel: 0892 20694 (Tunbridge Wells) 

Commodore 64, cassette deck, progrum- 
mere reference guide, using the 64, 
manuals. Grandmaster Chess, games, 
tapes. Perfect. Over £300 new Sell 
£150 Offers? M King. Tel: 01-403 
5063. 
Vk 20 16K RAM. Introduction Basic 
Part 1 Over £100 software. C2N 
recorder, worth over £280. Will accept 
£180. Tel: Paul 0389 79315 
Vk 1541 disk drive for CBM 64 or Vic 20 
with easyscript and games software. 
£150. Also two joysticks. £10. Guild- 
ford 574540 

CBM 64 Software sell or swap Solo £7.50; 
Beach Head. £6; Ceasar, Hunchback, 
Flight-Path. Revenge. £3 each. Write: 
A. Vun, 20E Bradmore Road, Oxford 
OX2 6QP Tel: 0865 54084 
VK 20 cassette, approx 25 games, 16K 
RAM 1 cartridge. 3 O level cassettes. 7 
books and Introduction to Basic. All 
boxed,£150. Tel: Preston 0772 734627. 
Commodore 1541 Disk Drive, five months 
old. £130. Also disk based games and 
cassette games for sale. Tel: 0293 
28464 after 6pm weekdays. 
Ckno 64 tape deck, joy sti ek. spare leads, 
reference guide chemistry and physics 
O level revision, other software. All 
boxed, guaranteed, only £300. Tel: 
01-853 4416 
Caw adore 1541 disk drive with disk 
software, spreadsheet. database, word 
processor and assembler Under one 
year old. £180 ono Tel: 01-934 5962 
daytime 025-14 4655 evenings. 
Vk 20 - C2N cassette Quick Shot II 
joystick, cartridges and cassettes 
magazines etc sell for £110 ono. Tel: 
Martyn on 01-907 3108 
Commodore 64 disk drive, C2N, port¬ 
able colour tv, joysticks, cartridges 
and over 30 disks with over 300 games 
worth £1,000 +. Sell for £500. Tel: 
05827 69152 
C8M 64 tape software for sale Titles 
include: Aztec Challenge Booga-Boo. 
Skrambleand Moon Buggy. Tel: 0703 
558375 and ask for Dean after 5pm. 
Commodore 64 disk drive, cassette 
recorder, portable colour TV. joystick, 
cartridges and over 30 disks of busi¬ 
ness and games software. All for only 
£500. Tel: 05827 69152. 
Vk 20 plus C2N cassette, Basic part I, 
games Swap for TI99 4A or Atari 
games console. G. Faces 33 Lower 
Ellucombe. Church Road, Torquay, 
Devon. 
IweaMMMteieteaCommodore 64 users 
club within 5 miles of Stretford. 
Manchester Please contact Gary 
Knowles. 50 Norway Street. Stretford. 
Monchootoi 
Commodore SX64, new. best offer over 
£460 secures Tel: 061 -941 3102 (Med 

Dragon 32. Dragon disk system, 2 joys¬ 
ticks. hi-res cartridge, dasm, 4 books. 
30 dragon users, printer cable, Excel¬ 
lent condition. All boxed, £190 ono. 
Tel: M Swanson 0790 52120. 
Ikagon 32, joysticks. £135 of software 
including Chess Cartridge, books, 
manuals, cassette lead. All perfect. 
Bargain. £195ono Tel: Watford 24011 
after 4pm. 
Oragon 32 with Tandy GGP115 and 
connecting lead, screen dump soft¬ 
ware. books, games, plus hires and 
sound cartridges. Two joysticks. Only 
£200 Tel: Ian 061-432 2752 
Dragon 32 cassette recorder, printer 
lead, £350 + software, books, listings. 

Dragon soar group (Romney and South¬ 
ampton). Meets every weekend. New 
members welcome. Write for details 
(SAE) to: A. R Adamson, “St. Elmo". 
Slab Lane. West Wellow. Romsey. 
Hants SOS 0B Y 

Wanted lynx peripherals and software 
including joystick, interface, disk 
drives, word processor. Zen. etc. Con¬ 
tact Tony on Warrington 812014. 
Lynx dkk drive and interface wanted, 
around £150 to £170 to be paid. Tel: 
0323 24921 after 5pm and ask for 
Gavin 
Snap Lynx 96K parallel printer and 
joystick interfaces, books, articles + 
software, all boxed as new, for Atari 
48K +■ disk drive. Tel: 0733 236914 

Ok 1 software over £100 worth, mainly 
adventures although some Arcade 
only £45 Tel: Wickford 62943 even¬ 
ings only ask for Tony 
Oric Atmos 48K, two months old, perfect 
condition, £100 only. Under guaran¬ 
tee includes all leads, manual, etc. Tel: 
Ashford (Middx) 59326 (evenings and 
weekends). 
(Me 1488 mint condition, al I necessary 
leads and Power supply All boxed. 26 
games including Hobbit. Voice Chess 
and books, only £165 ono. Tel: Vernon 
on Bowmansgreen 0727 25986. 
Swaps, Oric 1. More than 100 games 
(Hobbit. Waydor, Driver, H*Bert, 
Composer. Fire Flash. T-Comp. etc. 
.. .) Colledani Olivier, 77 Rue du 

Travail 67640, Fegersheim, France. 
Oric 1 488 plus Hobbit. Zenon. Ultra. 
Centipede, Harrier Attack, Recorder 
and books. Worth over £200, only £99, 
Good condition, boxed. Tel: 01-440 

Oric 1 488. Books, lots of software, 
magazines and joystick interface Ex¬ 
cellent condition. £70 ono. Tel: Olive 
after 6.30pm. Tel: 01-904 3267 
Oric Atmos 488 cassette recorder. £60 
worth software, books, joystick and 
interface, cassette leads, etc. Cost 
£260 Sell for £135. Tel: 0734 29157, 
after 4pm. 
Oric 1 168, Oric printer, cassette 
recorder, all leads, also Mushroom 
Mania and The Ultra. Sell for £110 
ono. Tel 01-368 8468 
(Me Atmoo, 2 weeks old (with guarantee 
card), printer/plotter, cassette recor¬ 
der. software, books etc. £200. Tel: 
01 -575 5149 evenings. 
Oric 1 488, BW TV. cassette recorder, 
books, cassette leads and software 
including Xenon-1 and Battle Flight. 
Will accept £149 ono. Tel: Bookham 
57570 
(Me Atmos 488 including cassette 
recorder plus £90 of software. £130 
ono Tel: 061-308 3451. 
Swap Oric 48K for any interesting 
computer, perphorals. working or not. 
One with cover tape, software and 
books. Tel: Harrogate 0423 65270 
(evenings). 
(Me Atmos, 3 months old. plus 9 books, 
13 tapes, joystick, interface, 2 folders, 
many mags, £140 ono. Lea Valley 
9711927 
(Me 1, tape recorder, £50 of books. £40 
ofsoftware, 10 editions of Oric Owner, 
plus other goods. Offers over £60 
considered Tel: 01-699 5354. 
(M« 1488,15 games including Hobbit. 
Chess, Pasta Blaster, plus all leads, 
etc Plus two books. £140 Tel: 0273 
500574 (evenings), 
(Me 1 488 software for sale. Tansoft's 
Oric Flight, new £4, Microdeal'sSpace 
Shuttle, unused. £4. Tel: Ian 0296 
33678 
Wanted Nn-pal to exchange informa¬ 
tion about machine code for Oric 1 or 
Atmos, or any other information. Roy 
Rose. 231 Lymington Avenue, Wood 
Green. London N22 6JL. 
Oric 1 488 plus cassette recorder. All 
leads, transformer, manual, ♦ £50 
worth of games software including 
Galaxcians. Good condition. £ 100. Tel: 
01-949 0932 after 7pm 
488(Me 1, £250 of software, boxed with 
all leads and manual, good condition. 
£80 ono. Tel: Paignton 521239 after 
5.30pm. 

Sharp MZ 700 plus built-in cassette and 
printer plotter 4-color plus software 
£250. No offers or swap for portable 
computer HX20, Tandy 100 etc. Tel: 
Sheffield 471160 
Sharp 8X808 computer (48k) with 
printer twin floppy disk Software 
including FDOS compiled Basic 
Forth. Immaculate condition. £495. 
Tel Brighton 34030. 
Swap Sharp MZ7111 Colour Recodon. 
S1W. for £100 plus Spectrum outfit 
plus a w Write to: 214 Horninglow 
Rd.. Sheffield S5 65G any time 
Sharp MZ8QA. offers around £280. 
Worth £550 when new, 1 year old, 
hardly used, immaculate condition, 
plus £ 100 worth of software. Tel: Tony 
on 0222-842948 
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Slurp MZ-Qft. 48K computer with built- 
in monitor and caaaette deck plus 
software Will part with for £360 ono. 
Tel: 01-373 4156._ 

£100* worth of Rood original Spectrum 
software for sale. Includes Hobbit, 
Games. Designer Ant Attack Caacade- 
50 cassette £32 (ono). Tel: Peter 
01-422 7583 evenings, 
tutor)so* 1 with Microdnve, four car¬ 
tridge*. program copy utility by trana- 
expreas. also Melbourne House mic- 
roarivc book, boxed, as new, £100ono. 
Tel: Matlock 4371 
48K ZX Spectrum: printer, interface, 
microdnve joystick, amplifier £100. 
Software, books, Scrabble Hobbit. 
Micro-Prolog etc with caaaette recor¬ 
der £190. Tel: Sunbury-on-Thames 
61329 
Spectrum 48K 6 weeks old with W H 
Smith data recorder quickshol joys¬ 
tick and £80 softs re £190 Tel: Kings- 
winford 296823 Stourbridge. West 
Mindlands area. 
Spectrum 4SK. interface 1 and mi rod 
rive. VTX5000 modem, cartndges. 
various software, also Kempston joys¬ 
tick and interface and sound amplifier. 
£275 ono Tel: 01-590 5004 evenings 
only (will sell separately) 
Sinclair QL nearly new offers to Tel: 
Godaiming 21679 after 8pm. 
128KQL for sale, includes 8 microdrive 
cartridges. 4 software packs, RS232-L 
lead, manual etc. Brand new, still 
boxed £330 ono. Tel: (0602) 255067 
after 5 30pm. 
StswscMp programable joystick inter¬ 
face for Spectrum swap for interface 
two Tel: Maidenhead 33576evenings. 
ZX81 and 16K Memopak +3 software 
cassettes. £28 ono Write to 22A 
Wentworth Road, Bridlington. N 
Humberside, Y016 4AB 
Sinclair Spectrum manuals introduc¬ 
tion, basic programming and software 
lists offers? Atari software for sale 
tape disk and ROM from £5. Tel: 
01-584 1151. 
SinclairZX81 - 16K and Spectrum style 
rubber keyboard. 12 games, leads, 
manual, still boxed, plus everything 
£40. Tel: 01-543 0599 after 4.30pm 
4SK Spsctrum Kempston interface with 
joystick + 41 games worth £300. 
Altogether worth about £450 under 
guarantee. Sell for £220. Tel: 01-808 
5575 about 4pm. 
Spectrum 48K with free tape recorder 
Almost new some software as well £90 
for quick sale. Software £20. Evenings 
only. Tel: 01-807 6631 Good offer 
considered. 
Spectrum 4SK - Interface 1 + Microd¬ 
nve + printer + cassette Also over 
sixty programmes eg Valhalla. Hob¬ 
bit. Quill, Hunchback. Alchemist, 
plus many others. £600+ accept £280 
ono. John Tel: 01-373 2934 after 6pm 
Spectrum Mftwar* for sale. 120 games 
arcade adventure and othe types 
Must sell computer broken. Tel: (0702) 
617608 after 6pm 
48k Spectrum, cassette recorder, 25 
onginal software titles, + three 
machine code books. Also Starches* 
computer game. All vgc. £ 145 ono. Tel: 
OOMS14S 
Spectrum Adventure*. Quest. Golden 
Baton. Circus. Arrow Death Part 1. 
Wizard Akyrz, Mountains of Kct. 

Lords of Time, Invincible Island All 
half price. Tel: (0336) 2491 
ZX Spectrum 48K. over £100 of games, 
tape recorder cost £240, accept £175. 
Tel? Sheffield 0742-643697. 
Sp*ctrum 4M plus daisywheel printer, 
interfaces, joystick, light-pen. ongin¬ 
al software, etc. All underone year old 
Coat £550+ Sell £350. Tel: Tony 
(0602)705471. 

or sale Tel: Stephen 220265 (Roeaen- 
dale) after 4pm. 
FuMar hex for sale — £20. with joystick 
—£10. Both ns new and boxed Games 
for sale also Tel: Stephen 220265 
l Rossendale I after 4pm 
Spectrum 48k plus software, cassette 
recorder, magazines, books — £120 or 
swap for Commodore 64 Tel: (Hemel 
Hempstead) 0442-69526. Steve after 
6 30pm 
32k ZX81, Ricoll typewnter keyboard, 
£100 software including Graphics 
Toolkit, 3D Monatcrmaze and more, 
£60 mags. Cheetah Sweet-talker and 
introduction tape — £85 ono. Tel: 
Greig-01-892 2166 
Msg*Ham far sal*: Sinclair programs. 
Sinclair users, and some Input — 25p 
each ono. Tel: Johnny on 0706-77988 
(Rochdale). 
48k Spectrum, interface 2. joystick, 
cartridges, and stacks of software, all 
for£150 Tel: (05827) 69152 now 
48k Spectrum, Ferguson cassette recor¬ 
der, Cambridge programmable joys¬ 
tick interface, mystick. games I Lord* 
of Midnight. Matchpoint etc), dust 
cover - £180. Tel: 01-573 5156 
48k Spectrum, cassette recorder. DK 
Troniks keyboard, lota of game*, 
computer desk, all lead*, some books, 
will split — £ 140 ono Nigel Eagles, 20 
Wheatley Street. West Bromwich 
B709TY 
Lags for Spectrum, brand new, complete 
package, unwanted present — £30. 
Tel: Brighton (0273) 728806 
Spsctrum Mftwart Tanz Am. Escape 
from Arkaron, Into the Empire. Buga¬ 
boo the Flee — £2.95 each. Anthony 
Ashton. 93 Allcroft Road. Hall Green. 
Birmingham BU3EE. 
Spsctrum 48k, Microdrive. Interface 1. 
all boxed and guaranteed. Kempston 
interface, 12 original game* including 
DTs Decathlon. Hulk. TLL, worth 
£350 sell for £225. Tel: (061) 9411161 
Exchmigt faulty Philips video NI502 for 
ZX81 16KRAM Tel: 01-731 1509. 
Ferreira. 
48k Spsctnua, under guarantee, over 
£700 software, joystick, interface, 
going for £200 or a swap for a 
Commodore 64 Tel: 0533-858696 af¬ 
ter 5.00pm. 
Spsctrum sound amplifier for sale, top 
quality. 3 watt sound with separate 
speaker and leads. Cost £20. sell for 
£10. S. Hulbert. 18 Anvil SL, Brig- 
house.W Yorks 
48k Spsctrum gasms: Kong. Pool. Scuba 
dive, Inca Curse, Velnors Lair, Super 
Spy, Pharoah’s Tomb — £2.50 each. 
Oracles Cave - £3 00. Valhalla - 
£4.50. Tel: 01-673 3731. 
kriariac* otm, Microdrive, four tapes - 
£70 ono. Currah Microspeech — £15 
ono. Joystick interface — £10 ono. 
Every Sinclair magazine. 40 original 
games half price — £3.50 each. Tel: 
01-5153774. 
Spsctrum Software: titles include Ad 

Astra. Xadom Dictator, Timegate, 
Blue Thunder, Psytron, Hunter Kil¬ 
ler. Violent Universe. Space Shuttle 
Will sell lot for £35. Tel: Dundee 
68197. 
48k Spsctrum, Fuller keyboard, joys¬ 
tick interface, Quickahot 1 and 2 
Original software worth £524, sell 
£320 ono. Tel: 01-989 9927 Will 
separate. Software 40* off MRP 
48k Spsctrum plus over £300 best 
software, joystick and interface — 
£200. Tel: 01-240 3616 day A*k for 
Alex. 
Futsr FM keyboard plus Currah Mic¬ 
ros peech Worth £80. will sell for ono. 
Tel: Dundee 68197 after 6pm. ask for 
Scott. 
Wmitad. Sinclair ZX Microdrive, no 
interface 1 needed Tel: 029-575 627 or 
029-5758231 at any time. lean collect. 
Laak. Sinclair ZX81.16K RAM pack, 14 
game* including Black Crystal, 3-D 
Defender, books, leads, adaptor — 
only £50. Tel: Ingatestone (0277) 
352862 after 4pm_ 

Printer and electric typewriter £50. 
General electric with cassette storage 
for BBC/UK 101 progs or your letters' 
RS232 standard i face 2 wires. Tel: 
0732 62227 
Taady CGP-115 colour printer plotter, 
together with spare pens, paper and 
BBC parallel lead. Bargain at only £85 
ono. Tel: 0242 37954. 
Twsiaysticfcs 1 Kempston £10 + quick- 
shot £8. Also GBM 64 software to sell 
or swap. AlaoJupiter Ace wanted, pay 
£17. Tel: 0642 824 107 
Dk tranks light pan still boxed cost 
£19.95 sell for £14 ono (Spectrum) 
William Stuart Speech Synthesiser 
worth £49 sell for £20. Tel: 01-504 
0565. 
HCr* EPSOM pragrsmmir - £25. Sirs 
Mk II ROM board and C C Graphics 
Extension — £66. Ghouls, Sixers, 
Pengo - £3 50 each. Tel: 01-736 7714 

McroS&feduk drive, 100K,»'s40 track 
utility disk and manual — £100. Tel: 
08444-3301 after 18.00. 
Star Caudal printer, as new, boxed and 
still under guarantee. Delivery in UK 
possible - £180. Tel: 061-872 3689 
anytime. 
Ink! 8100 daisywheel printer, immacu¬ 
late condition with BBC printer cable 
and 3 new ribbon cartridge* Would 
cost £400, will accept £3& ono. Tel: 
Canterbury 751100 evenings' 
weekend*_ 

1,56K RAM, colour graphic*. 

Also Zenith Amber data monitor — 
£65 ono. Tel: Watfor 37979 after 6pm 

SfTX 512 64K computer manual, lead* 
etc. 4 months guarantee. Coat £316. 
Sell for £225 ono. Excellent condition. 
Tel: (0723) 351542 
Camp star, suit enthusiast. 64K, 
MDOS, SBasic. CPM2.2. built in lOin 
Monitor?, twin disk drives, ASCII 
keyboard — £200 ono. Tel: Andy on 
WOking 25133 evenings. 

PCM issue* 1 80. £10. Also C20 FameII 
Data tapes 10 for £4. 50-page book of 
humourous quotes and misquotes, £1. 
Bibby. 33 Haughahaw Road, Halifax 
CGL Pack Maastsr electronic game 
worth £27 sell for £12 ono or swap for 
Currah Speech. Tel: (0856) 3725 after 
5pm ask for Ally 
Vidas Cast* 48K, lower case, sound, 
software including jumbo, Zchesa, 
Scrips it £100. Aculab floppy tape 
drive for Genie, including XBAS and 

£50. Tel: Wolverhampton 

IIT2820I Apple II) 48K, pi ua disk dnve. 
game paddles and approx £50 books 
and mags With original manuals, 
tapes and disks — £450. Tel: 0375- 
672898 
127 magirina* i various monthlies and 
weeklies), PCW. PCN, HCW. YC et, 
worth £66+. for £20 lot or split Mark 
on 01-660 5074. Buyer collects 
(Purley). 
Scottish mar want* back issues of PCW: 
January. February, April 1983, in 
(sod condition—£1.60 each plusp+p. 
Tel: Graham (0334)53290 after 6pm. 
Scottish user wants bock issues of PC. 
What Micro. YourComputer. January 
to May 1983 Good pnee for good 
condition. Tel: Graham (0334) 53290 
after 6pm. 
E*aoa HX20 lap size computer. Intcxt 
word proceaing n EPROM micro cas¬ 
sette. litUe used - £400 Tel: 01-486 
0155 (work) or 01-828 5011 (home) 
Wanted Mnrbran technical manual, 
assembler disassembler. Details to: 
Andrew Burley. 55 Essex Road.South- 
sea. Hants P04 8DG 
H*wheats A complete with beginners 
guide word processor, mail list and 
diary Tel: 0385-67697 after 7pm 
Mtcrotaa 65 in system rack wtih 48K Mkrotaa 65 in system rack wtih 48K 
RAM. ROM. Tanex. sound boards, 
6Amp psu. Basic, assembler etc 
£100 Tel: Hastings (0424) 421942. 
Micro Taa 65 twin 6502 processor. VDU 
80x82 board, 73 key keyboard, all fully 
cased, rack with power supply an 
EPROM pogrammer and extra* — 
£300ono. Maysplit.Tel:021-3841297. 
tatsMriitsa plus three cartridges, coat 
over £180. excellent condition and 
boxed — £60 or best offer. Write to: A. 
Watkins. Key Road. Clacton on Sea. 
Essex. 
hrtadmwoa Console complete with five 
cartridges. In perfect condition, hard¬ 
ly used - £126 ono. Tel: 01-486 8914 

Texas 
Instruments 

Wanted T199.4A expansion box, 32K 
RAM. diak CTLR + drive, editor- 
assembler module, mini-memorv tel: 
0734-661813. 
Tl»4* extended basic £25. mini 
memory £30, five modules, five adven¬ 
tures. assorted cassettes, joystick 
adapter offer*, Joystick £10. Tel: 
01 593 3818 
T19&4A + cassette, joysticks, speech 
synthesizer, extended basic, games, 
two cassettes, over 50 programs, and 
99’er mags — £120 ono. Tel: Nick on 
08697 (8299 395 after 7pm 

D99/4A. immaculate condtion: also 
extended Basic; 99er mag vols 1-9; 1 
♦pare set user manuals. Reasonable 
offers Tel: Crayfoid 521429 

I Billboard Buy & Sell Form 
Free forever — from now on you can advertise your 
second-hand equipment and (almost) anything else you 
want for free in PCN. To place your Billboard ad, fill in the 
form on the left with a maximum of 24 words. Send the 

completed form to: 
Billboard, Personal Computer News, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 

2HG. 
Note that we cannot guarantee that your ad appears in any 
specific issue, and that we cannot accept ads from 

commercial organisations of any sort. 

. Yourname;. 

Address:.. 



MICROSHOP 
■: £12 per single column cm. Minimum size 3cm. Series discount available. Also spot colour available. Mechanical Data: 

Column width. 1 column 57mm. 2 colours 118mm. 3 columns 179mm. Copy Dates: 10 days prior to publication. 

Contact: Tony O’Reilly _ 

Thais 

Independent AMSTRAO Micro Users Club 
Newsletter, software, addons 

JUPITER ACE Users Club 
Newsletter ‘Forth User', software 

KYOCERA Users Club 
For Tandy lOtVNEC PC8201A/Ofivetti M10 

portables. Newsletter ‘Kyocera User’ 

MSX Users Club 
For machines MSX or MSX-hke Newsletter, 

software planned 
For details of any of the above clubs, send aSAE 

stating which club, to 

'By enthusiasts for enthusiasts' 

HELP WANTED 
If you are friendly, outgoing, have a home 
telephone, and would like to make your hobby pay 
then we need you 

FOR FREE DETAILS WRITE OR PHONE 

ICIS. FKtPOST. LOUTH. LINCSIN11 ««R 

tu_ lOuntw^'SosTniraarii 

SPECTRUM 48K SOFTWARE 
Spectrum Sound Eftacts turns jour Spectrum into a 
synthesiser Machine code effects car be used m your own 
programmes - £7 95 (including PAP and VAT). P.C. 
Weekly Sept 84 “Zaps and Pows never thought possible 
the best of these programmes good fun - 
Double Dealer two card games. Black Jack and Stud Poker on 
one tape — £6.50 (including PAP and VAT). Tune Out Aug 
84 -The computer makes a formidable opponent ” 
Send Cheques or postal orders (overseas add 55p PAP) 10; 

MFM Data Services Ltd, 
Dept PCN, 141A Camden Road. 
Tunbridge Wells. Kent TNI 2RA 

BUSINESS AND GAMES 
SOFTWARE DISCOUNTS 

Minimum 10% off R.R.P. on most 
popular software 

for details write or phone. 

Busy-Tec. 17 Tottenham Court Rd 
Tel: 01-6313593 London W1 

WANTED 
PERSONAL COMPUTERS 

all models bought for cash 

Morgan Camera Company 
160 Tottenham Court Road, 

London W1. Tel: 01-388 2582 

COMPUTER SOFTWARE: 
BUSINESS AND BANES FOR MOST COMPUTERS. 

Commodore 64. Vic 20, BBC. Alan. Dragon. 
Spectrum. ZX81 
New Releases for CBM 64. Spectrum. BBC, Atari. 
Dragon. Spectrum. ZX81 
New releases for CBM 64. Spectrum. BBC Every 2 
weeks — lust send SAE and we send you a new 
list every 2 weeks 
Altai CIO data cassettes 40p each 5 Cl5 data 
cassettes £2 40 SV«* floppy discs D sided — DL 
density £2 30 each or 5 for £10. 

“COMPUTKR COURSES" 

request Commodore 64 sand B8C B « used or bring your 
own two snd ws w4l sdspt our come to you mecFiine 

For hither Inlormsllon writs to;* 
Micro learning centre 

tOSl. Swtthuni Rd South_ 
Tele: (0202) 290877 

32-PAGE CATALOGUE 
SPECTRUM/BBC/CBM64 

PURE GOLD 
New 32-page catalogue filled with detailed 
reviews. No ads. No rubbish. Just the very best 
programs for Spectrum BBC CBM64 from ALL the 

program; we quote all the reviews too even 
LOAD times hsted. All programs available by 
return of post No discounts — just pure speed, to 
customers m 50 countries. 
SEND i 1 CASH CHEQUE PO for new 32-page 
catalogue to SOFTWARE SUPERMARKET 
(PCN), 87 Howard s Lane. London SW1S6NU, 
England TOUR £1 REFUNDED WITH YOUR 
FIRST ORDER FROM THE CATALOGUE- Plui 
one program free if yon spend £25! SEND £1 
NOW. YOU’LL GET IT RACK WITH TOUR 
FIRST ORDER - GUARANTEED. 

Q.L. PROGRAMMERS 
A MAJOR SOFTWARE HOUSE IS LOOKING FOR HIGH QUALITY Q.L. 
SOFTWARE. 

IF YOU HAVE A PROGRAMME READY/UNDER PREPAFIATION ORlF 
YOU FEEL YOU ARE COMPETENT TO WRITE ONE. CONTACT US 
IMMEDIATELY. 

TERMS: ROYALTIES/OUTRIGHT PURCHASE/EMPLOYMENT. 

PHONE: 01-527 5493. 

‘Fantastic Bargains9 
BBC Model B F360 including VAT. Two 
thousand sheets of listing paper from £ 13 
(9’/4 x 11). One box of 5% inch disks from 
£14. All printer ribbons in stock. 

Phone tof other paces or send cheque to 
Cassidy Computer Supplies 

14 The Warren. Radletl, Herts 
Tel; Radlett 7953 

(M pneet esdude VAT. tens* add £1 50 lor pip) 

SPECTRUM REPAIRS 
We expertly repair Spectrums lor £15 inclusive of 
parts, labour and return postage Spectrums 
upgraded to 48K lor £24 including post 

R. A. ELECTRONICS, 
50 Kimberley Road. Loweetott. Suffolk. 

TEL (0502)66289 

QL ASSEMBLER 
Q CODE — 68000 ASSEMBLER 

QED — SCREEN EDITOR 
Supplied on micro drive 

cassette with manual and examples 
SEND £20 to; 

42 Swinburne Road, 
Abingdon. Oxon. 

or Tel: 0235 28359 
for further information. 

WD Software 

tilts. multiple formatting of cartridges and auto backup of Mis 
from one or more cartridges lo another with optional overwnpng 
of namesakes haddbon a directory of 60- Wes can be viewed 
without screen overflow K8 a VERIFY program is unnecessary— 
0CX)S does this auton\atci»y Now includes directory pnnt-out 
end qprmt lo pore any or HI tiles on a cartridge with opboruf 
dated lines Owners of the carter package can update by strong 
OUR cartridge and 25p 

Current Spectrum Software 
Tradewtnd (CS Cassette) 

Buy a ship, provworts and cargoes to trade between the 
harbours of tne Coral Islands Make a torture it the weather and 
pirates M you bvt tong enough to master seamanship and 
economics A strategy adventure game with graphics tor 48k 

Jersey Oueet (£5 Cceeette) 
Following an accident you are stranded in the labynnth ot time 

and must Mid your own way back to the present with the aid at 
persons and objects from Jersey Fonaore Meet the Buck Horse ot 
St Ouen. lie Dragon and KreWtt of La Hoopoe Be the Black Cal ol 
Candour« Cendre. aw Wadset of RocqueDurg and many oMts 
A ted only adventure tor 4W m machine code (Quill) 

ten printer or 
___m4BK version 
/ Takes you to end beyond RYA and 

ar RaAo receiving standards 16K and 48K versions on one 
cassette 48K onty on llcrodnve cartridge 

All the atlSfueJrelableorShcrodnve cartridges at a pnee ol 
£4 50 lor one cartridge + Vie price ot each program as shown 
above EG a cartridge wtthTradewmd and Morse Tutor would be 
— 50 Ate bonus. Gunn Monk slndtnd Loader is locsudodtree 

WDSoftware, 
Ittoo, St Mary, Jersey, C.l. 

Tel (0534)81392 
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BUSINESS SYSTEMS, SOFTWARE, 
CONSULTANCY AND TRAINING, 
FOR MOST BUSINESS SYSTEMS 
FOR DETAILS WRITE OF PHONE; 

We are looking for Interesting and 
original Spectrum' programs, 

especially educational or genuinely 
useful programs. 

SD Data Services, 
Clmhunt Houm. L*** 

_ ORIC FUN- 
Games for your One I and Atmos 
UK Xeaon 1 £7 .JO • PSS M . 

UK Fncatc Comrnantkt CV<<> • PSS llorocr 15 95 
IJKProhc .1£* 50• PSSUahtl' 
Pikes me VAT A PAP SAP lot full fan 

90 plus vsftwaic Mies. 
PHILDATAJKM. 

diukoon Cheques PO's to: 
A OMEGA SYSTEMS 

44 Curlew Road Abbeydale 
_Gloucester GL4 7TF 

SPECTRUMS 
SERVICE AND REPAIRS 

MAIL ORDER OR CALL IN 
HUGE 

selection of software and full range of 
accessories. SAE for lists. 

Enffafd Communication*. 
135 High Street. Ponder* End. Enfield. Middi 

SHARP PCI500 MEMORY 
NOT LARGE ENOUGH? 

FROM £250 + VAT 
Details trom: 

SINO COMPUTER LTD 
UNIT 83. ST DAVID S MARKET CENTRE 

SWANSEA SA1 3LG 
Tel: 0792 475503 

REALISE YOUR FULL POTENTIAL 

LIFE-LINE 
SELF ANALYSIS 
CAREER COUNSELLOR 

Puce £14 95 mduMve ot VAT ana Podogo 

Carstonsell 
Carston Electronics Ltd. 99 Waldegrave Rd. Teddington, 
Middlesex TW11 8LL Tel 01 943 4477 Telex 23920 (Euhire) 

Canton - Canton Canton Canton j 

|dli|g|i!t'ail| 
Special Stock Purchase Opportunity 

RAINBOW PROFESSIONAL DECIMATE 
DEC EQUIPMENT 
All systems include mono display, floorstand. and dual floppy disc 
ITEM EX VAT PRICE 
Rainbow 100 (64K RAM) 1350 
Rainbow 100 (128K RAM) ^ 1750 
Rainbow 100 plus (128K RAf^ + 10M Bytes Winchester Disc 3600 
Decmale 2 Word Processing System 
Professional 350 3200 
We sell a comprehensive range of software for ^ 

PLEASE CALL US FOR 
MORE INFORMATION 
ON HARDWARE, SOFTWARE, 
PRICE AND AVAILABILITY. 

01-943 4477 

DEC Printers - We car supply LA50 and LA100 dot Q(/J fN* 
Matrix Printers and LQ PD2 leter quality printers 

Carstont 
We bu' «uod ‘»ua,'u uh,RWl' V1" 

Canton Canton Canton ^ CantotTSi^^ Canton Canton Canton 
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©WIT 
On the other 
end of the line 
Every now and then a magazine 
editor has a bright idea. In most 
cases the assembled minions 
gratefully frame it, but some¬ 
times this idea is fairly easy to 
implement, and it therefore 
makes it into the paper. 

One hardy perennial (we 
didn’t say they had to be 
original ideas) is the list of 
useful statistics/phone num¬ 
bers. Think of all those readers 
with bent machines out there,’ 
cries Scoop excitedly. 'If we 
printed a list of the phone 
numbers of the mtyor home 
micro compan ies they’d be eter¬ 
nally grateful.’ 

And so it comes to pass. But 
what Scoop doesn’t realise is 
that phone numbers are a bit 
like fresh vegetables — they go 
off. 

Step forward Your Compu¬ 
ter, proprietor of 'Hot lines,’ 
which has apparently re¬ 
mained unchanged since it was 
unearthed along with the ten 
commandments. 

This handy little tool for the 
readers lists numbers for ten 
micro manufacturers. These in¬ 
clude Dragon Data (gone bust, 
number unobtainable); Cam- 
puters (ditto); Commodore 
(number unobtainable, but 

rumoured to be still trading); 
Texas Instruments (line still 
works, but has gone a lot cooler 
since the company pulled out of 
home micros) and Atari (num¬ 
ber perpetually engaged when 
we tried). 

Prizes go to Acorn, Sharp and 
Tandy, who still answer their Kies, and if it helps the 

-pressed staff of YC the 
new number for Sord is 01-631 
0787. Sinclair’s new number is 
0276-685311, and sub-editors 
should be made aware that the 
dialing code is Camberley, not 
Cambridge. 

Have you heard 
the one about... 
PCN'b Lidless Eye department 

tted a bizarre snippet in the 
magazine Popular Comput¬ 

ing the other day. Apparently 
our American cousins are get¬ 
ting into a lather about possible 
MSX invasions, and the good 
people at Popular consulted a 
number of companies, Spectra- 
video among them. 

Here we pass the story over to 
the'Oh.WhataWhopperdepart- 
ment. A Spectra video executi ve 
told the paper that while the 
machines hadn’t gone down too 
well in the States, the company 
had a 15 per cent market share 
in every European country. 

In the forefront 
on micro fashion 
A copy of Digital Equipment's 
Rainbow installation guide 
dating from January 1983 
should probably start 'First find 
your Rainbow,’ but page 48 is 
the really interesting one for 
followers of micro fashion. 

In issue 79 we hailed IBM’s 
swivelling logo as a major step 
forward in micro design. You 
can’t win them all — DEC was 
there first. Thanks to Mr Hein- 
richsons of Wokingham for 
pointing it out. 

The real breakthrough, of 
course, will come when pioneer¬ 
ing manufacturers like DEC 
and IBM are able to offer 
swivelling disk drives so that 
when you tilt the unit to stand 
upright on the floor none of the 
data will drop off your floppies. 

SYNTAX ERROR 
In last week’s review of Py- 
jamarama we mistakenly gave 
the name of the publisher as 
Automata. It is, of course, 
Mikro-Gen (0344-427317). 

Last week’s look at the Micro¬ 
sound 64 Keyboard for the 
Commodore 64 ended cryptical¬ 
ly Trice to be announced.’ To 
put your minds at rest, it’s £169. 
The official distributor is Auto¬ 
graphies on 0491-575469 — 
Tomorrow’s World Today is a 
stockist. 

In Monitor we quoted a Micro¬ 
soft spokesman assaying: 'Mic¬ 
rosoft in the UK was never 
intended to play a major part in 
the promotion of MSX.’ We 
acknowledge that a word got 
lost, and that what he actually 
said was: 'Microsoft in the UK 
was never intended to play a 
major part in the promotion of 
MSX machines.' 

MSX lands 
Toshiba and Goldstar have won 
the race to bring MSX micros to 
Britain. We Pro-Test both of 
them in a loose-coupled double 
header. 

Gamesmanship 
Maybe you didn't win an Am- 
strad from us at the PCWShow, 
but here’s another chance to 
play the popular PCNgame. 

Output 
There’s a mastermind program 
for Spectrum owners, football 
on the Commodore 64, and the 
concluding part of the Amstrad 
sprites implementation in our 
DIY section. 

| PCN DATELINES J 

London Business Equipment 
Exhbn — LBES 

October 23-26 Earl's Court, London BED Exhibitions. 01-647 1001 

Electron & BBC Micro User Show October 25-28 Alexandra Palace, London Database Publications, 061-456 8383 
Home Tech '84 October 26-29 Exhbn Complex. Bristol Nationwide Exhibitions. 0272-650465/15 
Computer Security Conf & Exhbn October 29-30 Conf Centre. Nottinflham Elsevier Int Bulletins. 0865-512242 
Computers in Action Oct 30-Nov 1 Trade Exhibitions, 0764-4204 

Oct 30-Nov 1 
Computer Conf & Exhbn — 
Mini/Micro West 

Oct 30-Nov 2 Anaheim, USA Electronic Conventions Inc, 8119 Airport 
Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90045 

Texas Instruments Owners Conv November 3 Ritz, Manchester TI99/4A Exchange UK. 0273-503968 

Australian Computer Exhbn November 6-9 Sydney, Australia Riddell Exhbn Promotions Pty Ltd, 137-141 
Burnley Street. Richmond 3121. Australia 

COMDEX November 14-18 Las Vagas, USA Interface Group Inc. 300 First Ave, 
Needham. MA, 02194, USA 

Videotex Europe Exhbn & Conf November 20-22 Amsterdam, Holland Online Conferences. 01-868 4466 

r. Laurainc Turner Das -------Leah Bat hum Sah •dttor Hurriet Arnold Editorial luistart: Karen Isaac Nam 
-David Guest Nam oritar Kulph Bancroft Nam arttar/SebadNar Sandra Grandiaon Features editor h hn Lett ice Software editor Bryan Skinner Peripheral* editor Kenn 
Garroch Nardmra adHar Stuart Cooke freer law odDar Nickie RobinaonOrtdkactar Jim Dansie kit sdNar Dave Alexander AaaMaat art edNar Tim Brow n Layout artist Bruce 
Preston PaMebsr Cyndy Miles PabWdac assistant Tube Bendeth 
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M Claire "flame*. 
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! neat vow eyes to a 
I Romag CEAF. Only E19 95 

Unique iechnology: British made 
laminated glass, aspherically curved 

Contrast Enhancement Antiglare Filter. 
Up to now. contrast-enhancing filters 

have always been flat and so has their 
performance, because the screen of your 
TV. monitor or VDU is curved. 

Up to now. most filters have been 
plastic — because it takes mindbending 
technology to bend optical-quality 
laminated glass. 

Up to now, filters have 
been expensive — awkward 
production techniques 
have meant price 
tags from around 
£50 to well over £100. 

Forget all that: 
the Romag CEAF is here. 
British designed and 
manufactured by space age military 
technologists. CEAF is profiled to fit 
your display screen, giving you the 
ultimate in contrast enhancement and 
antiglare performance. For under £20. 
this first generation of eye-friendly 
filters diffuses all specular reflections, 
gives sharper image clarity from edge to 
edge of the screen and greatly enhances 
display colours. 

Mounted and removed in seconds by 
invisible velcro fastenings, the anti¬ 
static. anti-shatter CEAF is a major step 
forward in the operational safety of 

computer displays-unprotected screens 
can cause blurred vision, watery and 
itchy eyes, headaches and (according to 
such authorities as the Institute of 
Ophthalmology) even permanent 
changes in eyesight. 

Scratch-resistant, durable and easily 
cleaned without expensive sprays and 

agents, 9", 12* and 14' 
CEAFS are available from 
leading retailers at only 
£19.95 including VAT. 

Or fill in the Freepost 
coupon and your 

CEAF will be despatched 
within 48 hours. Orders 
can also be placed around 

the clock by phoning the CEAF 
Department on (091) 414 5524. quoting 
your Access Card number. For other 
screen sizes, please ring or write 
the CEAF prices for specials’ would be 
considered very competitive.... if there 
was any competition! 

[To FREEPOST ROMAG. CEAF Dept.PCN. 
. Blaydon on Tyne. Tyne & Wear NE21 5SG. 
| Telephone: (091) 414 5524 

' My TV/Monitor/VDU is:_(make) 

I_(model)_(size) 

I My Computer is:_(make/model) 

• Please send me:_9' CEAF(s) 

_12' CEAF(s) 

_14' CEAF(s) 
at £19.95 each. inc. P&P. 

' I enclose cheque P.O. No_ 

| for £_made payable to ROMAG. 

I OR My Access Card No. is 

11111111 n 111 irm 
Name_ 

| Address_ 

Ttel: 

_ROMAG_ 

The filler which eliminates all competiUon 
ROAD FROG by courtmy of On«n Software 



How to teach your Micro 
a thing or two 

Thousands of home computer owners have yet 
to discover their microcomputer’s potential to help 
with many of the problems and decisions that come 
up every day in the home or office. 

Perhaps you have always promised yourself that 
you would teach yourself programming, but have 
been put off by manuals which seem to assume a 
lifetime spent studying computer science and 
mathematics. Maybe you have looked at other 
computer books, but have yet to find one which is 
free of unnecessary jargon or where the program 
examples bear some relevance to real life and not 
space invaders. 

Relax, your search is over. 
The ‘Learn BASIC’ tutorials from Logic 3 arc 

the latest development of a teaching method 
pioneered by Professor Andrew Colin and perfected 

by testing on 3 generations of students at Strathclyde 
University. The ‘Strathclyde Method’ has been 
translated into 8 languages and used by over 300,000 
microcomputer users. 

‘Learn BASIC’ is a jargon free, step by step, 
course in computer programming, which explains 
everything clearly in English, not computer talk. In a 
matter of hours you will be writing your first 
programs. 

‘Learn BASIC’ is designed for people who want 
to keep abreast of the computer age, for people who 
realise that understanding computers is a key to 
future success at work, at school, and as a parent. 

Get ‘Learn BASIC’ and teach your micro how 
to be useful! (Available from major branches of 
W.H.Smith*. Boots, Laskys, Greens, John Menzies 
and better computer shops nationwide.) 

Please send me more information about 1 have a:- 
02 - 

your:- 
Uk an*uf<n«r hml Sinclair Spectrum ■ 

‘Learn BASIC’ tutorials ■ Commodore 64 ■ 
Logic 3 Spectrum Club ■ Acorn Electron ■ 
Logic 3 Commodore Club ■ BBC Microcomputer ■ 
(64 and VIC owners only) Dragon ■ 

1 


